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Abstract

The research question in this thesis supports a master plan effort at the Wilson Center for Research and
Technology in Webster, New York.

It concerns workplace design, space and technology issues, within

the business context of research and development operations.

A framework is proposed for developing

R&D workplace laboratories based on the analysis of a pilot project completed in the Wilson Center.
The analysis centers on understanding of the impacts of space, technology, organizational policies and
practices, and how these affect the rate of product development.

This thesis examines the Wilson

Center's ongoing efforts to create a work environments that support innovation.

The central hypothesis

is that master planning processes, in addition to space and technology renovation, must also focus on
learning methods intrinsic in a design process to achieve a unified approach and outcome.
research work environment is as dependent on it's culture as a reconstruction of

A unified

its environment.

Ultimately, a more appropriate design for supporting specific research processes is achieved when the
users design the environment themselves.

Thesis supervisor: Dr. William L. Porter
Title: Professor of Architecture
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INTRODUCTION

The Xerox of today is a thriving multi billion company'.

In the company's original home, the Wilson

Center for Research and Technology, located in Webster, New York, there remains a number of
incongruencies that keep innovation from making optimal progress.

Key to analyzing the validations of

master plan guidelines is to contrast work processes governed by with ones unconstrained by regulations.
Some of the rules governing today's environment were designed in a period of growth, when the concepts of
systemization, hierarchy, division of labor, standardization, and diversification were instituted to insure
control. In other words, if minimum constraints were present, how would research groups organize
themselves? How would the flow of information be designed? In 1994, Xerox launched a pilot project to
investigate how a research process operates if marginally affected by environmental policy constraints.
Termed the Laboratory for Remote Collaboration (LARC), the pilot was started to respond to a call for
keeping Xerox competitive in the document technology world.

The core of the investigation focused on

how spatial arrangements and technological improvements can affect productivity in innovation.

To

understand how this pilot became the model workplace for all of Wilson Center, it is necessary to
understand the evolution of the project: the factors influencing the Wilson Center environment today
(section 1); the intentions of the design team prior to the LX pilot experiment (section II); the built pilot
project (section III); and subsequent evolution of the workforce afterwards (section IV).

Xerox annual report, 1994.

SECTION I
Context of the Wilson Center for Research and Technology

CHAPTER 1
.
.

Company organization
Today's physical setting

Environment determined by company historical policies
*

The challenge to 1990's R&D corporation

1.1 Introduction to the Wilson Center
The Wilson Center is one of four major sites for Xerox's current research effort.

Its goals are to meet

future market demands with innovations that capture leading edge research and technology in the area of
document technologies.

To lead in terms of innovation, its objectives are to identify and internalize

major opportunities for growth. Research and development builds knowledge supporting and sometimes
generating opportunities. And when opportunities are detected, the ability to deliver products to market
is crucial; knowledge must be transferred quickly into prototypes, and developed into new products.

Figure 1.1 Joseph C. Wilson Centerfor Research and Technology
Webster, New York

Organization of Research and Technology is managed by the Technology Decision Making Board, a
group acting as the intermediary party between the market, particular customer desires, market potentials,
and the corporate research and technology body, which is made up of numerous organizations supporting
research and development.

Similarly, the Office of Center Management (OCM), the party at the Wilson Center with the same role as
the technology decision making board, became involved in the time to market initiative, which called for
shortening product cycle time. This was a response to a market requiring a faster rate of innovation, and
also upgrades to existing products.
concerns.

Productivity issues in research are at the forefront of OCM's

Understanding how space and technology affect research performance is one of the prime

objectives OCM set forth to understanding how to cut the product's time to market.

Figure 1.2 Research & Technology Management Process

Wilson Center OrganizationalOverview
Research activities at the Wilson Center are organized in three parts.
the path from research to development.

The bulk of research in new innovations occurs in the first part

of the path, and is contained in the competency laboratories.
are microcosms of the greater company.

Each part represents a segment in

Nine in all, these competency laboratories

Part of their function is to analyze the market and innovate

products accordingly to be sold to internal or external customers.

Coordinating research with market

needs is one of Wilson Center's prime functions. There are 3 platform units at Wilson.

Funding for research organizations tends to be more volatile than for product development units, for the
degree of concrete success in turning innovations into marketable products is not so certain.

Latitude for

changes are greater in the front end, and therefore the research organizations are more numerous than
platform teams.

Downstream organizations that engineer these innovations are called platform co-production units.
Platform co-production units

These represent the second and third phases of product development.
engineer leading ideas passed down from the research units.

The efficient transfer of information from

research to platform units is essential to developing products.

In 1993, the Wilson Center for Research compressed these activities by instituting cross functioning
groups. Shifting from a relay model of research to production to a concurrent engineering model was
designed to save time.

The name of the organization consequently changed to Wilson Center for

Research and Technology.
These organization changes and corresponding changes in work practices evolve CR to a
more contemporary organization model that will enable the creation of new business
value for the corporation and improve overall performance in our quality, cost, cycle
time, and productivity. Revised work practices are intended to accelerate our pursuit of
the opportunities of distributed document services, enable the execution of technical
architecture, engage technology with emerging markets, and dramatically improve our R
productivity.
-MarkMyers, VP

Strategy Development
XPS

Officeof th Center Manager
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Figure 1.3 Upstream do wns tream organization

Mission and objective of the Wilson Center2
The Joseph C. Wilson Center of Research and Technology was formed on July 1, 1994
by combining parts of Webster Research Center and the Advanced Technology and
Competency Development organization. The Wilson Center participates in and captures
the value of leading edge research and technology pertinent to Xerox present and future
document output terminal businesses. It utilizes this research and technology to identify
and internalize major technology opportunities for growing and destabilizing these
businesses.
It also encodes these opportunities into prototypes, models, and data
structures for use in Xerox business divisions for product design, utilizing knowledge
based marking technology delivery processes.

1.2 Facility's challenge to time to market: productivity influenced by the environment
Bob Lechner, facility manager of the Wilson Center, believes that the Time to Market Initiative was
launched to transition products faster to capture market opportunities, or to combat what traditionally had
been weak processes in the research to development links.

Developing spaces for cross functional

teams to hand off information faster to one another is of paramount importance.
One of the biggest things that we need to do is be able to then... Chip Holt's organization is
transferring technology to the business units. So we have these platform teams that are
designed to take research technology, develop it to a point where...... where it's stable, and
hand it off to the business divisions. Well you don't just take it and finish something on
Friday, give it to the business divisions on Monday and say it's yours. There's a process in
Building 147 for Y (platform unit) that we've been going through since last December to get
space for some designers from the business unit for that platform so that they can come in and
work with the research technologists and start handing off the technology. That process
historically takes far too long. We're trying to shorten that. The faster we get that done the
faster the stuff gets to market.
So we are trying in Building 147 to create blocks of space for what we call the technology
teams for these hand offs. It will not all always be full. In other words, if I move this (J)
team out of the block of space, until the next team is formed and starts I got to keep that space
free so that when the next team starts I can do it. Right now we don't have the space to do
this. So that's one of goals is create this space for platform teams plus get everybody over
here from the other facility. So our biggest objective is space.
-Bob Lechner. Facility

excerpts from an internal Xerox homepage. August 1995.

How does the work setting affect the transition of innovations to products? Does the workplace impact
product cycle time? Does spatial configuration affect innovation rate?

If policies ultimately guide the

functions within spaces, then one of the challenges for the facility manager is to identify and correct
incongruent environmental policies which affect how research work is done at Xerox. What are some of
these environmental issues?

1.3 The physical setting today from a bird's eye
Webster, New York, home of the Wilson Center for Research and Technology, is located twenty minutes
North-East of Rochester, in between highway 104 and Lake Ontario.

Just far enough away from the

bustle of downtown Rochester, Webster is surrounded by vast agricultural and low density land, dotted
Being away from downtown. the campus at Webster evolved without much

with single family homes.

physical constraint, and today is still surrounded by cleared open land, especially to the North.
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Figure 1.4 Webster. New York
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Within the campus itself, research and engineering primarily occupy buildings in the western end, in
buildings 147, 139, 129, 114, and 128. Building 105 is considered the main entrance to the campus, and
it is within this building that administration and top management reside.

Immediately West of building

105 is the cafeteria, and it serves breakfasts and lunches.

Figure 1.5 Main entrance to the Wilson Center. Building 114 looms in the background.

Walking from building 128 throughout to 147, a fifteen minute walk through the research facilities, one
notices a few distinct details.
constructed with speed.

Equi-lateral treatment of outer facades indicates that these building were

Numerous building have the same facade on four sides, suggesting that they

were built to achieve cost savings.

The traffic is heavy between 129 and 105, where people cross Phillips Road on their way to the cafeteria.
This may be one of the few times people walk outside and breathe fresh air.
from one end of campus reminds one of labyrinths;

Inside, however, a walk

researchers live in a climate of escape-ism, and

retreat to private dwellings when lab work needs attention. The spatial vocabulary of the Wilson Center
can be constructed using offices, labs, hallways, lobbies, conference rooms, and break areas.

Figure 1.6 Building 129 across PhillipsRoad

Researchfacilities with a different need
Today, there are business needs within the research facilities to display innovations to customers.
Lechner has suggested that these facilities were never meant as nexus points between researchers and
clients, both internal and external ones. These buildings were meant exclusively for back shop work, or
places for research and manufacturing only. With the need to survive the onslaught of competitors,
however, competency labs today act more like small entrepreneurial units, each interacting more
frequently with external clients. Each unit faces issues of renovation and reconstruction of spaces to
client oriented configurations, allowing for exchanges without subjecting confidential information to
unwelcomed eyes.

Within the buildings, there are also needs for better designed break areas. People often gather in ad-hoc
break areas because the environment provides little support informal meetings. In 114, for example, the
coffee area is the hallway.

Coffee making equipment is stored in a closet outside a lab.

Yet this is a

highly popular area to congregate.

There are no public sitting areas in the building except on the first floor, and even there, it is but a carved
out space on the side of the hall. In building 147, the only coffee area is in the middle of the building, lit
by fluorescent lights, and surrounded by lab coats and storage bins.

Many people presently nestle

beneath door frames for a lack of informal meeting areas, and the hallways become the principal
interaction space within the buildings.

Figure 1.7 An informal meeting near the coffee hole, Building 114

1.4 Environment determined by company's history, policies
The Wilson Center is evolving with the tides of the electronic age with much of the same inventions it
itself helped develop, meaning communication tools for businesses.
environment expedites work, from research to marketing.

Today's competitive business

The companies that produces products the

fastest to the biggest markets reap the greatest rewards. Businesses expect technological products to
accommodate faster work processes in innovation and product development.

Research units typically handle 3 processes concurrently. Innovation is the outcome of research efforts.
Responding to market demands with innovations is the driving force behind profit realization.
Identifying emerging markets and deciding which innovations to take to product development is the
venue of uncertainty. The Wilson Center's ability to use these technologies to reduce this uncertainty
risk will ultimately affect the story of Xerox.

Campus plan determined by growth period

The years after the development of Chester Carlson's xerographic process resulted in the model 914,
which with little argument, changed the business world forever after.

The success of this copier

transitioned Xerox from a start up to a growth company. The campus plan of today was born from a
need to accommodate an exponential growth in 1960s. This era is still regarded as the golden period for
the company, when the word growth reverberated in every hall of the campus.

Three illustrations

support this fact. The attitude of researchers at Xerox, the revenue stream, and the employment rate all
reflect this optimism. As retold by the words of David Kearns. CEO from 1977-82:
For the people who were up to the new challenge, the 1960s were incredibly heady
times. I heard plenty of stories about what the climate was like. Everyone felt there
was a mission to be accomplished, and so everyone worked late but never complained.
The Xerox offices buzzed with energy and purpose. Senior managers believed they
were making the world a little better by bringing about the democratization of
information.3

Interestingly enough, democratization of information will later be one criteria for today's model research
environment. The revenue stream also reflected this fast growth in the company.

3

Kearns, David. David A. Nadler; Prophetsin the Dark. 1992 p. 37

In 1959 Haloid-Xerox's sales were $32 million. In 1961, the first full year of 914 sales,
they reached $61 million. In 1962 they were $104 million. In 1968 they would hit
$1.125 billion. Profits would go from $2.5 million in 1961 to $138 million in 1968.
No one, Wilson included, predicted numbers as awesome as these. It has often been
said that the 914 is the most successful commercial product in history....
Understandably, employment reached its all time peak during this period, and buildings were acquired
expeditiously.
By 1966 employment had risen in seven years from nine hundred to twenty -four
thousand. Some managers were hiring fifty to a hundred people a month. There were
now twenty four buildings in the Rochester area. And yet there were no systems or
controls to speak of

What ended up determining today's shape of the flexible plan can be traced to a need to accommodate
growth, when buildings were constantly being built to accommodate an exponential rise in employment.
The concept was flexibility- build circulation spines from which buildings can be added to.

Figure 1.8 Appreciated units. Ciam 9. Aix-en-Provence. 1953. A./P.S.

4

Ibid. p. 45
s Ibid. p. 45

The inflexible flexible plan

The Xerox Webster site can be diagrammed as a traditional campus plan, where activities are
functionally divided on a basis of a "town grid". Layout for roads and pedestrian indoor walkways link
the buildings together. A steel grid building construction scheme accommodate the necessary structural
framework for heating, plumbing, and wiring, with a shelter of brick curtain walls.

4
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Figure 1.9 The Campus plan. roughly 1.8 miles across. 0.9 miles North to South

In two and three story buildings, labs have been located in the center of the building surrounded by
private offices on the perimeter. While in principle this design allows for change, in reality the research
laboratories have now accumulated fixtures and test machines which often have taken a long time to
build and develop.

It is now unfeasible to move them every time one wants to redesign a research

program.

Systemization and standardization were corporate directives in the late sixties and seventies.

David

Kearns describes this era as the period of decline. Internally, the company was struggling with a constant
tension of keeping smooth and personal working relationships within groups functioning while
systematizing the organization. This tension was further exacerbated by external competition, opened up
by the compromise of the 1972 anti-trust case by the Federal Trust Corporation.

Organizationally,

systemization meant division of labor, introduction of hierarchy, and enforcement of standards of practice
to insure a universal control of products and delivery.

Introduction of the manufacturing model:

hierarchical controls, management of the organization like a production facility, were the systems
deployed by Archie McCardell, the then president of the company.

During this period, Xerox hired

many managers from Ford.
Their knowledge was about management systems and processes that they felt could
govern any company-whether it made cars, bottle caps, or copying machines. Their
language was the peculiar mumbo-jumbo of financial wizards. Among other things, the
Ford Men introduced rigid controls and a sense of authoritarianism that didn't exist
before. A very hierarchical structure was put in place that had been unknown before and
to some extent was unfortunate.....6

How does systemization affect the re-engineering efforts of today? It seems inevitable for a company of
this size to function efficiently without universal controls and standards.

Yet research units find some

of these standards, when practiced today, limiting to faster engagements of structured information. Are
the intentions of these standards in concert with the research environment today, or are some of these
rules more fitting to circumstances of the past?

The Systemization and standardization of rules

governing research labs would become other obstacles to improving the exchange of structured
communication, the chief requirement for model research environments.

' Ibid. p. 54

Rules ofyesterday practiced today: the space standards

Central to our question of environmental effects on work processes is Xerox's space standards. For the
Facility group, the space standards, invented to control allocation of space, became the stature from
which spatial issues were to be systematized.

Because this document was written with the intention of

regulating spatial allocations in a period of growth, it offers significant insight to the shape and function
of the environment today. It is still the leading document governing space usage.

Written initially in the 1960's, space standards guide the relocation of researchers as they move up in
ranks.

Lab equipment and test fixtures, because of prohibitive costs to move them, usually remain

anchored in labs.
promoted.

However, assignments to new offices are more fluid, and happens often as one gets

Many issues are addressed in these standards, but the central ones discerned during

interviews revolved around workstation sizes.

There are 5 in office, and 8 in work station distinctions dependent on rank.

These range from three

hundred and seventy five square feet for an Executive Vice President to twenty five square feet for a
Sales or Trainee Representative.

In addition to size, furniture standards similarly identify rank. Wood

furniture is placed in corporate offices of one hundred and fifty square feet and up, and metal furniture in
offices smaller than those. Work stations surfaces are designated by the Facility Planning Group

Xerox Facilities Manual. U.S. Operations. 1989.
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Figure 1.10 LX member's location based on rank, availability of space,and
proximity of labs and offices to each other
Building 114-floors 3 to 1

Figure 1.]] Wood furniture in a three bay office

Changing the status system

Today, furniture and its materials connote status.

There are as many office types as there are

distinctions, and when one is promoted, new furniture and new offices distinguish the achievement.
People only move as vacancy allows them to, and since entitlement is the requisite for placement, work
processes, as far as policies are concerned, become of lesser consideration.

What this illustrates is that policies and standards do not reflect how work is done.

If the space

standards were conceived to control growth, one must ask if the circumstances today demand these
guidelines.

The resulting effect of this policy on the plan of buildings is offices distantly located from

laboratories, or even worse, far from team conference rooms.

This displacement of offices and labs adds to travel time, and depending on the degree, adds inefficiency
to work by distance alone.

For a company striving to lead in innovation time, this policy precludes

efficiency in how research is actually done. Communication is obscured by distance and by walls.

Decline, decline, decline

It wasn't until Xerox's market share precipitously fell from eighty percent in 1976 to thirteen percent in
1982 8, however, that efforts were made to change the nature of xerographic work and the environment in
which research was done.

The dissension described between management, sales, and manufacturing

units, can be summarized as an attrition of corporate teamwork by the division of labor practice.
Kearns recalls an event which illustrates this problem.

Forirhe 3300 debacle [a 1979 copier which would later be recalled] produced one of the
more embarrassing moments of my own life. Each year, after we hold our annual
shareholders meeting, we conduct another meeting for our employees. In 1980 the
meeting was held in a big tent that was pitched out in the parking lot in Webster.
DEring the session, I made a few remarks about the unfortunate problems we had
encountered with the 3300. After I was done. Frank Enos, a man who worked on the
final test in the factory, got up and said that he had a question... .then in his booming
vice of his, he said, "David, why didn't you ask us what we thought about it? We could
have told you it was a piece of junk." Of course he was absolutely right. Why didn't I
ask the employees? I was stupid. We were not using our people in a way that would
make a difference. 9
This episode illustrated the urgent need for the company to break from traditional standards of operation,
and conduct research into improving communication processes throughout. Has this practice of asking
employees for input continued after this enlightening episode'? This point will again be discussed in the
LARC pilot chapters.

Commitment to Excellence, Quality Improvement Teams. Quality Improvement Process, were all efforts
in the eighties to ameliorate these problems of the seventies.

These were mainly managerial re-

constructions of work processes, and the beginnings of solution seeking projects to turn the culture into
one committed to open dialogue and teamwork.
improvements in management practices.

8 Ibid.

9Ibid.

135

110

In 1989., Xerox won the Baldridge Award for its vast

1.5 The challenge for the 1990's R&D corporation
Efforts in the nineties, led by the CEO Paul Allaire, is focused on the next generation of improvements.
Many of them have reflective qualities of how real work is done in relation to the policies the company
has institutionalized in the past.

Right now. Paul is assiduously rethinking the architecture of work and organizations.
He foresees the day when Xerox and other big companies will be structured so
differently that they will be almost unrecognizable.
He wants to rip up the old
hierarchical charts, get rid of the restrictive ways in which workers are managed, and
start afresh. For jobs to become more meaningful, we need to throw away the old
management handbooks and take some gambles.
Paul has been promoting
empowerment and self-management so that everyone has greater latitude and gets to do
more than routine labor. He hopes to fashion groups, organized around natural units of
work, that will evolve into self-contained work communities. No longer will there be
the all-powerful bosses who bark orders to underlings. Instead, there will be coaches
and players working for the common good. There will be new personnel evaluation
systems that measure an employee 's value rather than how many people he manages.1

The real challenge for the facility management is resolving this dichotomy of market demands, and its
influences on the research teams, with what the processes the environmental policies can support". To
do this, they must analyze how research work can be done without the limitations of regulations designed
in the past.

This is particularly difficult for information gathered today has to come from a culture that

has become accustomed to working with deeply rooted corporate values and traditions. The objective is
to identify these conventions, retain the successful practices, and evolve discordant ones that slow the
rate of product development.

L

Ibid. p. 264

"here environmental connotes spatial, technological, managerial, and financial aspects.

SECTION ||
The ideal research world: envisioned workplace without constraints

CHAPTER 2
What is LARC

*
*
*

The LX Case

LX baseline requirements
*

Summary

Interviews with the LX members illustrates a fundamental cross functional team research process that
needs to be supported by the environment.

Important to increasing the efficiency of interaction is

eliminating obscurity caused by walls or even distances separating researchers from core work. Whether
it be separation of labs to offices, or individual members from one another, separation of functions
decrease unity in team events.

From the existing context, a pre-LARC vocabulary of effective

interaction spaces were identified.

Hallways are not only walking passageways, but are also principal

places for informal interaction. Coffee areas are not only leisure accommodations, but are some of few
routinely frequented spaces in an environment that has imperceivable patterns of operation.
Alternatively, important conversations happen in labs because tools and relevant artifacts containing
information are there.

Reducing differences, an objective of competency labs, seems to assume a

compression of all these team operations into a self contained space. Presently, spatial policies mismatch
with daily activities of research. How were these routines identified? In a yearlong design process that
included the LX and the X-Y platform groups. workshops uncovered requirements for an idealized
research process; if research work was unconstrained by policies, how would it function? Some of those
answers challenged the existing rules governing the environment.
lead to the construction of the LX Center.

Identification of these requirements

2.1 What is LARC

147

129

114
128

Figure 2.1

Wilson Centerfor Research and Technology

By August of 1994, Facility had done numerous benchmarking studies with other companies in the area,
including Kodak. Bausch & Lomb, and Coming.
in work areas.

Some of these companies had introduced open plans

That August, the management at Xerox launched a pilot project of their own to test some

conceptual notions of space arrangements and productivity.

An internally generated pilot project was

thought to be the first testbed for analyzing research work situations; a year later, this project would rise
in status to become the model workplace for the entire Center.

This section is written to retrace the

evolution of the pilot project, the LX Active Project Center or sometimes referred to as the LX common.
The premise is that its process of design illustrated the relationship between workplace to workprocesses,
and intervention processes to workforce morale, when minimum constraints were present and when users
themselves designed the project.

Initially, the groups involved in the pilot were MIT's Space Planning Organization Group, Digital
Corporation, Xerox Facility, and Design Research Institute of Cornell.

Their joint mission was to

develop new technologies and physical arrangements that support fundamental research work practices at
the Wilson Center for Research and Technology.

Three technology and development teams at the

Wilson Center functioned as real working models and a testbed for new technology, including its
assessment, and dissemination. A work environment evaluation and design workshop was organized for
each of these three groups in August and September of 1994.

As a preliminary outcome of these

workshops an experimental workplace was designed and built for one of the teams (the LX team).

A

subsequent workshop to evaluate this experiment was organized in June of 1995, both to assess the
process by which the experiment was developed, and to develop further the new work place and its
physical arrangements.

The Architectural Committee for designing virtual space between the research

laboratories and the platform teams developed a scheme for a rapid information exchange and display
technology for this purpose, the Active Project Center (APIC), for the LX team.

At that time, the LX

team was comprised of 30 researchers, formally members of a 200 member LID team, and had been
working for only a week prior to this reorganization.

What prompted the project was a confluence of

three intentions, each dissimilar, but ultimately, all important to the outcome:

1. The research group was newly formed and needed to define the work processes for its 30 researchers.
This was to be a universal re-organization for the group although key members had been
collaborating with each other for quite some time (LID technology).

Organized in three parts,

modeling, integration, and materials, the LX team's mission was to achieve an integrated test fixture
for a technology by experimentation and modeling key components that make up that fixture.

A

project investigating the LX work process while at the same time providing a new research facility
was welcomed by the team.

2.

Bob Lechner was given the authority to co-locate research groups in 1993 by the then vice president
of research, Steve Bolte.

Co-location is one solution practiced to ease the dispersement problem

arising from the space standards. It meant locating people of the same research lab as close to each
other as possible, perhaps in newly built team labs.

An opportunity to co-locate the LX team arose

when a lab space in building 128 became available.

The 4000 square foot area, recently retrofitted

with 10 SteelCase Harbors, a solution previously designed by another lab, would become the future
home for the LX team.

Figure 2.2 Entrance to Building 128

3. In 1993, Digital, Xerox, General Electric and numerous other corporations proposed to the
Technology Re-Investment Program of ARPA, a federal grant program, asking for funding for the
development of tools for remote collaboration and group memory.

Termed the Laboratory for

Remote Collaboration (LARC), this research was to provide integrated systems to enable remotely
located team members to collaborate effectively.

The original proposal was inconclusive, but

Digital and Xerox continued their interest in the project.

A partnership was formed, and a search

ensued for a testbed workgroup from which technology requirements could be compiled.
lab ultimately became that testbed for Digital's products.

The LX

Xerox's contribution to the technology

research came in the form of a partnership already established with Design Research Institute at
Cornell.

Digital, through its past collaboration with MIT, volunteered the Space Planning

Organization Research Group to head the design workshops with LX members.

Tools for remote

collaboration was another solution for helping dispersed teams (see Chapter 1, space standards and
its effects).

Laboratory for Remote Collaboration was adopted as the name for the pilot project. Providing a home
base for members to work face-to-face was one goal.

Ideas of team-building spaces, shared break areas,

open offices, and labs closely located to these (co-location), all aimed at accommodating face to face
communication.

Optimizing group work with an integrated set of technologies for data transfer when researchers were
worked remotely was another.

The technological objectives were to support data transfer with the

development of computer logs, indexed audio and video data, rapid transit of electronic information, and
shared drives.

In essence, these were the initial requirements of LARC technologies.

Among the

proposed hardware were Xerox LiveBoards, centralized shared drives, scanners, all to be supported by a
flexible LAN infrastructure.

Figure 2.3 LARC technologies

In summary, DRI was to develop the software, Digital the hardware and software, Facility the space, and
MIT the workshop structures for defining work processes. The newly formed LX group surfaced as the
leading group for this research, and together, these organizations would form the LARC team .

The LARC workplace pilot had two specific objectives: 1) to study, design, and implement a new
research and engineering workplace for technology and development groups at the Center; and 2) to
inform the design and development of new technology products at Digital.

How these intentions

ultimately evolved was somewhat contrary to the initial intentions of each group; the intentions and
approaches espoused by each group were unique solutions to the problems, but the ending results were an
amalgamation of intentions, each part important to the success of the overall project.

The LARC

project, is in its totality, accumulations of technological, spatial, and managerial approaches working
congruently to support the fundamental work process of xerographic research.

The workshops would

later reveal that these processes are by nature team oriented endeavors.

Primaryparticipantsin the LARC pilot:

e

LX Competency Laboratory

*

Digital Corporation (Research and Architecture group in Littleton, Massachusetts)

*

Design Research Institute (DRI)

*

Space Planning Organizational Research Group (S.P.O.R.G.), MIT

Supportingparticipants:

" Wilson Center Facility Services
*

SWBR Architects

e

RTCC Technology Services (Rochester Technical Computer Center)

2.2 The LX case
Within the span of a year, a series of workshops were held by SPORG, Digital, the LX team, and key
members of the supporting groups. The events break down as follows:

List of events
date

event

task and objective

methodology

documents & results

questions asked

Aug 94

LX Team
Walkthrough
Evaluation
LX Team Ideal
World games

map present work
processes of the
team
map ideal work
settings as
envisioned by

lab to lab interviews

picture book

what do you do here
in this environment?

drawing homework
discussion group

drawing book

what is your ideal
work environment, if
no constraints were

Aug 94

researchers

Sept 94

Sept 94

X-Y Platform
Teams
Walkthrough
Evaluations
X-Y Platform
Teams Ideal World

present?

same as LX

same as LX

games

Jan 95

2 page description of
APIC

Greg Zack of DRI
outlines concept
for APIC (active
project center)

what is the most
important in terms of
space and tech. that

Feb 95

LX feedback
meeting

confirm findings of
August and
September

large group briefings,
focus group
discussions

transcript

Feb 95

X-Y feedback
meeting

confirm findings,
discuss ramifications

large group briefings,
focus group

transcript

same as above

for buildg.

discussions

Mar 95

LX planning
workshop

plan central space
for technology, 147
expansion issues

large group briefings,
focus group
discussions

transcript

what type of spatial
arrangement would
suit this technology

May 95

LX walkthrough

determine changes

walkthrough

transcript

perceived by LX

interviews

needs improvement?

147

space?

has anything
happened which has

slowed or improved

team

your work?

Jun 95

LX metrics
workshop

Aug-Sept
95

LX post occupancy
interviews

develop metrics for
assessing work

focus group
discussions

transcript

how do we measure
progress?

one on one interviews

transcript

how has LARC
impacted your work?

progress

evaluate LARC

impact on work
process

The events herein represent the first cycle, meaning a complete examination of spaces, technologies, and
managerial edicts, and their effects on work processes by the first year.
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Figure 2.4 LX lab components

Research into LX work processes kicked off with a series of walkthrough interviews, and ended with one
on one interviews in September of 1995.

This was a discovery oriented endeavor.

Open ended

questions were asked and relevant information clueing into a complete picture of how LX; data bases for
interview dialogues were captured on workbooks, primarily in picture and ideal word workbooks, and
used as feedback to the participants.

Post-occupancy interviews in September 1995 signaled the end of the first design cycle not only to the
LARC design team, but also to the LX team. Important to note is that the LARC experiment started as a
reconfiguration of technologies and spaces, but subsequently evolved into a series of organizational
changes, even to include some thinking toward initiating research into team based pay.

The SPORG

diagram of integrated designed environments outlines these four areas as conditions for a unified
workplace re-engineering program, and as such, the LX group, after the span of a year, re-designed each
of these quadrants in practice.

SPACE

TECHNOLOGY

ORGANIZATION

FINANCE

Figure 2.5 SPORG & CRE 2000

Influencing this were the conditions of productivity, quality, and cost.
concept of the design process.

This illustrates an important

The initial introduction of spaces and technologies had to be different

enough from the rest of the environment to spark a change in the organization.
permanently.

Break the old frame

If this was a condition to long lasting change, what were the initial requirements of the

design? Why were they significantly different?

2.3 The LX baseline requirements
The LARC team saw the design of a work and learning environment as a social process.

Work today

requires the complex interaction of multiple teams of people in different locations across wide ranges of
geography and time zones. A specific objective of this project was to develop a better understanding of
how innovation occurs in multi-disciplinary teams who collaborate face to face and over distances.

The

common assumption was that technology could facilitate communication and therefore leave less need
for face to face interaction.

The workshop revealed complex and finely tuned work patterns within the team, describing how they
work from multitude representations of their research problems, in forms of data, handwriting, thinking
sketches on the white board, handwritten test logs, and printouts on paper, as well as test results or
models on computer screens. The nature of the work also implies closeness of collaborative researchers
to each other, having any kind of available data in front of the whole group as three or four researchers
engage in a dialogue while looking at it.

These meetings take the form of meetings happening on the

spur of the moment, as an immediate outcome of what is happening in the workplace; and the knowledge
developed in this kind of meeting is a part of the corporate memory which is often difficult to capture in
more formal settings, but nevertheless represent the core competence of knowledge-based work. This
was a significantly different approach to design for its process used the underlying work processes for
input.

One approach to facilitating communication, both remote and face to face. between people in separate
work areas, was the idea of project centers or "commons" for the different competency centers and
platform coproduction units. This idea was seen as complementary to that of developing tools for virtual
workplace between research and platform laboratories.

In the full-scale built spatial experiment for the LX team node, the corridor is transformed into a
"common"- an interactive workplace and news center for "reducing differences" of subsystems to the
integrated fixture.

The following principles, which support these claims, were uncovered during the

year:

Pre-LARC Lab Organization
Volatility of R&D groupings
The nature of the work in corporate R&D laboratories is such that people are constantly on the move,
spending much of their time in shifting research and technology development teams, depending on the
current stage of a product's development, or changes in technology or in the market.

Because of the

shifting environment, the principle here is that the ability to create and re-invent new work processes is
mandatory to remaining competitive. People might serve two or three research teams at once, or move
downstream with the technology. The relationship between volatile organizational boundaries and team
collaboration, with the focal space continually shifting with the changes in product cycle, creates a
situation where it seems inconceivable to accommodate stable team space for each of the ten research
groups and three platform teams residing at the Center.

The only stable variable, for cost reasons, are fixtures that cannot not be moved.

"I think that it is

important to convey that if this one moved, even a few feet, you'd be down for a week trying to get the
thing back on line." -integration lab

Work process: natural cross functional teams
"A combination of a wet chemistry and electronic process laboratory.... we have mixed needs here"- four
station lab.

Xerography is an electrostatic and wet chemistry process, and by nature requires a team

comprised of a multitude of disciplines to accomplish a working copier.

Six basic components of

xerography: charging, exposing, developing, transferring, fusing. and cleaning describe the working
components of each machine. Without the unification of all these disciplines, the needed knowledge to
develop a functioning machine cannot be achieved.

Like a football team. each member has a specialty,

but their success is attributed to how they function as a group.

What the workshops uncovered was a need for corporate support of teamwork in the same manner
required by the labs to research these systems. Whether it be organizational. physical, or spatial, the
present atmosphere mainly sustain single person events.

For instance, each member of the LX research

group, prior to the LX experiment, was entitled to a personal office and sometimes a lab, irrespective of
how the lab-team functioned.

Private labs and offices, inextricably tied to the status system, were

identified as hindrances to efficient teamwork.

Retrospectively, any changes toward creating the

ultimate working environment, whether technological, organizational, spatial, or financial, counter this
singularity principle. The LARC team chose to research communication patterns as a way to understand
the dynamics of research teamwork.

For improvements in innovation processes, efficacy of

communication between team-members came first.

Technological, spatial. organizational policies kept

the individuals working less as a team and more as an independent islands.

Figure 2.6 Six steps ofxerograph.

Sketch from a LiveBoard

Broken connections
The integrated fixture is the lighthouse to which all components navigate toward.

Since this is the focus,

why not design spaces where subsystems and other test fixtures can be located closely to the integrated
fixture, and use this setup as the organization for competency labs, where information between
subsystems can flow at minimal costs? The interviews showed that because of physical separation,
information within labs flowed in one direction.

Words used to describe the difference between

experimentalists and modelers were akin to an analogy of an assembly line model.

Experimentalists

analyzed key components of subsystems, prior to its infusion into the integrated fixture to save money
and time.

Information would flow downward from experimentalists to integrative fixtures, but unless

there were formal meetings to provide feedback of information, exchanges of information with
modelers12 were limited. There were no formal structure set for a horizontal exchange of information.
Feedback lines were either broken or non existent.

inks

urefixture

modeling

ink characterization

modeling

experiment

outcome: ink property, verified
model

outcome: verified model & test
results

verified models as design
tools- understanding of
physics

Figure 2. 7 Segregated practices

see change in work practices, chapter 6.2.

experiment

Furthermore, electronic exchanges were defined by the availability of technologies available, and to the
degree of which they were or were not connected to each other.

Exchange of information, mainly in

forms of electronic spreadsheets, were exchanged on the GlobalView system.

Since GlobalView was an

internally developed system, and protected from the outside, this system was incompatible with external
PC environments, where a plethora of information flowed on the net. Internally, even with GlobalView
network, information exchange was primarily done face to face while viewing hardcopied test readouts.
Data had to be walked to destinations.

This meant that spaces where people congregated were of utmost

importance in the pre-LARC condition.

How were individually assigned labs and offices hindering

teamwork performance? Broken connections were frequently attributed to being displaced from core
team work, where distance separated people and face to face interactions frequently took too long to
accomplish for much time was used traveling from lab to lab. Labs meant for individuals, some as small
as one hundred and twenty square feet., were asked to accommodate the congregation of up to a dozen
researchers.

Hopefully we don't have to go and talk to anybody. We don't have any problems.
don't have to go to other areas to go and talk to people.

We

-integrationlab

I come down two or three times a day and just to see how it's going. I provide support
for him on this software, running -- for running data acquisition and he provides
support to me. Even, in my place., if I need electronics he comes up -- it's a fairly long
walk, so it has to be an intentional thing. So. I'm one of the people who sees the great
value of being a lot closer together.
-fluidcontrol

I think the group could be better at in terms of transferring that information back and
forth. Feel like there's a gap there. Part of it is just because of geography. I'm up
And also just in terms of
here and they're spread out all over down there.
consolidating the information that we do have. I feel like, it's in, part of being reorganized, kinds of -- may shift that around in itself But I think part of it is that
everybody has information and we print it in, you know., newsletters and publications
and stuff. but I don't think the information adequately gets transferred between
everybody and so we're working in synergy, as much as we should be, at least. We
could be a lot better.
-ink characterization

And he's pretty much generating data like this on a daily basis. The data that we getwe have a data acquisition computer and we'll bring that information into -- that we
pick up from sensors in the machine and that information is stored on that computer. I
then will take that data off a disk and bring it over onto my computer where I do
analysis on the data. So we have electronic information of bits coming off the
And we also have, spreadsheets,
computer that we're going to do analysis on.
worksheets that are written in hand that are recording the weights and how the
experiment that was taken place that really is filling out the information. I'll take
those pieces of the information, for instance, and bring them back to my office and do
some analysis on that data. And that's pretty much a typical day....
-ink experimental area

These reactions illustrate the meaning of inefficiency caused by an increase in distance.

One way information flow
Moreover, communication within the team was managed as a one way flow. With a minimum feedback
apparatus, information traveled in an unfinished single looped, or the manufacturing model of
hierarchical structure. When information is developed, then it is passed down to the next level for
application.

Chuck Kukla, one of the LARC facilitators, depicted the information flow between groups

with the following diagram and description.

Repairing
laintenance

Technology
Libraries

Figure 2.8 The relay work model

We are on the tail of the dog. And really, as opposed to what the lab you just saw,
where they are interested in taking a lot of data, we're interested in taking data, much
like them except, I think most of our activity is trying to make this work, as opposed to
just taking data and... Okay. A lot of the function here is just trying to get things. If
we have materials here that we have to look at and test. This material -- Material
here we have to look at and test. We have to transfer. We have to get the transfer
people to come in and work on this area. And our goal is to be able to put all of the
image, 100% of the image on the paper and not leave anything behind. And it has to
be on the paper in such a way that you can't wipe it off. It's supposed to be fixed, so
we melt it.

And that's really up to now has been our method of operation, is trying to get it to
work. Take data, but rather than trying to sit down and analyze data all the time, we're
trying to make it work. It's a different goal.
-Chuck Kukia

There is material lab that gives us material that we test here. As far as data that's
being generated, at this point -- nothing yes. But data belongs to a group that I'm a
part of which is the developments systems. In this particular project, there are many
different subsystems and the development subsystem is the part that I belong to.
-fluid control
Organizationally, this was the pre-LARC state: exclusion of data until finished and presentable.

Pre-LARC Spaces
Small meeting spaces
Bench spaces, where subsystems could be assembled and tested, were the nexuses of two labs.

Sharing

information was done when researchers gathered to discuss problems with subsystems. The workbench
became a place to discuss these findings. Some information were tied to actual materials.

This bench here, we use every day. It's kind of almost like an interface between the two
We will have trays and stuff that we set here when we do our
laboratories.
measurements. We have some of the tools that we use on an every-day basis. It's an
area that we can access from both sides so that we can look at the information that we
gathered and talk amongst ourselves and easily because we can get around the data.
-integration researcher
Descriptions of these places show limited environmental support for group processes, especially when
gathering numbers increased.

In the situation group exchanges, within the vicinity of experiments, were

accommodated by labs or offices intended for one.

On the other hand, the hallway marked the place where general interactions occurred. Also, Outside of
the situation discussions. or meetings away from the actual experiment, were often accommodated by
conference rooms.
the LX common.

As metaphors for good places of interaction, these concepts would be kept to define

Contradictory design requirements
Labs had contradictory requirements. It was prevalent to call labs construction sites, but cleaned-up for
tours and internal visitors.
here.

"We're endlessly saying it needs to be cleaner.

So we just don't bother cleaning it." -integration lab.

But a lot of work gets done

To alleviate the need to shut down for

visits, newly renovated spaces were asked for adaptability to having showcase abilities.

Another requirement was to have the ability to work in the light, and other times, in total darkness.
These requirements set up the concepts for contradictory design requirements, for which newly designed
spaces needed to accommodate both to keep both to keep production time to a minimum. For the LARC
team, the idea was to identify these requirements and accommodate them in the design rather than
choosing one over the other.

Pre-LARC Technologies
Lack of communication tools where people congregate
Since these places lacked tools for

Coffee areas lacked sitting benches and communication tools.
communication, serious conversations did not happen there.

Although critically important to workday

routine was an early morning and subsequent visits to the coffee machine, the area around the
rejuvenating drink did not accommodate efficient conversations.

In a later story told by Frank

Bonsignore, an ink researcher, a secretary who sat adjacent to a coffee area noticed that ninety percent of
conversations around the coffee pot were work related.
because tools to do so did not exist.
information for later use.

Serious conversation seldom concluded there

Furthermore, serious exchanges were never captured as useful

Supplying nodes of interaction with tools of communication then became

another dilemma to solve.

Spreadsheet exchange on existing network
Assist, LabView are used for fixture data acquisition and control.

What typically passed on the net were

electronic spreadsheets generated from these programs. Without further development of data acquisition
programs, these systems were kept for the new Center.

Quite often -- those of us who are on the network and have the indication to do so, we
sent spreadsheets to go across the network. There is a whole bunch of work that you
probably have not heard about that you do need to know about. Something that we
were calling the NPL Share. Basically, what NPL Share is, and this is probably a
sidebar, but you clearly need to know about. NPL Share was a network we got -network boards, PC NFS software, which created on a SunWorks station an absolutely
immense area on a disc where resides some shared software and a whole bunch of
directories that have pretty clear names. Like, I work in the Development System.
So as you go through the directories you find one that's DEVEL -- developments
directory. And everybody can look at it. Certain members of certain groups can
change things, add things -- standard network kind of thing. So in a development
group I can send all my plots, I make plots like that. Postscript. We use Postscript,
for a plot like that to send to somebody else we make a Postscript file and sent a
Postscript file. If now that person wants to look at the data where that came from, we
would send them a spreadsheet file, extracts from a spreadsheet file.
-fluid control

35 mm slide presentations
Relaying visual information to the rest of the team was cumbersome by the number of steps required to
do so. For presentations, images needed to be captured and processed on film.
Much of it is in fact, visual information that we are trying to determine analytic measures
for. You know, one of the ways that we do relay information to the rest of the project
team, is to take photographs an image, images on the photoreceptor, 35mm slides and
showing the 35mm slides....
-ink experimental area

2.4 Summary requirements

Figure 2.9 Centralized team functions. Materials lab. Ideal World workshop.
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Figure 2.10 John Spiewak's diagram offreeflow communication. Ideal World workbook.

Pre-LARC communication meant:
*

face to face meetings, lab situations

e

spread sheet exchange via internal network

*

e-mail

e

phone

e

formal meetings

"

hallway meetings

*

walking data back and forth

Leading ideas for optimizing LX group research:
"

co-location of core work in one area to eliminate distance caused impediments

e

build spaces to congregate people, facilitating interaction between individuals

e

use hallway meeting as a metaphor for common space

*

model functionality of spaces around the model of research work, which is co-locating people
responsible for subsystems, materials, and electronic modeling close to the integrative fixture.

XBROX
Workplace Innovations in R&D Laboratories
raditional
buildings
forbidig
layou for
adonf lay-out
of the research building, and offices on the perimeter

Challenge
A directorof a researchand development centerfor
digialprintingtechnology isfaced with needfor
fasterturn-aroundon new products while preventing
duplicationof effort in separateresearchgroups
Approach
Develop a double design process for the designing and
building of an experimental full-scale working project
center
Aprovide optimal research spaces for creativity and inventios,
and communication tools to aid remote collaboration;
conduct concurrent productivity measurements of the research
group throughout the process and thereafter
Tools & Instruments

'enterafor the Research Group
I in an "innovation node" which is eorked with
buildings. The corridor is transfoened into a
rk place and news center for "reducing differences."

~

I

Introduce a series of workshops and structured evens
f
walk-uoughs
bther
- "ideal world" scenarios and drawings of personal work
environment
work-environment games and snulations
pre- and post-occupancy evaluations
tracing-paper exercises, photographic work-books
Insights and Research Questions
What kind of work can be remote, and what kind of
work must be face-to-face?

rk

pferent

I,

of communication take place in the difWhat kinds
work settings inhabited by the activity under
study?
What is the role of communication devices in concept
formation, especially by groups, and implications for
alternative architectural environments?

Figure 2w11 Initial intentions of the LARC team
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CHAPTER 3
* The war room concept
.

Spatial requirements

* Technology requirements
* Summary of X-Y workshop requirements

The X-Y discussions had similar qualities as the LX meetings.

The X-Y discussions also uncovered

needs for co-location of lab functions to one geographically central workplace. Ideas from the group
synthesized around Jim Britt's ideal world drawing. Termed the war-room concept, the team's position
was that electronic means facilitated updating quicker than the present mean of sharing hardcopied
results.

Gathering for the sharing of information, however, needed support from a physical location,

like a team area.

And co-location of the team, within a well confined space, at the very least, helps

enforce that identity by the concrete demarcation of team owned space.

Figure 3.1 Jim Britt's War-room diagram

3.1 The war-room concept
Work patterns in the coproduction groups were very similar to the competency groups in that they also
worked to achieve working integrated models.

The difference is that while research labs represent

microcosms of the company, and receive direct input from the market, the coproduction platform labs
receive input mainly from research labs.
therefore crucial.

Efficient communication linkages between these two are

Because of the similarities of work processes, technological requirements for the X-Y

group helped anchor some key ideas for the LX common. Interesting practices at Wilson were clarified
by the LARC team, and sometimes re-clarified for re-application to the LX project.
Similarly, the objective in an environment that lacked team spaces is creating one for focal meetings, and
constant project updating as to make differences in all components smaller. Members dispersed could
meet once a day in Sunrise Meetings to discuss progress of work and problems of the day.
concept was therefore built a continuous sunrise meeting for a project center.

Britt's

The diagram envisaged a

centrally located place to congregate. Team identity was made congruent with the physical space, and
was organized by functions most important to the group- communication and the integrated fixture.
...we just started Sunrise Meetings just for the systems work. And I didn't I had never
been in an atmosphere where you were constantly heard, what's the schedule, what's
going on, who's working on the systems test every morning. And it works. It really
gives focus and it really lets people know what's urgent and what isn't and people in the
Sunrise Meetings are available to us. If the whole, if a large part of the personnel in the
program were available, to everyone else, I think it would allow us to communicate
better, to focus, and to understand our priorities.
Well, Sunrise Meetings for the systems test are what's actively being done on the system
fixture that day and then does it include scheduling for the next few days and how does it
impact, how do they impact each other. And we have things come up that you don't
know until you look at prints and then we have to get the subsystem people right away.
We have to get any expert and once you get all those people in a room, you can make a
decision quickly.

Several issues are evident here:

1.

for smooth transition of subsystem work to an integrated fixture, constant reaffirmation of goals and priorities of the group to a common cause is crucial.

2.

construction and sharing of pertinent information, at a low cost, is one aspect of
focusing the group.

3.

proximity to experts help save time, for in the present, the problem solving
procedure is a crisis to crisis operation as they arise.

The difficulty of group identification was referred as an interference to group focus. Who is working on
the project, and what are they working on were obvious but repeated questions, and problems that colocation aimed to solve.

"Well, first of all, it co-locates all of us that makes sense. Then it focuses, the

focus is the work, and you see the status of the work and the war room.

3.2 X-Y Spatial Requirements
War-room surrounded by electronic displays
The heart of Britt's drawing is a "war room", center of the Y platform group activities. The war room is
a conference room for roughly 20-25 people.
"major problem management meetings."

Britt describes the character of the meetings there as

The place equipped with devices allow a constant display of

project attributes, program status, key issues, schedules, UMC reliability's, status charts, and goal
allocations.

He calls this "the story board" approach, and wants to address information facility with

technology. In essence, the problem addressed is how to focus group activities.

The middle of the room is where remote work and integrative work occurs.

A war room, in essence, is a

built Sunrise Meeting. Its general task is to define and focus the group, to give a place where scheduling
and decisions can be made rapidly. A central location gives a place for subsystem personnel to interact
directly with the integrated and other subsystem members.
achieved.

Lateral information sharing can then be

A war room, therefore. provides display areas, and provides a physical setting for the group,

and allows for cross fertilization of information among members of the same team.

You could bring in the people that we're working with outside integration function, the
subsystem people to meet and discuss interfacial problems, if your talking design
integration and architecture. Get resolution of those, have a facility very convenient to
that for viewing models of the system architecture, a space model, big picture display
model.

Areas adjacent to the central square
The functions immediately adjacent to the war room are design integration, a system test with an
integrated area for problem management (because most of the problems arise in the systems test), process
integration, and image quality. These are components vital for the integration operation.

A hierarchy emerges with the introduction of these four areas around the center.

The hierarchy

distinguishes 4 key areas: central room, integration areas, test labs, and subsystem areas, in that order.
In the past, these allocated spaces for these systems would be given equal weight.
each other was nebulous.

Their relationship to

Now based on work, the importance is placed on group communication (the

center of the diagram). In a clear depiction. this order of organization was agreed to be a better solution
to the current situation.

Organization of the systems
In terms of researchers who dwell in the core area, a distinction is made between integration people and
sub-system people. The first group needed to be centered to integrate the subcomponents. Ideally, the
latter group would be in the integrated area as well, but there could be practical reasons not to affiliate
them.

What if the group becomes too large?

What if the size of the teamspace becomes too large?

Twenty to thirty people was thought to be the critical mass for a research group. What then is the ideal
size of a research group?
Another problem discussed was how to merge different types of subgroups to the integration group.
Vertical integration had been thought of as a continuation of the relay model. How about horizontal
integration? Will two subgroups working together be just as important'?

3.3 Technological requirements
Large displays in the brain of the enterprise
The initial idea suggested a centrally located area with large electronic display capabilities connected to
peripheral work stations.
discussion.

Permanent updating, and the work needed to maintain this, comes into

The problem with electronic updating is that the entire system needed to be changed and

updated day to day, and relevancy of shared information presented a difficult problem when information
was pertinent only to one group and not to the others.

It would be nice if some of these could be large screen electronic displays of what we see
today on our small screen integrated work stations. I don't know if that's in the cards
short term or not. But we would have a designer close to the big picture displays so that
we could do certain interactive working problems that we might be discussing. and then
I just showed some other work stations in here for the system engineer or the
architectural engineer.

Dialogue,not one way information
The connection between technology updating was coupled with interactions happening in shared spaces.
Shared electronic information, and how it was to be organized, was thought of as an extension of the
physical team, where the relevancy of shared knowledge was important for input and output for all work
involved.
I mean, it's not just a preference, it's a requirement since you've got input and review at
both sides of the street, so I recognize that having things up on the wall is great, but if
it's not kept up to date, and it won't be unless it's a priority, and it probably won't be a
priority if mainline is electronic, then it can be misleading. So you get into, you get into
an operational problem, if you don't have co-location.

Faster updates with electronics
The last point here is the facility to promote instant updates quicker with technology.

-Explain to me about the LiveBoard. How do you communicate remotely with the
LiveBoard? ---Does it go over the net?
-Oh, yes.
-And there's another LiveBoard at the other, at the remote location?
-That's correct.
-So then that makes sense. The teleconferencing.
-Right, right. That's what Mark suggested.
-No, I think that's clearly what you would want to move toward, that sort of ability to
use to communicate from this facility to the facility of the project program team. I still
think there is a value in having hard displays in the room, and Mark brings up a good
point of the currency of it. -But I think sometime it, you know, it helps to have
something you can walk in and see, and know.....

Figure 3.2 Caricatureof group work processes

3.4 X-Y Platform Summary requirements
Pre-LARC communication meant:
e

Sunrise Meetings in the mornings

"

Displaying information with hardcopied results

*

Face to face communication

*

Crisis to crisis operation

Leading ideas for optimizing the X-Y research environment:
*

achieve focus by reconstructing continuous Sunrise Meetings and updates with electronic means

*

help dispersion problem with a hierarchically organized centralized team space; where the
communication common is of paramount importance

"

reduce differences by facilitating face to face interactions, horizontal movement of information, colocation of teams

*

for orientation, adorn central space with a newspaper type electronic display, connected to peripheral
workstations. Electronic means of information transport are faster than feet.

e

instead of hardcopied information, use LiveBoards for constant updating of team information

SECTION III
The built innovation
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Figure 4.1 Early depiction of the LX Center, January 1995
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Six months later, the LARC team completes the Center. The character of research work takes on a
different flavor a year after the initiation of the project. These are post occupancy accounts of the LX
environnment.

Walking through glass doors and into the LX center, especially in the morning, one confronts activities.
Activities of every form proliferate.

Faint hums of conversations float over partitions.

Fresh coffee

aroma lingers over from the coffee area. Doors open and shut, footsteps rhythmically tread to and fro.
People are everywhere the eyes can see, and activities abound. The LX center functions like an Agora
with quieter break areas around the center. Here people have the option to coast into one conversation to
the next, or work in open planned offices; in each case, anyone can audibly participate in discussions.

One way of describing the LX center is by noting its built artifacts. For the sake of simplicity, the
descriptions will fall into the categories of technology, and space, for these were the main interventions.
The reality is that the functional aspects of each are dependent on the other, and evaluating each category
exclusively can be somewhat meaningless.

4.1 The LX technologies
The Center is adorned with numerous communication tools, and with a few more pieces of hardware,
may resemble a control center. In essence though, it is a command control center. It is now the seat of
most activities for the LX team, including members working remotely.
Novell and Windows NT 3.5 make up most of the LX network. These two systems run a gamut of
software products on the LiveBoards and peripheral work stations. An additional Windows 3.1 exists
only to provide connection to the GlobalView system. Although the Wilson Center will gradually phase
out GlobalView in the next year, the system presently remains part of the network and stores a colossal
amount of information.

The network is protected by a "fire wall", an impassable barrier except to those

who can activate the right protocols. The present configuration is still in its experimental stages and
evolving.

Tele
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Xerox
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I
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home office

e-mail

PPP

workstation
Windows NT 3.5

un

Wilson Center
Firewall

i
Web Forumworkstation

Non Novell
Xerox

workstation

workstation

workstation

Figure 4.2 Diagram ofLX network

Workstations- 90 Megahertz Pentium, dual boot, 32 meg ram, one gigabyte drive.

LiveBoard- The LiveBoard is a computerized whiteboard which lets business teams in different locations
share a large common writing and viewing surface for capturing ideas, organizing information, and
viewing and annotating documents. The LiveBoard is as simple and natural to use as a whiteboard.
Users "write" on the LiveBoard's screen with a wireless pen., providing simultaneous viewing at all sites.
Once something is written in it, the information can easily be changed. copied, or moved. It can also
display live video in full-screen or a "video window". The unit is 6 feet 11 inches tall, and the screen is
67 inches across. It supports a 640 by 480 pixel image.
" adopted from the original LARC proposal, July, 1993.

Printerand scanners- an array of printers, color and black and white, is supported by the network. The
Center also possesses high resolution scanners for presentations.
Video- the LiveBoards have the capacity of running the TelePresence program. The poor resolution of
the LiveBoards keep video capabilities limited. Currently, video monitors are still being used.
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Figure 4.4 Web Forum interface

For most. the network serves as a convenient system to retrieve lab information for group meetings.
Exchange of data between labs via the net is also common. There are two ways of using the network to
store and transfer data. One operation is to collect data via a scientific type software. Spreadsheets are
generated directly form the collection software, and later opened for analysis. data plotting, or creation of
presentation graphics. The other operation require a manual step before processing and analysis. Data is
collected by hand, written into notebooks, and later entered into spreadsheet programs.
either in personal or shared drives. In some cases, it is also saved on floppy disks.

Data is stored

Figure 4.5 workstations in the APIC

Figure 4.6 work on Xerox LiveBoards

Figure 4.7 backgroundadorned with communication tools

4.2 The LX spaces
The LX center occupies approximately 4000 square feet, and is the meeting area for 30 researchers.

Half

of the group reside in this area, both in labs and open offices. The rest of the lab is scattered about in
building 114.

Five main areas are present in the Center, although their activities can meld into one

another.

G
Figure 4.8 plan of the LX lab

The South door is the main entrance to the lab. A hallway bisects the large space into two areas. Above
the hallways is the Active Project Information Center, where numerous communication tools adorn the
space. Surrounding APIC are four laboratories, one of which is the integrated fixtures lab. This lab is
closest to the entrance, and is the largest lab of the four. The rest of the labs are used for independent
research. Initially conceived as support to the integrated fixture lab, these smaller labs are now used for
specialized research. This follows a move to target shorter termed projects.

Below the hallway are open office coffee break areas. Two SteelCase harbors separate the two spaces.
Each researcher is provided with one workstation, and these semi personal spaces are distributed more or
less equally. John Knapp, one of two lab managers, has the same amount of space as Paul Morehouse, a
technician.

Researchers occupying these workstations do not possess a uniform background; they

represent a multitude of disciplines. The area is intended to cross fertilize knowledge from different
fields by the virtue of co-location.
On the far end are two private conference rooms. These private rooms were thought to be important
complements to the open environment, but today they are seldom used. Team-members believe the open
areas to be more congenial to exchanging information, so today, the majority of lab meetings are held in
the open forum. This represents a significant change from the past, when the entitlement system forged
attitudes adamant to this kind of free exchanges in open areas.
Most of the furniture in the Center were supplied by SteelCase. SteelCase harbors are remnants from a
prior project. The walls or partitions are head high dividers also provided by SteelCase. Most chairs, as
the tables, are reconfigurable and rollable. The chairs have the added ability to be raised and lowered.

Figure 4.9 entrance to the LX lab- physical transparency

Figure 4.10 informal meetings in the coffee area
a writing wall is attachedto the harbors on the left

CHAPTER 5
.

Function supported by solution
.

The autonomous group

I think that the team approach and so on certainly I think unleashes a lot more creativity, a
willingness or an eagerness actually to contribute and so on and so forth. But I think it does
at the same time... There's a fine line between creativity and kind of chaos.
,Joe Mort

The LARC pilot project illustrated an important connection of space, technology, and intervention
process in improving communication within a research lab. The new work environment does not dampen
funding uncertainties experienced in research and development environments, but is designed for the
interception of critical information faster.

More information means a greater ability for preparation.

More information is made available partly by elevating the importance of informal conversations, and
supplying needed tools to capture shared ideas for later uses. Having the right to exchange ideas, capture
them when necessary, is at the core of innovative activities.

5.1 Function supported by solution
The LX pilot project lives as a testament to how a project resolves when the users of the space and
technologies actively participate in the design of their environment.

When given a free reign on how to

manage their work environment, the LX team's tendency moved away from a hierarchically controlled
system to one that supports teaming activities in all components making up the physical and electronic
environment, even to include the once resolute spirit of the individual researcher. The new environment
can be thought of as a capitalistic unit externally. but functioning as a communal environment internally.
Democratic principles govern sharing of resources among autonomous members of the same research
group. This liberty of actions help expedite the objectives toward which the group strives. When asked
of how the LARC project benefited the work process, member's reactions summarized into one of two
broad categories; in the categories of technology and space, the theme retold often centered on the
liberating experience the new tools and spaces provided, that an examination of how touse these
facilitated awareness by opening the shortcomings of the prior work processes.

And this possibility of

identifying problems earlier. and reflecting how the tools and environment help or hinder the work
process, is what innovation needs.

Reactions to the technologies
Team identity supported by shared drives
This theme of liberation is reflected in the reactions toward the technologies.

Remarks from the

September 1995 post occupancy interviews about the ability to make use of the shared electronic drives
postulate the democratization of information; centralizing and emancipating access to it elevated the
awareness of activities within the team to individual members, adding a venue for group information
exchange other than face to face or formal meetings. Centrally available information is accessible from
remote locations. Also, shared drives seem to also foster team identification.

And then there is this kind of more organizational thing that is intended to foster team
working relations. I think that having a center like that actually I think is very beneficial. In
a sense those of us who aren't physically located down there then that's where this comes in
because this kind of provides a virtue. This is a virtual center because we're linked by... You
know we have common drives, the W and K drive and so on and so forth. So that kind of is
a surrogate for not being down there in a way.
-JoeMort

By having these shared drives has made things very helpful for the exchange of graphs,
data, through these shared drives. By having our meeting notices come through we are
all aware of when the meetings are and we get very fast communication in terms of what
people need by being all connected through the computer. So I think this has been the
biggest impact has been the computer. I think that was very well set up. I think that's
something they should continue in this other project they're going to set up in Building
114. They have everyone to have computers and have shared drives.
-Mary Ann Machonkin
Team updates can now be obtained with an easier and continuous means of exchange, and these
exchanges lead to quicker identification of problems facing the team, resulting in opportunities for
quicker responses.

Centralized intellectual properties data base minimize search efforts
Collecting data on pertinent patents had been individual efforts in the past.

Information collected often

had the risk of needing to be re-collected when needed again, especially by other individuals.

The

intellectual properties data base, and electronic connections to personal workstations. eliminated this
duplication of effort.

For example, we have established our own internal intellectual property data base. And it
exists in two forms. One is we have physical hard copy, which again are centrally located in
the LX Center down there. We are almost finished with getting a complete set of patents and
so forth that relate to both ours and competitive ones. People know that they're down there.
They don't have to rush off to the library which is always kind of a chore, particularly if the
library doesn't have the particular patens you might want because they don't have everything.
So we've established that within the LX Center. So that again if you like is a very, is an
impact on the efficiency with which people can generate that or access that kind of
information. The same kind of information is also stored electronically in a searchable data
base. So we can kind of electronically find out, for example, how may patens deal with a
particular aspect of lid technology, whether it's a particular subsystem or a material or
something like that........I mean if I want to look at say a piece of data or something like that
then the ability to get it almost instantaneously rather than having to either call somebody and
say, "Do you have this data?" and they say "Well just a minute I'll look in the file cabinet" and
so on. I think that certainly does increase the efficiency that which one makes progress
technically.
-JoeMort

Democratically accessible centralized electronic data base eliminates duplicity of effort in data
collection.

Promotion of efficiency, and minimization of ambivalence of group knowledge is what the

intellectual property achieves.

Connectivity of systems saves steps
Yet, with the advent of technologies that help accelerate certain types of work. interconnectivity
between systems was a problem in the past.

The connection between LiveBoards, servers, and

printers eliminate this need for duplicity of effort as well.
The LiveBoards are a big help because printing is such trial and so much of my work
involves preparing and giving presentations. Whenever I don't have to go through hard
copy, whenever I can just zip the file over there and not have to worry about all the
vagaries of how I do I get this stuff out onto paper...
-George Gibson

Where I really enjoy not having to deal with the printers and all the problems. I don't
have priority to printers out here so sometimes I have to wait an hour if there are 50
people ahead of me printing things out. So if you need something last minute it's not
always possible. Where if I could just put it on a disc and hand it to him it would be
great. He wouldn't have any worries. He wouldn't have to worry about are they in
order or not, are they all here or not, because I'd make sure they were on that disc.
That's been my favorite part of the whole LARC project, the LiveBoards and creating the
presentations and being able to have them on the LiveBoards.
Also having two
LiveBoards, being able to present on one and having the other LiveBoard where people
can take notes and take action items, not have to sit there with a pen and paper. They
can actually still stand up and do their presentation and still take notes at the same time.
Everyone can view the notes or the action items which is really neat.
-Jodi Simpson

Power of slides + audio interfaces add another dimension to communication structure
Although not extensively used at present, Power Point slides with audio clips have the potential of
becoming a powerful interface format for stored information. When automated, voice messages can be
added to a set of images, creating otherwise lifeless data into personable ones. This ability is only made
possible by the availability of the LiveBoards.
Voice, I think voice is going to be very powerful on the computer. It certainly will help make
resource files that are making their way into the W drive that are somebody's presentation.
Without some elaboration almost nobody's overheads really make sense all by themselves. So
I think Ed Caruthers was the first to actually append a little audio to each his slides before he
put them out on... For the difference when you open them to preview that as opposed to
opening one of these other ones it's day and night.
-George Gibson

Video has the potential of substituting face to face interactions
Video is another potential interface not yet developed.

It simply requires camera periphery on all

workstations, and this is unavailable at present. The technology is present for instigating the next round
of changes that may include visual as well as audio connections.

The Video Space, it's been useful to use VCR on the LiveBoard. It's just another you can
bring information in so far being able to watch the traffic outside on Philips Road and being
able to look at ourselves. That seems somewhat less useful to me. Although we had a
demonstration from somebody from the Live Works very early on about how to really do the
conference with some other folks who also had Live Works so that you could mark up the
same document. We've never actually done it. It requires that other people have things that
they don't in fact routinely have.
-George Gibson

Connected LiveBoards spawn sharing of unfinished information
LARC contributed the most in the promotion of presentation and sharing of information that
historically was kept within the laboratories, unshared. With the advent of faster and better
communication tools, this information is disseminated faster to researchers within the lab, and
also to outside partners visiting the center. Clearer and faster communication does not guarantee
innovation, but is a necessary condition for researcher to identify places where innovation can
have applications to products.

The combination of the LiveBoards and the common hard drives on the computers are
making this lab, I believe, the benchmark in communicating their technical results. And
that's the problem science people have, is they do great work, but sometimes we don't
communicate it very well. So it stays in the lab, and or stays in the area, and is why it
doesn't get implemented into products. For instance, yesterday you saw the Japanese
(from Fuji) all week here, and these communication tools helped immensely describe to
them we are in our technology maturity, what test we've done, which tests we haven't.
And for having team participation meetings, as far as I'm concerned, this has been a big
big step forward, because I've seen in that communication aspect, I've seen almost, I'll
put a number on it, a 200% improvement in how we communicate what we do with the
places that we have in this room, and with our computers. And that's really only
working with them for the last 3 months.
-Ed Schlueter

Reactions to the spaces
Use define focus which also defines centrality
Focus area is defined by use, which is defined by work. Work is structured by tools to do that work.
Here is a description of a physical center defined by the amount of interaction.
of that interaction?

What is the drive that congregates people?

But what is the essence

What other than work and

communication about that work. The group identity is defined by the frequency of meetings that happen
in the LX common, and this frequency revolves around communication.
dichotomy for the environmental designer, but it should not be so.

This principle highlights a

Common areas as mere spaces and

by themselves do not define centrality, but walls placed around people engaged in their work does.
Metaphorically, this is like placing an envelope around activity nodes.

For the LX lab, the design was

strictly based on work needs, not a design for group identity.
My feeling is that and I don't know, this is purely an uninformed observation, but my sense is
that LX is the only one that a physical center. I think it kind of.. The other competency
centers are kind of very diffused. I believe that there's no physical relationship between the
organization necessarily. The lead manager may be in one building and the members of that
competency center may be somewhat scattered. That's even true for LX in a sense but at least
we do have a physical entity called the LX Center that people can kind of congregate. It
provides that kind of physical context. That's what I meant by that.
-JoeMort

I think this area has indeed become the focal area that was intended. That's kind of odd.
Nonetheless this is the, is clearly the focal
The boss is in another room.
area.....Ordinarily the seat of power defines the center of an activity. But I think the fact
that Jim (one of two lab managers) uses this facility constantly and all of the new
technology and tools made this center very large. Living here is a blessing and a curse.
-George Gibson

Team centers could have been defined by spaces, fixtures, or power structures. The LX center is unique
because it highlighted group communication and information exchange as the functions most important
for the lab. If the configuration of spaces have tacit organizational implications, then keeping the central
area in the lab open for conferences symbolically shows that group communication is of utmost
importance.

Open conversations are supported by team common areas
Again, perhaps repeating the virtues of democratic spaces and its effects on innovation, open areas, and
perhaps more importantly, benevolent rules in these spaces that promote free exchanges, help instigate
conversations from which leaps to discoveries can happen.

Innovations as described here are not only

limited to research and product innovations, but more interesting, also to innovations of rules of conduct.
This becomes an endless evolution toward the better. It is interesting also to note that meetings, formal
and informal, are now viewed as shared resources.

Listeners are welcomed to inject opinions. Access

promote inclusion and walls promote exclusion.
We have this open area where everybody can talk and express themselves and use the
LiveBoards if they wish. This is good. You get a feeling of openness that everybody is
going to say what they want to say. Sometimes behind closed doors you get the feeling that
things are being held back from you, you're not getting all the information you should be
getting. I think in the LX common area that openness is valuable. It doesn't give you that
feeling at all. It kind of gives you the feeling everybody is saying what they want to say.
-John Spiewak

No, I'm very comfortable with the open environment. I enjoy it. I guess it depends on
your personality. I enjoy passing people and saying hi and shooting the breeze. To me
My personality is more of impromptu conversation
it spurs different conversations.
versus very organized conversations and meetings. I'd much rather spend time like we're
spending here drinking coffee and talking about this versus a very structured meeting. I
just think this is more valuable.
-Ed Schlueter

The personal realm has increased
Sizes of individual spaces, likewise, have increased as rules democratized the sharing of resources.
more are individuals bound by the confines of the individual lab and offices.
to use.

No

The whole area is rightful

They're using space in a different way now. Their space is not this little 8 X 8 square
foot or 6 foot diameter place. Your space is the common area and the laboratory and
your office and they're all tied together. "Please feel free to go and use that table over
there rather than sit in the cubicle. And please feel free to stand in the coffee room there
and write on the wall." Your space is suddenly enormous if you look at it that way.
You have enormous space......Well as far as I'm concerned my space extends from that
door to that door and from that wall to that wall. That's a huge office there and I'm
proud of it. It's a very fancy facility and I have a really fancy computer and I have these
LiveBoards that are so wonderful to play with and your going to create presentations
with it. So my space is big. Other people interpret it very differently. "I lost all my
space. I don't have space. I don't have a door." You've got to
that and try and
somehow promote the feeling that your space is not this little space. Your space is the
big space. But not only is your space the big space, we even gave you a special space
within the big space that's your very, very own. It's a slant. It's a spin. I know that.
But I feel that way about it and it helps a lot.
-PaulMorehouse

Less time tracking down people
To add to the previous point, spaces now derive their worth by how infrequent members expend their
energy tracking people down and getting updated on information.

Being co-located implicitly means

rapid exchange of information.

I don't know the half of what they all do down there being up here, but I know there's
always... The white boards are always covered with stuff and the LiveBoards are always
covered with stuff. There's always people sitting down talking together about fixtures
and whatever they're working on. It's neat because originally they thought, "Oh, I don't
want my space invaded. I'm going to lose everything.
If I lose my office I'm going to lose everything." And now I think they're just all excited
by the fact they don't have to go through picking up the phone and calling people and
going through all that.
-Jodi Simpson

One of the comments that I've heard somewhere along the way has been lots of good
work has taken place around the coffee pot. People would meet each other in the
hallway and things like that. We now have sort of an expanded hallway here. Our
My coffee pot area is also an extension of that
office space and a common area...
hallway. I find that many of us have lunch together over in the common area. We
make it a point in fact at lunch time to see who's over there. Maybe there's somebody I
can talk to, a friendly face, or a discussion I'd like to participate in.
- PaulMorehouse

Morehouse's conclusion here is that coffee meetings, lunch breaks, times historically disregarded as
unproductive, are now used as informal meetings like sunrise meetings,.

Ownership means liberal use of spaces
Additionally, ownership is a requisite for liberal uses of spaces.
ownership, the spaces become owned by no one.

Without a well defined sense of

Classic cases of unused commons are found in the

second floor of building 1284, where the common spaces are ample in size for the surrounding office
occupants, but are seldom used collectively because the ownership is un-defined. An important principle
is that APIC is owned by the LX group.
But it's kind of nice because it's like when you pass through these doors you're on your
own turf.......There's a relationship between ownership and productivity. An interesting
question. Let me answer it, but I can't answer with respect to the LARC facility. In my
own lab in Building 114 I feel like it's my lab. And because it's my lab I've taken, I
arrange things the way that I feel most productive. So that it maximizes my productivity
I have equipment on one side of the lab where I measure things and I have balances and a
preparation area on the other side of the lab. I have like a little desk between the two
And I feel like I'm
sides. I have a storage facility in the rear. So in that case...
So
I would think so at
I
produced
things.
productive there. I know my way around.
least for me.
-FrankBonsignore

5.2 The autonomous group
Finally, what the democratic spaces and network of technologies created in fact is a team that functions
autonomously, reacting and adapting to outside forces by virtue of individual participation in team decisions.
This is significantly different than before.

In the past, members very well could have reported that they felt

autonomous in living their daily routine; the presumption here is that carefully articulated assignments could
provide this autonomy, but this remains unproved.

What democratization of information, by connected

technologies and free exchanges in open spaces, seems to instigate is the same individual autonomy, but in the
context of the group.

1

offices surrounding a similar common area is inhabited by members of different labs.

Strmctured communication allows for horizontal exchanges of information as well as vertical, challenging the
notion that budgeting decisions, for instance, needs to be decided by management and then shared with the
team. With co-located teams and proliferation of computers, the team can become self organizing.

I think there is a new way of working. I think it's kind of created new challenges. I'm not
sure how widely this is-whether everybody has the same view of it, but I have a particular
view. I'm hesitating with respect to... I'm not quite sure how the LARC has impacted this.
But I think, again I think this comes from this sense of the fostering of team activities and so
on. In a sense that only works if kind of people are empowered to kind of take initiatives,
create kind of fluctuating relationships so that if a particular kind of issue or problem arises
then it kind of gets self-organizing groups that are not kind of mandated by managerial
edict..... I mean you could have a team, you could have a football team and they are normally
called a team. Every player doesn't do what they want. They understand that they have a
particular set of skills that when used in a controlled, self controlled and disciplined way in
fact contribute to the greater good of the whole.
,Joe Mort
Because, I mean, my view is that as we think about changing the culture, and maybe this,
when it comes to the technical work, this part now, the technical work we're doing is really,
very complex, and it requires, to make the whole thing work, we really do need to have people
that specialize in various things, otherwise it won t happen. And those people are so different
that you've got chemists and physicists and engineers, and you can never train a chemist to be
a physicist, and you can never train a physicist to be a chemist, no matter how hard you try,
they're never going to get that same expertise. However, I do think that we are beginning to
have in our technical work.... that individuals are now understanding how important their
success and their own work is, to the total work. In other words, they can relate to the team's
success. When they are back in their lab or in their office working on their individual work,
they know where it fits into the big picture. And they can project the team's success by
everything they do in their own laboratory.
,John Knapp

It is important, as a measure of success, for individuals to understand the goals of the lab, and gear their work
as contributions in the direction the team moves to.

CHAPTER 6
*

Environment as a strategic imbalance
Work practices influenced by LARC

6.1 Environment as a strategic imbalance
In order for an organization to embrace change, or to recognize a change is needed, a discomfirming state is
needed to unbalance the present belief of what is stable with a recognition that new states can be more
beneficial. Schein and Bennis call this state unfreezing . In a discussion with John Knapp, LX lab manager,
professor Bill Porter reflects on the stages of frustrated imbalance, clarification, strategic imbalance, and
change. These steps represent a general description of change mechanism. This dialogue adds detail specific
to the LX change process within the framework of change.
The beginning of the project there was a kind of unsettled imbalance that caused Turid and
others to be drawn into the project in the first place, otherwise you wouldn't have pulled them
in. So there's something going on there. But it's not clear what the imbalance is from. And it
arises more out of, let me just call it frustration for the moment, that somehow goals are not
being met as they should be, or somehow the facilities are not being as supported. Something
is wrong with the situation. And from that situation, and that condition, which is clearly
unbalanced, out of balance. Then the next condition was one that resulted from the
clarification that came through the interview process, where the imbalance was now better
known. That is, to say that you were more clear what the frustrations were. You were more
clear of what the needs were, but there wasn't the added position which you could say now
this is exactly what we need to do in order to solve the problem. But at least the imbalance
became one that was clarified. And then, and maybe there are too many stages here, the next
stage was one which I call strategic imbalance, which is you intervene. But at this time you're
creating, with the intervention. You're not balancing the equation. You're unbalancing it, but
this time in the way that you think you know, at least, how and why you're unbalancing it. So
it goes from confusion, if you like, and an unbalanced situation, in which you bring in the
consultant in the first place. to a clarification of the nature of the problem really. You clarify
what the differences are between your needs and wishes and the kinds of support that you are
getting out of your space setting and your technologies and so on. to a crafted intervention
which sets up now a plausible tension that you can believe in, especially, I would say, Turid
and Chuck, and Greg Zach, could believe in as that is the kind of tension you want, a strategic
imbalance, and how does that strategic imbalance play out? It plays out exactly in the minds
of the people who are there saying how can I improve my work practice in the light of these
opportunities that have been put in. So, then what we get to, later on, is new problems or
roadblocks, and we're off on another cycle again. But the whole thing is fashioned out of
concepts of imbalance. which run from confusion to clarification to an intervention which
creates a strategic one, but the organization is never balanced.
-BillPorter
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Incompleteness of the initial design, and subsequent inventions of new work practices suggest that a
recognition that traditional rules governing the interactions of the team needed revision. In general terms, if the
LX team transformed itself through some semblance of this framework, then continuous re-invention requires
re-enforcement of dilemmas, constmctive ones that is. Status quo then is a prescription for stagnation. In the
first round of intervention, the LARC team provided the spaces and technologies with the help of the LX team.
The LX team, recognizing new potentials, responded with substantial changes to its work practices.

6.2 Work practices influenced by LARC
...what's really changed in the laboratory is a change in the work culture, or - and the facilities
and technologies, and you know, computers and all this, had really facilitated this movement,
in my direction, towards a collaborative change, ... there was something different happening to
the group, as opposed to just changes in the facilities.
,John Knapp

For lasting change in organizations, "frame breaking" change must take place. In the LX pilot, the
interventions changed the fundamental way people do work. The cross functional, co-location concepts
have been so foreign and new that once given, a reversion to the status quo Xerox was unlikely. Had this
change been only a slight improvement or a small shift in the way people interact old habits would resurface. Slight behavioral uncertainty when getting acquainted with the new LX area should be expected.
Furthermore, frame-breaking change is so significant that new types of activities form.

Evidence of

organizational restructuring may be the strongest evidence of environmental impact on work practice.
The invention of the LX share meeting format is an example of this. Another is the re-prioritization of
computer modeling to the LX core work.

The LX meeting format was conceived in the same vain as the spirit from informal conversations. "The
most productive meetings here are those that happen spontaneously, where people start talking about
something and passerbys drop in." -Greg Conway. Sometime in March of 1995, a group of LXers
gathered in the LX conference area and started talking about conceiving an institutionalized format for
informal meetings. Informal meetings were thought to be risk free means to exchanging information,
beneficial to the group, but yet different from contrived formal meetings.

Throughout the informal conversation, people dropped in and gave their thoughts as to the kind of
meeting format that best allowed everyone in the group to participate. No one person championed the
idea, but as a group, spurred by the new environment, a concept was invented that would later be called
the LX Share meeting format. On most Fridays, lab members meet at their own discretion, and exchange
information based on the following format:

1. Introduction
2.

Status report

3. Questions posed by the speaker
4. Questions answered by the audience

The novel idea here is that the presenter does not dictate answers, as in conventional meetings, but rather
comes and presents questions to the audience, and they participate in solving the dilemma. The spirit of
the meeting is still in free form, so any question or comment is viable. The topics vary. Sometimes
people talk of technical issues, software issues, and others times management issues. On one scheduled
LX Share, a researcher asked how to use Excel. Again, he did not teach the audience, and the audience
taught the speaker.

The frame-break here is an institutionalized format of exchanging unfinished

information where none existed before. In the past, hidden information was a mean to insuring personal
achievement. Today, that has changed.
given away.

Greg Conway again reflects, "Knowledge is powerful when

Empowering the group means giving up some unfinished knowledge for the group to

work." This is a significant paradigm shift, and clearly the open plan helped in this endeavor.

A second example of the environment influencing work practice is the re-prioritization of computer
modeling to the LX research, which for the long term., may be a process that saves the company
considerable time and money. James Wang, an LX modeler, explains an example of a work process that
had traditionally been segregated. One process is known as printing on physical fixtures. This process
typically requires numerous ink trials to understand the quality of a print. Ultimately, to verify results,
the research process needs experiments on real fixtures, but relying on the test fixture for all trials is time
consuming and costly.

Computer modeling circumvents some fixture testing. The other process is

modeling ink by using ink characteristics for inputs. The logic of this model is that if the properties of
inks are known, simulated that is, then the costly endeavor of simulating with real test fixtures can be
bypassed.
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Figure 6.1 segregatedpractices

James Wang says that the test fixture experimental process is somewhat like a black box procedure,
where the trial of an ink would be tested in a prototypical printer and results evaluated by outcomes
mostly. With computer modeling, sometimes expensive fixture tests can be replaced with electronically
simulated tests. To do computer simulated tests, the inks needed to be "characterized". or tested for their
properties. These properties then become the inputs to computer simulated models. These electronic
models are analogous to numerical models, and based on these programs. the entire process of ink and
fixture process can be described. It is a procedure of relating ink properties to process science.

An ideal work process would be to verify the physics of the copier process with ink properties and
electronic models. The transition to the electronic process had been difficult when team members were
dispersed. Independent groups would be responsible for the testing of materials on test fixtures, and an
invisible fissure was present between the physical and the electronic testers. Communication between the
two groups had been less frequent in a process that needed common understanding.
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Figure 6.2 The ideal process

The LX environment pioneered the fusion of the two groups to working toward one goal. For this to
happen, Wang would say that communication barriers needed to dissolve for common understanding to
occur. Being physically separated added a layer of formality that did not need to be there. Walking into
another researcher's lab or office hindered the process of communication, at times, for it presumed
walking into private spaces. Today those barriers are relaxed for the spaces are communal and open.
"The frequent interactions in the open space give a sense of teamwork. There is a certain familiarity. We
talk with each other on a daily basis, and they consider me a team member."
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Figure 6.3 New communicationpatterns sponsored by LARC

"With more information, the experiments become more clever. '" Building team understanding is easier,
and common objectives help the group move toward a common goal.

With an intensified pattern of

communication, opportunities to apply group knowledge become more apparent.

Other diagrams of work processes drawn after the LARC intervention:

Figure 6.4 Evaluation of work process post LARC -Terri Seim
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Figure 6.5 Evaluation of work processpost LARC -FrankBonsignore

Figure 6.6 Evaluation of work process post LARC -John Spiewak
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SECTION IV

User empowerment

7.1 User participation and empowerment
Organizational preparation must always come before technological ones. The major hurdle to workplace
re-structuring is often the organizational resistance to change.

Numerous case studies suggest that

lasting change cannot occur without fully supporting participants. It has been shown that a management
team that parachutes new processes, better and faster technology, or even new buildings in without the
full consent of the users, in some cases, can cause rebellions and mistrust. More probable is reversion to
the "old way of doing things", despite the costly renovations.

Grass roots support and full involvement

from the onset of a project is an extremely important principle for permanent work practice change.

The LX project is the best example of how a lab can be transformed from a regimented standardized
operation to an internally re-generating work environment that continuously invents better tools to
enhance work practices.

These tools, already described in forms of technology, space, and

organizational rules, are not viewed as static artifacts implemented by a council of managers, but are
malleable instruments designable by the users themselves. The greatest value this case brings to any
master plan initiative is that cultural change from passive participants to active collaborators is of greatest
value to a corporation seeking to enhance product time delivery.

The assumption here is that

environment does play an active role in research productivity, and making environmental issues explicit
and changeable by users circumvent the costly time delay, and sometimes inappropriate design by outside
service groups. At the very least, inspiring the users to reflect on the relation of environment to work
practice, to take an active role in space design, assures that solutions befit the functions as close as
possible from the vantage point of those who are closest to the functions. This assumes a close coupling
and understanding of intentions, rationale, and outcome.

Requirements for Remote collaboration tools and testing out of co-location concepts were the initial
premises for the LX experiment.

Reflecting on the process, one of the more salient points of the LX

experiment is how the intervention process itself, within the span of a year, changed the attitude of the
participants, of both designers and occupants.

In August of 1994, when the LX experiment officially started, there was no explicit determination of
using the design process to impact the function of the organization. Although implicit in the use of
laboratory training techniques, action research methods, is participant leaming, it was in this case, a
residual consequence, but a significant one in retrospect.

Understanding the relationship of action

research to participant pro-activity should be considered in the next round of interventions.
The design team chose to use action research techniques, in part, because they believed it to be the single
most accommodating approach to involve the users in the decision making process.

The evidences of

this case suggest that action research was an appropriate approach given 3 circumstances: requirements
and specs for LARC technology had never been defined before, and therefore the design team was
investigating new and uncharted territory in technology and space design; the LX team was newly
formed at the time of the experiment, which meant that there were no well defined work processes tied to
existing work areas and uses of technologies; and lastly, there was a similarity between action research
design to research work processes, which meant that participants were more likely to validate the process
to outcome as the best possible way to manage the project. The progression of hypothesizing, testing or
experimenting, and reviewing the feedback before proceeding is in essence the same.
have influenced the acceptance of the process, however turbulent, by the LX team.

These factors may

7.2 Evaluation methods
The downsizing trend is coming to an end, consultants say, as long-term cost cutting
yields smaller fruit and impedes product innovation.
The consulting world's new
mantra: Focus on growth. It's method: change management. And it's hoping to lure
more managers into training programs to teach them how to plot this brave new
course... .Rapid innovation and product introduction, however, require a nimbleness
lacking in many corporate bureaucracies. Learning how to "flatten" organizations, set
up team-based management structures and "empower" work forces will help you bust
bureaucracies and speed the market responsiveness of your company.
Wall Street Journal
October 31, 1995

All too often corporate managers want quantitative measure of investment returns, and not unlike other
investments, this also goes for facility improvements.
how to measure success.

Once a change is adopted, the next question is

Described in a CRE2000 report, Reinventing the Workplace, is a list of

qualitative and quantitative measures often used to measure influences on cost and quality of products
and services16.

These include:

e

Amount of space required

*

Amount of space per employee

"

Customer ratings of satisfaction with services and products

*

Employee ratings of satisfaction with various aspects of the workplace

"

Time to develop a product or service

" Number of customers contacted per unit of time
*

Amount of informal communication within a team and across functions

" Number of callbacks required to solve a customer problem or question
"

Sales volume

"

Amount of time spent directly with customers

16
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Some of these concerns do not directly impact the workforce in R&D laboratories, but certain ones do.
What does one evaluate to postulate grass roots feelings of what is important to work progress? What
determinants of productivity are important to the users of the lab? In June of 1995, a workshop was held
asking this specific question. What do you measure as metrics to progress was the inquiry in a series of
focus group meetings. Six areas of metrics were construed by the LX members. These were:

*

Innovation

e

Work process

"

Performance of technology

"

Performance of space

*

Competence of lab members in use of LARC tools

Far from a measure of return, these criteria suggest a closer semblance to what Becker and Joroff call
formative versus summarizing evaluations", emphasizing a diagnostic format where progress of work
can be evaluated instead of justifying expenses already expended. The metrics above, qualitative as they
are, measure performance of aspects supporting work as construed by the users themselves.

Action research, a method to achieving nimbleness?
Describing action research is like asking someone to describe how a basketball team has played.
adjectives lends sufficiently to describe the dynamic process.

No

Here action research and lab training is

used interchangeably, for both were born of the same root. Lab training in a sentence is using a series of
discussion like events, coupled with formalizing theory based on those discussions, and a feedback
process which allows the participants to link discussions and outcomes, to form group consensus and to
understand how issues resulted in designed outcomes.

Becker, Franklin. Michael Joroff. Reinventing the Workplace. Cambridge, MA. 1995. p. 105.

In other words, it can be thought of as a series of learning situations, where groups would discuss
relevant problems, and design solutions together with the help of facilitators.

The reason group learning

is a relevant topic for facility managers to consider is that the design process, as shown by the LX
experiment, can be used to instigate changes in the behavior of the participants. By its own nature, action
research is a democratic process, inducing participants to become active collaborators in their future. It is
designed as an open forum for the exchange of information.
introduction to collaborative communication and teamwork.
served as a model for self improvement in work practices.

In the LX case, this was the first

This was also a democratized event that

The point here is not that the design process

in itself instigates organizational learning, but that it may be of value when thought of as the initial
introduction to a way of making democratic decisions.

Again, the connection between the LX outcome

and the intervention process remain unclear, but noting the assumptions behind action research may help
guide further inquiry.

Underpinningsof action research:

First, the role of the facilitator is twofold.

One is to address the appropriate concerns of the problems,

and design the initial discussion topic, although discussions can often spiral into territories unpredicted
by both facilitator and participant, and the other is to disclose summaries of the discussion back to the
participants as to encourage and understanding of how solutions were derived.

The learning aspect of

this method encourages group understanding of change processes, and therefore could be valued equally
when weighed against the solution to which the method envisioned for the problem.

In one event, therefore, the facilitators trained themselves of the specificity of the problem. facilitated
group learning, and unearthed issues from which hypothesis of interventions can take place.
Human relations training focuses on the individual, the small group, and the
organization. A major training goal is increased interpersonal competence in the many
roles each participant plays- on the job, in the community, even in the family. The
objectives include both the individual satisfactions derived from full use of one's
capacities and the organizational strength achieved through good working relations. The
training activities of the laboratory combine to make it possible to experiment with more
effective ways of learning and new ways of behaving.' 8
Schein, Edgar. Warren G. Bennis. Personaland OrganizationalChange Through Group Methods, 1965. p.
I1

By disclosing the decision making process, the intervention can be regarded of more value than a solo
solution based event. Unlike a relationship with a mechanic, you may receive your automobile back in
working order, but you will seldom understand why it is so as to allow you to fix it yourself next time.

Action research, as described by Edgar Schein and Chris Bennis, is anchored in applied behavioral
sciences, is based on an intervention process, and has relevance to social roles. What this means is that
fundamentally the changes perceived by the use of this method changes the characteristics of group
behavior significantly, or hopes to do so.
Lab training has its roots in behavioral sciences... .the best example of this assumption
was developed and formulated by Kurt Lewin, one of the founders and moving spirits of
laboratory training. The idea was simple enough: to base action on carefully collected
and analyzed data.
The central idea of this process, called "action -research," is that action should be based
on as many reliable (scientific validated) data as available. Then, once action is taken,
continual checks should be made on the results of the action (feedback) and these data
should be evaluated further before action steps are taken.1 9

The role of feedback should be highlighted here as one of the most important factors to successful lab
training sessions.

Have we not all experienced the anxieties of participating in exams for which the

grading meant a great deal to our perception of self worth? Feedback is a way to gauge performance in
one sense, but is also a mirror from which we see or hear what is critical.

Retrospectively for the LX

lab, this feedback aspect, although lengthy in the beginning, were used to tie discussed issues, in forms of
workbooks, back into the built solutions like the LX common.

Another interesting principle in the use of action research is the use of identified key practices that use
successful precedents on the campus as models for changes to take place.

This is to say that the

vocabulary used in LX common was built on existing forms that had already existed, or as prototypes of
forms for the new space.

"Lab training is distinguished by its emphasis on the socially relevant aspects

of behavior and stresses connections between the delegate and those reference groups which are most
important to him.20 "

Design principles of the LX lab came from pooled sources: best practices and

operations, its construction of how they are done, deconstruction of their rationale, and reapplication for
use somewhere else.
Sibid.
20

p. 29

ibid. p. 30

The role of the participant in the initial workshops were to identify places that work in their existing
environment, and the role of the facilitator was to keep identified prototypes for use in new situations as
uncovered by further discussions.

This is an important distinction because it illustrates that innovation

of a prototype using action research is in some way connected to past experiences of both facilitators and
participants. This illustrates that innovative designs are built on the successes of the past.

7.3 The resolution of slow reaction to external demands by an empowered team
The LX project represents a customization of tools and environments needed for xerography research,
albeit in its embryonic stages and still developing.

The LX team itself, changed during the course of the

intervention process, internalized to varying degrees the mechanisms of change processes, and are at
present in a state of re-investigating means from which research processes can work more productively.
In essence, the project was conceived with user participation and learning as a premise, challenging them
each step of the way to become proactive in changing their environment, and breaking the impasse set up
by an outdated system functioning with the standards of the 70's in the economic environment of the
90's.

Part of the framebreak then is to update existing practices supporting the core research work in

Webster, and this took the form of cross functional teamwork working together democratically.

Teamwork, the essence of xerography research
Recall that xerographic research process is by its very nature a team oriented endeavor.

Since Chester

Carlson discovered the six steps to making Austoria on a plastic film in 1938, the process of
experimentation hasn't changed too dramatically.

Mark Myers announced in 1994 that the Xerox

corporation, in its restructuring move, broke up into 9 competency centers. all of which were supporting
advanced research in one or more of these components.

Eventhough the company restructures and

reformulates itself, which is a process of constant renewal in concert with the larger business
environment, in very general terms these research procedures remain the same.

For parts to function

together, each team working on a subsystem must eventually formulate the larger integrated team.
the Wilson Center environment support interactions of groups working together?

Does

Research labs responsible for experimenting on subsystems and assembling them into a final testable
model is made up of researchers, modelers, experimenter, and managers ranging from ten to forty in
number, depending on the project.

In the LX group, functional distinctions are broken down further to

materials, which supply inks and toners, and any other relevant suppliers for the subsystems and
integrated fixture, subsystems, and integrated group.

A highly sophisticated process of research, these

working processes require process knowledge of the entire team as well as each subsystem. Reducing
differences is coined for such a process. The goal for each subsystem, material, and integration is to
align their respective work incrementally closer to the function of other parts, making the running of an
assembled model possible. How does the rest of Wilson Center stand to the test of supplying this kind
information?

Furthermore, within each group, the general working principle is illustrated by the following description.
The work in the most general form is to develop experiments, test out the ideas with physical and
electronic models, and either pass on the discoveries to the platform teams, which would engineer the
ideas into an array of working copiers, or archive them into intellectual properties, where they can be
used to support similar explorations in the future.

Making this information available, and constructing it in a meaningful way, therefore keeping reinvention efforts to a minimum, maximizes efficiency by using historical knowledge.
intellectualproperty system accommodates this need by safekeeping information.

Internally, the

What is discovered

today may be used in the future when market timing or opportunity for its application arises. Externally,
intellectual property archives a pool of patents of a general spectrum.

Do the technologies today

accommodate universal accessibility to shared resources and outside patents?
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On the whole, the intervention created a self regulating team.

Definition of the word innovation post

LARC is not limited to describing the activities purported by the experimenters and modelers. It takes an
additional definition to mean scientific research as applicable to products which the market demands.
Proliferation of laboratory findings should be continuously used as inputs to the business units, the
management, the strategists as well as the researchers.

LARC opens up windows to decision making

processes in each of the groups, elevating breadth of information to a germane level for faster and more
relevant decision making and faster identification, or applications from research to products.

However, research projects will still be funded extensively, and for short duration typically.

A large

array of research projects running concurrently raises the probabilities of discovering inventions useful to
applied engineering and products.
environment.

Short duration, and lots of uncertainty will still characterize the

LARC has created an environment supporting intensified communication.

Will the

subsequent technology at the Wilson Center open windows through which internal and external
customers, upper management and researchers, can collaborate with each other, and in essence, decrease
the risk of creating useless information?

Because of the funding scheme, each budget center is required to showcase its progress. For display of
potential discoveries to both internal and external customers, the LX team asked for a showcase area
outside of the laboratory environments.

It needed to be an area free of experiments for labs generally

tended to be construction sites, full of equipment, and printouts of proprietary experiments.
these labs for visitors halt work progress for days, depending on the length of visits.

Cleaning of
Solving polar

functions within the same space then became important and is now accommodated by the LX common.
Will new lab designs stand to this test of accommodating polar functions?

Finally, an externally driven increase in demand to produce innovative products faster has added the
pressure to hand down the discoveries to downstream engineering units faster.

The solution at the

Wilson Center has been to reorganize into crossfunctional units. Common language (between research
and engineering) and standardizedformats for information exchange is needed for this type of work.
More links, and faster transfer of information is needed to solve problems when they arise.

All these requirements substantiate the need for an integrated environment that aligns the spaces and
technologies to support the essence of the Wilson research work process. The framebreak occurred when
the LX experiment identified and addressed most of these issues democratically.

The single greatest

benefit the LARC pilot brought to Xerox was an example of how this liberation from prior organizational
barriers happens.

However, for this process to happen again, a democratic design process and a speedy

feedback mechanism need to be implemented. To achieve a unified work environment, consideration of
the culture is as important as a reconstruction of its environment.
reverberates with an enthusiasm of an open forum.

The LX environment today

This enthusiasm is valuable because it is

transmittable; visitors to the LX center learn of underlying organizational rules by observation of its
members.

And since members themselves are engaged in democratic participation in their work

processes, this may create an unresolved imbalance that can change other organizations, more structured
yet immobilized, within Xerox.
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CHAPTER 8
Principles for prototypical innovation nodes
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8.1 Principles for prototypical innovation nodes
Principles learned from the LX experiment are concepts identified by both facilitators and participants to
the reason the LX center, in its process and design, is significantly innovative. Some of these principles
have been alluded to in earlier chapters and they are listed below as learned principles. These are:

1. Todays' unified work environment contrives to use elements of practices that were successful at
Xerox in the past.

Furthermore, many current problems are rooted in outdated policies. Constant

confirmation that environmental policies support work processes is needed. Inhabitants themselves
are the best sources of information on the relationship between workplace and work processes.

2.

The problem with the entitlement system is that it creates dispersion. The LARC center was created
around a single communication and traffic node. This node was supplied with tools for face to face
and remote communication. The center is surrounded by supporting activity areas including labs,
offices, and break areas, and half of the lab of thirty reside in the area. Team focus is achieved when
communication becomes the requisite of space and technology design.

3. In the past, the relationship between space and technology was uncertain. The LARC project is an
amalgamation of intentions and solutions regarding technology, space. organization, and finance.
Each of these approaches is individually unique. but the success of the entire project is dependent on
all of them working congruently.

4.

Research facilities in Webster were never meant as nexus points between budget centers and clients.
An efficient layout for a lab considers showcase needs of research. Budget centers are microcosms of
the company, and spaces and technologies of these labs need to accommodate the intersection of
these two sources of information. Identifying emerging markets and deciding which innovations to
take to product development is crucial to mitigating research risk. Better facility of information
means more certainty of decisions.

5. Spaces do not need to be uni-functional. For the LARC team, the challenge was to identify polar
issues and solve them in the design instead of choosing one or the other.
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6.

Research is by nature a team oriented endeavor.

Democratization of information and sharing of

unfinished research are important for the identification of knowldege applications.

Exclusive

information runs the risk of quickly becoming useless.

7.

If used strategically, space and technology designs have the power to eventually inspire new work
practices. More important is the notion of active user participation in the design process. To achieve
a nimble organization, one that reacts to changes by self organization, full participation, if not full
authority, is critical.

This "learning method" of design also

fosters ownership of the project

afterwards.

8. How does a design team instigate collaboration? A democratic design process may contribute to
teaching democratic behavior in group dynamics. It is an introduction to decisions making by group
methods. The design process has some power to predict future problems for it was facilitated as an
assimilation of the envisioned behavior.
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9. APPENDIX
*

Chaos as a metaphor for change: a mathematical exercise
*
*

On site logs
List of figures
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Relationship of interventions and their roles in change

Ixe

lx

Xerox history

intervention
Xerox
Ix, H@ t=0

Xerox"
iH"@ t=2

I
Xerox'
H' t=I

Where:
s = LARC team

Ix= lx at t=O
lx=lxe proactive at t=1
H=state of Xerox before intervention
H'=state of Xerox after intervention
(s)(lx)=( ixe)
(s)H=H'
(lx)H=H
(s)(1x)=(lxe)H'=H"
As=s-original
=s-1
Alx=((s)(lx)-lx)) + AH*1x
AH=((s)(H)-H))+ Alx*H
Alx=(As)lx + (AH)lx
AH=(As)H + (Alx)H
(s)(lx)=(lxe) denotes the relationship between intervention process and a more proactive LX team.
(s)H=H' denotes the relationship between intervention and space and technology outcome.
(lxe)H'=H" denotes the relationship between a more proactive LX team and innovation in workplace,
technology, and organizations, all of which support or modify work practice.

A variation of the Lokta-Volterra Model. Symbiotic relationship between intervention, space and technology,
with changes in the organization.
21
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Alx=(As)lx + (AH)lx
AH=(As)H + (Alx)H
These mathematical expressions were drafted as a simple exercise in mapping a relationship of
intervention and change, in the state of the surroundings, and in the LX team. Solving this differential
equation will bring two results.

One is that after initial perturbation, the model will return to a steady

state similar to the one from where it started.

The second will continue evolving.

The initial

perturbation was so dramatic that the two interdependent variables of intervention and LX (perhaps work
practice) will continue to evolve together symbiotically.

Frame breaking in this context means not

returning to the original state, and in the LX experiment, this means that either the initial change was
great enough to keep the lab in continuous evolution, or that small perturbations must be designed to
keep the lab evolving.

This cycle of continuous evolution parallels the cycles of leaming in Laboratory

Training , which is one of the founding theories of action research.

Why is this interesting to describe mathematically?

What is the value of mapping the effect of the

intervention process, then the outcome of the process on the participants of action research?

In the

context of the LX experiment, this meant that participants actively involved in the process of design
acquired a mean to change the environment later in the absence of change facilitators, making
adaptability and change-ability to new situations faster and with greater conviction and result.

This is

the part which is supported by the amount of space. technology, workpractice innovation that happens
after the intervention process is completed.

Adaptability in research groups is important for faster transmission of incoming information from the
market to product development to new market opportunities created by the new products.

In essence,

this supports the heart of the time to market initiative, which seeks to turn innovative ideas into
marketable products faster.

Without effective group adaptability and innovation in workpractice to

respond to changing market demands, time to market is hindered simply by an organizational barrier of
not knowing how to expose people to the market fluctuations.

22 Murray,

23

J.D. MathematicalBiology, 1993. p. 91
Schein, Edgar. Warren G. Bennis. Personaland OrganizationalChange Through GroupMethods, 1965. p.

49
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Testability of progress: the intervention process and evolution of work practice
LARC is predominantly a technology and space driven change, and less so a process, attitude driven
change, although the degrees of each vary depending on circumstantial reference points of each
participant, meaning his or her point of view of the project. Those LX members involved with the project
from the onset, participating actively in the design workshops, divulging problems and voicing opinions
which sometimes attracted scrutiny, saw their efforts manifest in the outcome of the project, making
them more aware and susceptible to acknowledging and understanding the change process from the
inception of the ideas to the conception of the project.

The strongest drivers of change in the

organization, because now familiar with the terrain, are the active participants who are more likely to be
influenced by H' because of their perceived inextricable perception between participation and outcome.
They will therefore be likely to continue inducing change and optimizing the environment to support the
work process, H".

Those involved in the project, but due to lack of space in 128, work away from the team common, view
the project mainly as a technological breakthrough, helping them connect and stay virtually involved,
albeit marginally connected during formal meetings.

We know this to be the propensity for the first

responses from building 114 members during post occupancy interviews invariably alluded to a limited
knowledge of the LARC physical, and substantial knowledge of LARC technical, and with it the virtues
of virtual collaboration/co-location.

This indicates influences to member's perception, attitude, relies on

immediately perceivable changes in the environment; if technologies and spatial configurations are not
seen, and even more importantly, not used,. it does not influence.

For those dislocated, attributes of

spontaneous information exchange from face to face collaboration is imperceptible or deemed impossible
from afar through technology.

Those least involved in the process and dislocated brand themselves the recipient of new technology, and
are the least susceptible to internalizing the process of change.

They often react to the changes as they

come, but have vague ideas of how the change itself was construed.
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Within these three attitudes, we can envisage the effects of the change process on the participants as a
motivator of proactivity. For the intervention team, LARC was a serendipitous actualization that the
collective disciplines of space, technology, finance, organization, and design process, benefited
productivity and the proactive spirit of the LX team somehow. Furthermore, this influence of witnessing
an intervention process and outcome, however incrementally construed for the LX team, yielded enough
change in the attitudes of the participants that if not much else was done, exposed individuals to the
possibility of change in a corporation setting. The LX transformation affirms that a shift from an
entitlement, individual based work philosophy can be changed to a functional, team oriented practice,
within the time span of a year, and that communication, both formally and informally, and their means,
can be centralized as a paramount function of the work practice in bringing technology faster to market.
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Xerox: Wilson Center for Research and Technology
Webster, New York

ON SITE LOGS

Suon K. Cheng
August 14-September 22,1995
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Dearreader,
These logs were written as records of events, thoughts, and ideas during a 6 week research period at the Wilson
Center for Research and Technology. The research period took place a year after the LX Center was built.
Questions arose on how to learn from the newly constructedpilot project, and my stay there was geared toward
understanding that. Output from this excursion was thought to be valuable to guiding a renovation effort in
building 147. What these logs reveal is a highly sophisticatedenvironment with complex rules and structures.
Ideas from these logs served as input to framing the thesis question.

Suon K Cheng
January3, 1996
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Suon K. Cheng
Started on August 14, 1995
Xerox Webster Site

Format:
*

Date & place 24

*

The setting

"

What happened

*

What is my interpretation of the situation

*

What are my thoughts

e

Notes to my audience 25

DATE MONDAY, AUGUST 14: FACILITIES
*What: conversation with LynAnne. Bob Lechner's unofficial title is the "landlord" of building 114, 128, and
147. The people who need facility services are called the customers. Outside of these buildings, there are also
customers in 201 and 105. EDS, former operation of Ross Perot, handles much of the information exchange
protocols of the Webster site, but Bob Lechner's group was spared of this because their clients are of special need
cases, or in other words, highly specialized research facilities.
There are 7 persons in Lechners group including himself. Ed is his right hand man, and has been at Xerox long
enough to be considered a facility expert. His role is to handle the big jobs of moving people within big projects.
Julie and Lynn Anne handle more of the day to day transactions in facilities. Their job is that of a facilitator.
When someone calls to complain about a pragmatic issue, it is up to Julie or Lynn Anne to make the appropriate
phone calls to the right repair people. Julie also attends a committee once a week on Fridays to help build a panel
to discuss 147 upgrade issues. This committee functions as a partnership between people in 147 and facilities, but
the Friday meetings currently only function as a democratic forum for space allocation.
One problem facing facilities is that workers are all union backed. This means that filling work orders is impeded
by a quagmire of bureaucracy; filling the right forms etc. to get the job done. To move something out of storage,
for instance, requires tremendous paperwork. Some unused furniture is now stored in the hallways outside
Lechner's office.
My interpretation: The communication loop to get things done appears tremendously long.

place will be specified. Main observation areas are facility and the LX common.
notes are questions and thoughts proposed for the log reading audience, appearing when needed. Please feel
free to reply to with any comments: schengaathena.mit.edu
24
25
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DATE: TUESDAY, AUGUST 15: FACILITIES
4What: job check with LynAnne. Witnessed the problem with the union system. 2 workers hired to assemble a
Xerox printer in the hallway of 114 could not move an adjacent printer 2 feet over because it wasn't written up in
the contract. "Most likely the same 2 guys will be back a week later to move the same printer after it has been
requested."
This protocol is probably one of the biggest hindrances to running facilities smoothly. Other
observations: internal personalities in facility. Today I asked Julie about whether the personal computers were all
connected up; she said no. Occupancy updates are still kept on paper, and only on one computer. A printed
occupancy map, therefore, is outdated soon after it is printed. I waited a whole week to get e-mail setup. I
witnessed that the phone book is kept by name only, and not by department. The main operator of Xerox cannot
help outside callers locate personnel, or people in charge, if no name is given.
My interpretation: The loop of decision making and executing orders is elongated by this union protocol;
anything that needs doing must go through a 3 step process. 1) the researcher calls facility to get something
moved or something fixed. 2) facility, when they have the time, and when the appropriate "expert" is present,
then calls a union person to get scheduled in. This entails writing up a work order. 3) when the union worker has
the time, he or she looks at the problem according to the work order. The work order is the method by which the
union keeps track on what has been worked on. If the job is unsatisfactory, the loop starts again. If the "expert"
in facility is out, then the problem takes more time.
There seems to be too many specialized experts in each department. When that person is out, it is difficult to fill
that person's function. Getting e-mail, for instance, was delayed 1 week because Bonnie was on vacation.
In
Foxholing mentality is still prevalent, and therefore nothing gets done when those people are not there.
facility, this is also an issue. Since there are 4 persons in facility office, and each responsible for their own work
(foxholed), and no one fully connected up, either communicationally or electronically, and any request must be
met with the appropriate person. If the person is not present. then the work is delayed. This costs time and
productivity since any request takes more time than apparently necessary. Half of facility personnel's function is
limited to hooking up the right person to the right job.
The phone book example shows how fast printed material go obsolete. The organization is highly volatile, with
people moving and getting re-assigned to different numbers and different roles.
What do I think: The foxhole metaphor appropriately describes the environment here, both in personality terms
and also in physical terms. The cookie cutter plan of each building emphasizes separation and isolation; people
do not work together because there are visual and auditory barriers to know what is going on in the immediate
vicinity. Physical walls halt progress to teamwork. This is the reason why people in Bonnie's department cannot
fill into her vacancy because no one knows what she has been working on.
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*What: talk with Julie: The way space is assigned under Lechner is by availability. Two lists are paired and
matched; one is the space requested, and the other the availability list. The request list is always greater than the
available list, and facility's job is to assign new people into freed up spaces. This method seems to assign people
to what is immediately open, and not to what work function demands on the space. The ideal of co-location is
mentioned during space assignment meetings, but presently there are just too many requests for spaces in 147 to
make this principle viable. This meeting is called the space allocation meeting.
The upgrade committee is a different meeting where people discuss upgrade issues; people meet with the
architects on a weekly basis to determine the best plan for upgrade in the next year.
The way business units account for expenditures of real estate costs is by this formula:
(gross factor x square foot used) x $/sq.ft. = real cost charged user internally
"overhead costs"
Gross factor and $/sq.ft. are both determined by the finance department, and charged in an accounting system to
the business unit. Facility is in charge of assignment, furnishing, and square footage allocation
Building 147 is going through reviews with "upgrade committee members" prior to finalizing approval of budget
to renovate. Workbooks have been created for 5 groups who were present to give input to the architects. The
workbooks are compilations of requests and apparent concepts by the groups, first filtered by the architects
themselves. Several proposals are given, and the process of changing the plan and more change is in effect.
Tomorrow's meeting is about the cost projection for the renovation. 128 principles have not been shared with the
facility team yet, and the design of 147 is on the way.
My interpretation: . The two departments, finance & facility have little connection functionally to each, except
through Lechner.
What do I think: I think that people working in each department do not have the necessary training to
understand the language of the other; finance is using financial tools, and facility uses traditional contractor tools.
What is needed is a unified system where implications of decisions of either party can be anticipated because of
common language.
This means that the renovation of 147 is overlapping the process of 128, and that the principles learned report is
needed immediately. The process of 147 design is uncertain at this moment.
What I find out later is that the 147 upgrade process mirrored a typical architecturalprocess. The occupants
were given a survey of what items were important for their work, and based on this survey, preliminary and
schematic plans were drafted. Committee meetings met once a week, and the members were comprised of budget
center representatives. Lechner later alludes to the problem with the survey, primarily the lack of disclosure to
why the survey was done. He would say that the occupants believed that they were the sole customers of the
upgrade, and therefore demanded a list of things which included permanent private offices. When subsequently
told that their input was a part of a larger scheme to convert to open plans, the occupants became distrustful
about facility's intent. What this illustrates is that disclosure of the process, and the objective of the plans in the
onset clarifies customer's roles in participation,mitigating distrust and chaos.'6

26

italic paragraphs represent thoughts added later
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DATE: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16: FACILITIES
*What: conversation with LynAnne. During a discussion during job check off tour, LynAnne mentioned that
one of the roles facility plays is safety enforcers, meaning that facility has fiduciary duty to ensure all labs meet a
certain standard of safety. Part of the way facility checks on the safety compliance is surprise visits to labs. A
call was made regarding a missing file drawer. Apparently someone had removed a drawer.....facility was called
to investigate.
Furniture type indicate status symbol. Number of windows do as well. If the furniture is made of wood, then the
rank is higher. Space definition becomes a symbol of status at Xerox.
Problem with union procedures and EDS is again cited.
My interpretation: The police role effervesce also in another way.
What do I think: UnderXerox's stature, environmental safety issues are enforceable by facility. Standardspace
concern are addressedto facility, their mission and objectives are to minimize user concern about the environment
they work in. In a synopsis to Lechner, I wrote that facility's role is changing to a process management role;
instead of upholding present space standardsand regulations, they are researchingnew benchmarks to achieve,
designing teams for upgrading their facilities. Asked to develop a new mission statement for facility, I wrote:
Develop integrateddesign processes that improve performance in a workplace. Optimize aspects of management,
technology, space, and finance to fully support workplace performance at Xerox. This statement would later be
included in a memo to Bob Feeley talking about the purpose of the 147 pilot.
*What: upgrade meeting. The architecture group met with the upgrade committee today; the people present
were Sue Martinson, Kathy Kominsky, Julie, and numerous other representatives of budget centers in 147.
Preliminary budget was discusses, and a high end, worst case scenario price was proposed; $25M was the pricetag
of the project. This included a complete gut of the building. Please refer to architect's schematic drawings and
budget page for more information.
Near Xerox the bike lanes disappear, adding danger to Suon Cheng's well being.
My interpretation: Proposals always come in on the high end. Management never like to be asked for more
money, but don't mind when project come in under budget.
What do I think: What a world.
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DATE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, FACILITY
*What: Space allocation meeting. After I did drawing of facility's roles and its partners, and was later
handed a facility mission book/ pamphlet. Refer to the pamphlet for more information.
The facility team for buildings is comprised of 7 people, whose jobs are to ensure a sinecure environment for all
their clients: researchers, managers, lab technicians, and others. The mission statement illustrates an implicit
function that characterizes the way facility staff view their work. Their functions essentially are to handle the day
to day functions of the environment for their clients, so the researchers can do their experiments without any
worry of the environment. Described in their goals then is to not only handle the daily crisis of maintenance, but
also research internally and externally into new ideas for improved working environments.
Mission statement as of 7-21-95, from the pamphlet:
*
"
"
"

Allow staff and management to concentrate on their core objectives.
Engage in research into new workplace environments and technologies and implement selected
enhancements.
Provide a safe working environment through consultation, resources in health and safety, and response to
problems.
Work with a variety of internal and external groups: Internal we work with Corporate Real Estate, Design
Research Lab, Plant Engineering and Maintenance and others. External will be International Facility
Management Association, Industrial Development Research Council, International Workplace Studies
Program, International Society for Facility Management. other benchmark companies, and selected
innovative vendors.

Areas Of Responsibility: The areas of responsibility are limited to buildings 114, 128, 315, and 147. Outside of
the Webster campus,

___

and

also fall under the supervision of Bob Lechner's facility team. The

general activities in each building are as follows:
*
*
*
e

114:
128:
147:
315:

research labs and offices (see plan)
research labs, supporting activities
research labs and offices (max occupancy: 350 people)
don't know

My interpretation: the mission
Webster campus is bisected by a north-south road that also divides the buildings under the jurisdiction of facility.
On the east side, buildings 114 and 128 are connected internally, so that walking through the hallways one does
not perceive obvious breaks in the flow from one building to the next. 147, however, is located on the west most
side of campus, separated not only by Phillips road, but also 2 buildings of the same size. To get from 128 to 147,
therefore, requires a 15 minute time commitment, and a will to walk outside in the environment. To get to 147,
some people opt to drive their cars instead of walk. Under the present situation, 147's spaces are overly
demanded, an important point which will be addressed later.
Facility, formally and informally, is called the landlord of these buildings. Their duties, therefore, consist of
maintenance and cleaning of each area, distribution and relocation of people, and planning and safety of all spaces
involved. The latent attitude is that customers pay for services, so therefore they are treated professionally and
courteously by facility, just as if the group was an outsourced organization.
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DATE: MONDAY, AUGUST 21, 1995, CAFETERIA

AWhat: talk with Bob Lechner
Bob and I sat down during lunch at first, and then at his office to hammer away at some issues in the 147 upgrade.
I taped some of the conversation before the battery died. Generally what he outlined was:
1. His directive for the master plan:
Chip Holt's direction is to move all the business units into the Webster site. The concept of co-location came
about a year ago when Mr. Bolti, the then V.P., approached Lechner and asked him to research ways to make the
running of Webster more efficient. "Something is wrong in the way we work", the manager said. "Figure out a
way to make us run better." After some research, the idea of co-location surfaced, and at about the same time,
Jim Larson's group was forming, so upper management asked Larson to be in the pilot project. At first many
people liked the status quo and resisted getting co-located in the 128 building. The pilot project with Larson's
project came during an interesting time. The group that was originally assigned to work in the 128 area dissolved
suddenly, leaving Lechner with an open area and a space full of harbors. SteelCase had worked with Lechner in
designing the area for habitation, but when the group dissolved, the harbors remained. The people in Larson's
group resisted relocating because they thought the harbors would be their new working spaces. Going from a nice
private office, sometimes with a secretary area, into harbors was very difficult. This was history prior Horgen and
Kukla at Xerox.
Soon after the conception of the co-location idea, Lechner received a call from Greg Zack, who asked about doing
concurrent research on LARC in the new space. This was the beginning of the Cornell, Digital, MIT partnership.
One of Lechner's main jobs is to search for ways to bring all the remote teams, located in other parts of the
county, into Webster. The problem right now is that there is no vacancy in any of the buildings in the village. No
one is willing to move either. So no one is moving anywhere right now; no vacancy, no moves.
Lechner wants quantifiable data to support new work at Webster. So far no process has quantified improvements
to his liking, so that he feels the process was plainly useful. He fully supports new projects, and he sees much
improvements, especially in the LX area. But he wants quantifiable data to see how much it is improving. Why
quantifiable data, could be one annoying question I ask him.
My interpretation: Lack of space happens when first comers refuse to move for anv reason. Based on
availability, space allocation become a chaotic process of locating people wherever possible. Team sizes
fluctuate, people come and go. The best facility has done is matching people to open spaces. Are they at a point
of seeing the futilitv of this method? For many year, I'm suspecting, facility has concentrated mainly on
maintaining the function of the building, not transgressinginto the real ofproduction process research. Now they
are looking to bridge the gap, studving the way people work, and facilitating the environment to suit this need.
This is indeed a paradigm shift, because in order to fully understand the production process, Lechner must now
understand deeply the aspects of the organization.. After fully understanding the implications of the new
organization, he will be in the position to make recommendations on management, financial, technology, and
certainly spatialchanges. What made this happen?
What do I think: I hope that my writing stvle is not too banal, and the contents uninteresting.
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DATE: TUESDAY, AUGUST 22, 114 CONFERENCE ROOM
*What: SteelCase meeting for the 147 pilot project
Present: Bob Lechner, Julie, John Hughes (SteelCase), Jeff Crane (SteelCase), thin man with little hair (SteelCase
distributor), Kathy and Sue (SWBR architects), Suon. See additional meeting minutes for more information.
Bob Lechner says: The are currently 190 rooms on each floor of 147. We're moving towards an environment of
no enclosed offices, but there is resistance from the people living there; people want to keep their enclosed offices
and windows. "There are even memos describing people's requirements for privacy and windows."
"One of the biggest objectives here is to implement cultural change. "
Frank Becker will be here as an outside objective party documenting the process and developing measurable
criteria for determining improvements. The pilot project will accommodate 20 engineers, 5 finance persons, and
will take around 8,000 sq.ft. The groups volunteering for the pilot are the Diagnostic & Controls, and Finance.
John Hughes (new product rep. SteelCase): He is a clean cut man, in his early 30's, well dressed and groomed,
and probably trained as a business person. He wears a black pin stripped suit. His goal is to test the process and
form alliances to do that. His function is to provide performance based interior furnishings. He utilizes a three
step process:
1. Decipher what the new rules people adhere to in the environment today (4-6 hrs)
2. Look to precedents and see how to put together solutions to fit the goals (1-2 days)
3. How to economically justify the move (?)
"To make this happen, a workshop type process would need to occur".
Lechner on renovation issues: The main event will take place on the first floor of 147. The groups involved will
be SWBR architects., LARC, SteelCase, facility, users, IWSP and Frank Becker, and BGL engineers.
There will be deep participation from every group
The groups volunteering for the pilot project are flexible, willing
Must create a document that will go to Mark Myer and also make a presentation on the 12th of Sept for Chip Holt.
The goal of this program is not to save space. The goal of this program is to create a space where people will like
to work, and therefore increase productivity. Functionality is the key issue. The schematic drawings show a few
things that are important: There are areas designed for conferences with vendors at the entrance because the lab
area needs to be private from outside eyes. This area, however. is functional for meetings. and will be inviting.
The platform co-production area is a place where the engineers and business representatives work together in
developing technology. Some mechanical and service rooms remain. The leftover spaces other than labs will be
converted to open planned offices for co-located teams.
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More of the current labs remain on the second floor because it is extremely expensive to move them.
Infrastructurally, they are set (water, exhaust, electricity). The pilot project should encompass the same theme
that the rest of the building will take on. Lechner wants the project to succeed, and wants to do it right the first
time.
Currently there are 6 conference rooms in 147. Lechner would like to "design for function, not entitlement." 147
walls are now movable, but have remained in the same places for the last 20 years because of territoriality.
"Culturally is more difficult to overcome than technological". " Power is built in the walls."
The grid layout doesn't allow easy re-configuration. And when walls are re-configured, the HVAC goes nuts and
makes the spaces even worst.
The timeline of the project will be as follows:
Design 9/15-12/31
Players: SWBR, SC, LARC, Users, IWSP, BGL, Facility
Actions and roles: Kick off meeting and who does what
SteelCase Visit
Workshop for users: 3 days (almost the same as LX)
Communication Plan: Bob Lechner
Complete Drawings: SWBR
Complete Cost Estimates: SWBR
Design complete by Dec 31
SC order 12/15
Bid 1/1 thru 1-15
Contract by 1/30
Construction 2/15 thru 4/15
My interpretation: Lechner here is designing a core team to handle the change. He is proposing a pilot because
a small project can demonstrate effectiveness while minimizing risk of failure. "If I renovate the whole building,
and it doesn't work, I'll be working at getting another job." The schematic plan by the architects show the
proposed building surrounded by -issues" the survey addressed. The organizational concept for the schematic
plan of the building centers around a "common" in the middle of the building. This space ties all the labs
together, functions as the centerpoint for the radial but orthogonal hallways, and brings light in to an otherwise
dark center of the building. You can imagine a rectangular building with a cross demarcation for the circulation
areas. At the end of the hallways, skylights again bring more light in. Currently the building is a dark maze. A
new entrance with numerous conference rooms separate the research labs and the vendor and visiting area.
"Vendors do not need to see what's going on inside." After redesigning some of the co-production labs, left over
spaces, primarily in the perimeter of the building, will be reserved for the subsystem groups to work in. These
areas are called open offices. Later Ifind out that Lechner's concept is not onlv to co-locate people of the same
teams in these open spaces, but also have the possibility of co-locating teams. This couldfall under the concept of
centralized vet dispersed groupings.

What do I think: How do you design an integrative process which will increase the performance of a
workplace and support higher productivity?
The initial meeting for the 147 project was very good. I think that it outlined the expectations of the general
client, mainly Lechner, and it very quickly established a timeline to get things accomplished. The progress and
results of the meeting was promising. It will be interesting to see the results of this work since the participants are
all very accomplished and interested in the project. The only observation is that the word productivity was only
mentioned once, and in general theme of higher performance in the workplace was scarcely mentioned as the
primary motivator of the new design. Perhaps this point has been iterated before on prior meetings. Quality of
workplace, functionality is a mean to an end, the end being improving the performance of the workplace, and
aligning them with the goal and the objectives of the corporation. I learned that in a complex project like this one,
a strong point person articulating procedures and processes help make the project smoother.
It was clear to me after the meeting that in addition to the maintenance, safety, and space distribution role
traditionally played by facility, the new role is very much that of process management. It's interesting to realize
that the current role of facility is not strongly iterated in the mission statement. The meeting wasn't about asking
for outside help and expertise to solve a problem, but to coordinate the team and the process which will create a
better performing environment for the researchers of Xerox. If this is one of the roles and one of the goals of
facility, it should be displayed in the mission statement.
For lasting change in organizations, "frame breaking" change must take place. In the LX pilot, for example, the
interventions changed the fundamental way people do work. The cross functional, co-located concept has been so
foreign and new that given time, a change back to the way work had been done in the status quo Xerox was
unlikely. Had this change been only a slight improvement or a small shift in the way people interact old habits
could re-surface. Slight behavioral uncertainty when getting acquainted in the new LX area should be expected.
Furthermore, frame-breaking change sometimes is so significant that new types of activities form. The LX share
meetings is a perfect example. The meeting format was conceived in the same vain as the informal meeting spirit
from before. A group of LX ers sat around the conference area and started talking about a better format for the
informal meetings, something that could be beneficial to the group but something that's different from a formal
meeting. People throughout the informal conversation dropped in and out, giving their thoughts as to what kind
of informal meeting format could best allow everyone in the group to participate. No one person championed the
idea, but as a group in a new environment with informal meeting potentials, they came up with the following
format:
1. Introduction
2. Status report
3. Questions answered by the audience
The novel idea here is that the presenter does not dictate answers, but rather comes and presents questions which
addresses hindrances to work. The audience may know a better way of solving the issue. The spirit of the
meeting is still free form, so any question or comment is viable. The topics vary. Sometimes people talk about
technical issues, software issues, and others management issues. Last week one person scheduled a meeting
asking how to use Excel. The speaker wasn't the person teaching the audience taught, and the speaker was the
student. This is a novel change, no? Frame-breaking change, therefore, leads to new and lasting behavioral
change faster.
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Organizational preparation must always come before technological ones. Lechner's experience that the major
hurdle to workplace re-structuring is often the organizational resistance to change adds to numerous case studies
that show lasting change cannot occur without fully supporting participants. In numerous case studies (which I'll
cite later), management that parachuted new processes, better and faster technology, new buildings etc. without
the full consent of the users had rebellions, or in some cases, reversion to the "old way of doing things", despite
the costly renovations. Grass roots support and full involvement from the onset of a project is an extremely
important principle.
Initially, the process of intervention should be clearly mapped out by the design team. If possible, and sometimes
events that change the course of the design process make it difficult, the entire process should be disclosed to the
participating end users. This here is a mere hypothesis, but in frequent meetings with the LX team, people said
that they wished they understood the process themselves so they could contribute more. They felt that workshops
and interviews happened too suddenly, and wished they had some time to think up answers to questions.
Sometimes even getting briefed to the upcoming workshops was a problem. This point needs to be re-confirmed
by further interviews. But for now, based on talks and reactions from the workshop participants, the full map of
the process will incite deeper and more complete participation.
The design group should practice what they preach. In trying to change Xerox to co-located cross functional team
areas, or otherwise Laboratories for Remote Collaboration (LARC), the design team itself, which has the same
characteristics as the clients, should experience their dogma to its full extent. Connectivity between parties (Lotus
Notes), a place for downloading or retrieving information (group memory and constant update), should be the very
least method to provide the personal and immediate experience of such dictum. In helping Xerox accomplish
connectivity, shorter communication loops, immediate update, and self learning, the design team should take this
opportunity to try out the methods of accomplishing successful team work, get connected, and document the
design process for self learning.
Supporting the same premise, the design team should observe its own new function, after starting to a strategic
alliance framework, and compare it with prior performances without this partnership. One of my question about
the LX process is if a measurement criteria could have been established in the beginning of the intervention, or
perhaps after the initial two workshops ( the existing conditions and the ideal world), could we have contrasted
our new work processes with that of before the construction'? The potential of measuring dissimilar work
processes all together exists, but if the premise that an overall increase in the overall area of the Capability
Maturity Model signifies or indicates an increase in productivity, then a measurement before and a measurement
after could discern an overall increase or decrease in intervention effectiveness in all of the model's varying
categories. For the 147 project, a starting point for the teams could be a establishing measurement criteria for the
workgroups, and for themselves from the beginning.
Automate and standardize the documentation for the 147 project. The taped conversations and resulting
transcripts were a great tool in not only preserving the thoughts on paper, but also a great way of informing a new
participant to the progress of the process . Anyone can go back and read the contents from earlier meetings.
Additionally, the written quote, when displayed publicly in its unedited form, also established and cultivates
accountability. The ideas for interventions can thus be traced back and displayed to its original source, and could
foster ownership if the provider of the idea is the end user. The means to an effective process documentation is a
systematized way of record keeping, identifying at the beginning of each tape and transcript the event, the
participants, the date, and if possible, a synopsis of the meeting and some thoughts. A transcripts can also provide
a means for feedback to the participants.
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My thesis question, in the same line, is how to develop an integrated design process that will improve
performance in workplace. Additionally, how do you improve the aspects of organization, technology, space, and
finance to optimize the performance to the workplace. What is outlined here is the general framework for the
SPORG process, and further inquiry into the LX design process will determine how effective this first iteration
was. My interests at this time is how to better design a re-engineering process, and how do you implement that
from a main player in an organization, whether it be the real estate department or the facility team. What are
some organizational protocols, and or hindrances that impede the process of re-configuration? How do you align
physical environments with the strategic objectives of the corporation (CRE2000 concept)?

DATE: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23, FACILITY
*What: meeting with Tom Kolb, Bob Lechner, and yours truly
Tom Kolb represents the corporate real estate group here at Xerox. He worked on numerous projects, including
Xerox Park in downtown Rochester. The details of this project is unknown to me at this time. The meeting was
scheduled mainly to talk about the Monroe County wide strategies for master planning, and according to Tom
Kolb, the pilot project for 147 is the stepping stone to campus wide replanning. The vision set by the participants
of the first pilot project, the LX project, and now the 147 project will be examples for the rest of Xerox
Corporation to emulate. Current practices of planning, even real estate planning was said to be less than optimal,
with planners of the new area in building 309 (?) still using cookie cutter plans, or stock yard replication of
existing configurations. Kolb is a long time friend of Lechner. and he was here to informally acknowledge that
the 147 project will be considered the most important project for the master plan of Monroe. The re-design of the
workplace is lightyears ahead of what any other manager is thinking about, according to Kolb. He also admits
that the current standards of space distribution is outdated, and that the incentive structure for the organization
must be re-written. The current system is driven my "perks" incentive, which means that senior researchers get
150 sq.ft. offices, middle ones smaller, and on and on. Some senior managers get 3 bay windows, so any
promoted manager is expected to get 3 bay windows, even if the space has nothing to do or does not benefit work
functions. Parking is another incentive issue. The closer you park, the more prestige you supposedly have.
Corner offices are the most coveted spaces. According to Kolb. this whole system must be re-written because it
doesn't function with the way people work. "Design to function" is the battle cry.
My interpretation: If the corporate real estate group is endorsing the 147 pilot as the model, then the rest of the
organization must be doing the same. The construction of this master plan was done in the 60's, a period of rapid
growth for Xerox. Lechner later tells me that these facilities were never meant to accommodate visits from
outside customers. "Bringing customers to building 147 is a real shame." The place, therefore, was always added
unto with manufacturing buildings, not customer driven buildings. The new concept of bringing teams together in
a space that also facilitates outsiders is a radical change in requirements. What are the steps to changing the
organization's outdated relationship to their environment? Which is the stronger driving force. the need to change
space, or the need to change the organization because of a change in spatial concept?
What do I think: The whole incentive issue drives the status problem here. What is the current structure of it,
and what value system do people have in Xerox? The territoriality issue is frightening true. and even facility
spends a great deal of time resolving political battles for turf. This reminds me of the movie Warriors about gang
turf battles in New York.
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A thing or two was mentioned about the obsolesce of the tools the real estate party uses to measure these results.
These tools traditionally have been costs per square foot, occupancy costs, total square foot used for research etc.
I wonder what the full extent of this is, and how little they measure the real productivity issues.

DATE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 1995
*What: Sitdown talk with Bob Lechner
Lechner talked about the major historical shift to this new type of thinking in facility. Historically facility's drive
was to add value to the corporation by minimizing the amount of time researcher's needed to spend on facility and
environmental issues. If he could save a researcher 1 hour a week from dealing with facility, and that 1 hour was
spent with a core competencies instead, then he added value to the system. He described a transaction with new
equipment, that if the researcher need not worry at all about installation, and spends the time doing their own
work, for which they are paid, then the company benefits.
3 years ago, the then VP of Webster, Mr. Bolti, approached Bob and asked him to change his role to facility
research. He got funding for attending conferences, trying new proposals, and trying the co-location idea. At that
time, LX technology was only brewing in one or two labs, tinkering done by one or two researchers. The area in
128 at that time was the old model shop, where facility did much of their work. Bolti had gone to a SteelCase
exhibition, and was convinced that this line of interiors was a step in the right place. He eventually involved
Lechner in his findings, and got representatives together to form a pilot. One group was proposed to move down
there, and try out some "new arrangements" proposed by Steel Case. The Steel Case methodology was called
Envisioning, and after several workshops, they proposed the idea of harbors and commons. After seeing some
slides of the potential new environment. Lechner had a major revolt from the potential end users on his hands.
Apparently the researchers did not find the telephone booth atmosphere to their liking at all, but changed their
minds after visiting a showroom in Grand Rapid Falls, Michigan. After ordering 10 such harbors at a cost of $100
grand, the group was ordered to be disbanded by senior management. Outside economic factors was to blame.
The people were saddened because they felt that they had ownership of the place. When Jeff Crane also retold the
story in 128.
Jim Larson's group was just forming at that time, and they were asked to be in a pilot study for new work
environments. His researcher's also saw the harbors, and immediately had a revolution. After wrestling with the
group for a few months, Lechner gave up the idea of imposing the harbors and decided to start the project from
scratch again.
The current LX area has a small conference room in the back with a phone: this was a remedy for the inability of
people to have private conversations in the open area. George Gibson complained that when he received
important phone calls, he had to hang up, walk to the conference room, and re-call once he got there, a major
hassle if he received numerous calls a day. So Lechner installed a 900 megahertz cordless phone on George's
desk, and now he doesn't complain anymore.
Interpretation:

What do I think: This compensation issue is still floating in my head. What is the value system here? Tonight
I'll get no sleep. Another thing which I've been sniffing around for is how re-engineering events like this is
reported and affected in the financial area, more precisely, how do real estate strategies affect shareholder value,
and how are they accounted for? Lechner says that real estate costs are the second biggest expense items after
human costs. If that's so, how does the financiers evaluate this strategic move to cross function and co-locate in
the initial offer? What quantitative methods do they use to evaluate this? I sure wish I could get a hold of the
method, even if it may be too technical at this point of the investigation. I should call Tim Riddiough, my capital
markets professor.

DATE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 1995
4What: Talk with Turid on the phone
Critique of 1 1/2 weeks of logging
Turid says: You should document one case of someone needing space, and trace the transactions that happen.
This will illustrate the length of the loop, and also some key points such as status, values, and dilemmas. This will
indicate one base case from which we can compare the changes later. "Your logs are illustrious and easy to read."
A point was made about structuring puzzle questions, or questions concerning puzzles that I have in my mind.
Some points for further digging: When did the co-location idea start, and where did it come from. Was it
something that was brewing within the people here, or was it an outside idea?
Dig some more around the reward system... .how are people rewarded in this system? I dug up the space standards
today, which was written in 1950s, re-hashed, and still used today. What is the impact of using this system?
The LX project was an experiment in process. As such, a critical look at the goods and the bads of the process is
critical for continuing improvement, and further refinement of the process for the 147 project. This week will be
the time to design a questionnaire to find out just this point.
There are two processes that happened simultaneously in the LX project; one is the project management aspect,
which directs the physical construction of the space and technology pieces, and the second is the management of
the process itself. Lechner's role is slowly changing into one of process management because he is starting to
direct and pressure the groups involved to what the final outcome of the pilot project should be. He is calling the
players, and helping to coordinate the political end of his organization- many of the users. He is the champion of
the upgrade effort right now.
As far as lasting change, Turid says that we create the conditions for lasting change, and the people themselves
promote the change themselves. We cannot create the lasting change, but the people either support the conditions
or they don't.
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Turid suggests tracing the evolution of the LX Share meeting to see how new behavior is born, and use this as an
example of change. She goes on to suggest that the principles of design, not the steps of the process, should be
disclosed to all the participants in the beginning. This is a slight modification of the word, but the idea of
principles fit better here. Principles of intervention in the LX pilot: do some exploration, do some
experimentation, see what we liked, set some parameters.... this was an open ended process where the beginning
of each meeting was structured, but the end not. The format of the LX exploratory meetings should be captured
because they were good:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

General meeting with everyone
Sometimes meetings with senior management
Focus group meetings
Feedback meeting with management
Feedback meeting with everyone

As far as these puzzles, Turid says that the didactic principle behind this is to provide a way for me to admit to
some puzzling questions, and then have a record of them before asking people about what I don't know. Here is a
current puzzle: What is the relationship between leadership style and space?

DATE: FRIDAY, AUGUST 26, 1995
*What: Visit to Doug Connolly's office
On the way to building 147, and transported by Lechner's new Subaru, I asked about how LARC got started.
Lechner recalls that the CEO of Xerox, Paul Allaire, got together with the CEO of Digital and discussed how they
could form a partnership about getting some new technology together. "They were thinking on the same lines,
and wondered why they couldn't work together on the same problems". So Allaire interested Mark Myers, V.P.,
in the project, and LARC became way of introducing new workplace technology. Chip Holt has a junior position
to Myers, and it's to Holt that Lechner will give the presentation for funding of the 147 pilot.
Doug Connolly is the manager of the (J) project, and he has a private office with numerous shelves, a desk with a
computer on it, and a circular table with an additional four chairs for visitors or meetings.
My interpretation: His secretary space is huge in comparison with other offices. 3 (?) private offices empty into
this secretary space before the hallway. and in this space are file drawers, copiers, printers etc. Because of this
service area outside of every private office, no copiers could be found in any of the hallways. I tried looking for a
place to copy, and didn't find a thing. All the copiers are in the secretary spaces. and are used exclusively by the
private office occupants. Unless I missed the shared equipment room, this means that there must be at least one
copier and printer for every 2 managers and one secretary. It's ironic to me when I mentioned a lack of printing
places to Julie that she says that there is always a shortage of printers in that building.
What do I think: What will be the savings of service equipment (or space) after the open plan renovation? What
will be the square footage change regarding shared spaces. and what will be the change in people's perception
about the lack of equipment'? Will the number of printers remain the same, and if so, will there be perception that
there is more space and services because people will reside in open environments?
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SPACE COMMITTEE MEETING
Building 147, 8am

4What: the usual space committee meeting. The discussions continued, and a person unearthed a crucial point
to policy change. Space is paid by the square footage as an expense item in each budget center. Occupancy cost,
however, is paid for whole community by facility. This means that people have no incentive to give up any space
because it is paid for and not accounted as an expense by the occupying parties. This has been a constant irritant
to facility so far, and today, the representatives themselves, after being posed the question of how to make budget
centers account for real estate costs, suggested that all costs including occupancy costs be re-routed to the budget
centers. Lechner was actually hesitant of this because of his earlier promise to automate environmental controls,
meaning that he didn't want to make more paperwork for managers. He doesn't like bureaucracy, especially
contributing to it unnecessarily, he says. When asked if the managers were competent to do this sort of
accounting, he said that this would be a problem, but perhaps not for long. He said that there are two ladders
which managers climb here at Xerox. One is for people who were engineers, but because of their leadership
potential, were promoted to manage a group or lab. The second ladder is for good researchers who will stay
researchers. Very few instances is a Sloan graduate type hired to lead a group, simply because they don't have lab
skills. The engineers, therefore, are usually marginally trained to be accountants of space.
My interpretation: In this meeting, a major shift in policy started taking place. The meeting started out as usual,
with the space needed list up on the overhead first, and then the demand list next, and people discussing priorities
in between. First I noticed the arrangement of people seated. The more vocal people sat closer to the head of the
table, people like Ed Bowler etc., and the quieter ones in the back. There were 11 people in the meeting including
myself, Julie, and Lechner. Anyways. the seemingly meeker participants had more questions, and the seemingly
more powerful members of the group had more answers.
This means that each budget center will be accountable for every expense of their turf.
What do I think: So in an open environment like this conference room, power was evident from the behavior
and responses of people. What will be the power structure be in the new environment? How will this be played
out later in the open project centers, when square footages and furniture types will no longer display rank in the
group? Paul Morehouse of the LX team alluded to this problem in the LX common. What systems can we
institute, or how can we alter the perception of power, but in a constructive way.. for functionality of the group,
for instance. I believe that hierarchy can flatten, but rank will not disappear: it will be replayed in a different
manner.
The change to group to group accounting for expenses, including real estate expenses, is a major shift to full
accountability. In this situation, re-aligning the real costs to do business with output, and eventually profits,
change the framework, one of never knowing how much expense the company can support, to seeing how much a
team can produce with its expenditures. A key question here is, is has the system been designed enough where a
team-member can see his or her contribution to the end product? Is there a mechanism where each person can see
the real time, and projected outputs of the group? How has Xerox typically displayed to their employees the
system?
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Synopsys of the week. In week two we see some interesting developments both in my thinking and also in the
Xerox organization. For the upgrade effort of 147, there are two projects going on at the same time, and getting
them distinguished is important. The upgrade process for the 147 building had started in July of 1994; that's when
the first memo circulated and soon after the kickoff team commenced studying the project. Soon after the design
team mobilized the groups in 147 to ascertain the requirements; it is interesting to note that one of the first
research questions posed by the design team is "what should the building say", say being in quotes. As far as I
understand it reading from the short memo, the first question is about the physical environment, its image and
hard reality. Process of discerning critical design requirements is still unclear to me, and this I'll have to ask more
questions about. The timeline of events I'm still in the process of understanding. Based on the initial cost
estimate from SWBR, the high end cost for the renovation will be $20-$25 M. This project posed an interesting
dilemma to Lechner because he and corporate real estate must economically justify the renovation since the added
expense doesn't add one square foot of space into Webster Village. The argument is that at this cost, we are
nearing estimates for building a new facility all together; 147, however, would still need renovation.
To make the transition easier, and also to convince the "trenched in" groups that co-locating is a good idea,
Lechner is launching a pilot project in 147. This is the second process. related to the building of 147, but
separate. The upgrade committee meetings were part of the building process. The proposed building plan of 147
contains many open space on the periphery, and as a macro scale intervention, it places many groups in the same
open area:
The organizational concept for the plan centers around a "common" in the middle of the
building. This space ties all the labs together, functions as the centerpoint for the radial but
orthogonal hallways, and brings light in to an otherwise dark center of the building. Some
mechanical and service rooms remain. The leftover spaces other than labs will be converted to
open planned offices for co-located teams.
The word common was used during the pilot project meeting with SteelCase, but this is a different
concept of the common in the initial APIC and LARC project. The LARC research showed that the
major issue in communication and interaction was within the group, that feedback loops with subsystems
and the integrated fixture was broken when people were either not co-located or not wired electronically.
So the master plan idea, born from LARC, places primary importance in keeping the budget center
groups intact, creating API Centers for the groups, then linking them together electronically. The LARC
concept fixes the teams first before thinking about locating them together. SWBR's plan seems to
approach the problem from the spatial end, creating the spaces for co-location first, then figuring out to
place them together. The schematic master plan therefore poses a new challenge: how do you
accommodate individual needs of groups while coordinating them to live together? how many APIC
centers do we need to create in 147? Is this initial group selected for the pilot project the best group to
illustrate the master plan idea'? Can groups share APIC areas, or do they belong to each team? How
many people will make up the initial 147 occupant group, and how many teams will they comprise?
How do you solve macro versus micro planning processes?
A new development in the organization is confronting the entrenchment and space hogging problem.
Traditionally budget centers have paid for the space occupied. and this has been transactions with the
Xerox finance group. Lechner works with finance on policy issues, but the cost of space occupied is a
matter of finance and the budget centers. 147 also has a so called landlord. Lechner, in essence, rents
space in 147 for groups in his care, and up to now, has paid for the occupancy costs to the landlord for
these groups. This structure becomes a disincentive for groups to give up space because they are
unaccountable for full real estate costs.

The new development is that groups are proposing that occupancy costs be distributed back to the budget
centers, bypassing facility, and making groups accountable for the entire cost of occupying space. This
development, to me, is saying that the financial structure of the budget centers needs closer scrutiny to
see if it is accord with the proposed organizational structure of the new plan. What financial structure
supports a co-location, APIC commons master plan? What items in the income statement need to be
added or deleted to account for the new paradigm?
As for the LX process, this has been my understanding so far:

SPORG & CRE 2000

This diagram shows a fluid interaction of space, technology, organization, and finance structures working together
to optimize the performance of the workplace, which can be trisected into three performance criteria. Production
in a workplace encompasses input, output, and items related to the net contribution of the group, and the real
duties of the team. What are the production objectives of the team? What does the team do? Quality represents
the issues of the environment and technology, the net result that the two the two creates. Is the environment
suitable for the task? Does the technology hinder the progress of work or does it help it? Finally, cost relates to
the net result of these the space. technology, organization, finance interaction: what is the benefit versus the cost
of aligning these four categories to achieve a performing workplace? How much has been gained or sacrificed to
achieve a new work environment? These are the initial criteria of interest in evaluating the performance of a
workplace.

DATE: AUGUST 25, SOLO TOUR

4What: biped tour of campus. Walked from 128 to 147 & back, absorbing the environment
My interpretation & thinking: Friday I did a small tour of the Webster facility. I need to ask Lechner about the
reasons behind the way the plan was laid out, and if my hunch is right. the old buildings and the old layout are
outdated for their value in the 90's. Here are some unconfirmed and infant observations:
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Equi-lateral treatment of the facades probably means that construction was done with speed in mind: Numerous
building have the same facade on four sides, connoting that either the building was constructed with saving money
in mind, or the weather is mild enough so that equal treatment of all sides does not affect the environmental
conditions inside. From my limited experience, the weather in Webster seems swing from hot to cold
dramatically. Why then are all the facades the same? Is there security reasons why buildings have the same
window patterns? This point has more to do with architecture than planning. The requirements are changing to
a customer based, quality seeking environment. With this new requirement for upgrading all buildings, reconception of building configuration should probably be considered.
Presently building 114 is undergoing window replacement; this is another equi-lateral treated building, windows
on the south side will be replaced with higher performing windows to keep out the hot and cold, a costly endeavor
adjusting the building to the outside nature. Are other buildings also in line for this type of renovation?
Walking through the corridors of the complexes, we often see people gathering in places ad-hoc places
accommodating break areas. In 114, for example, coffee equipment is stored in broom like closets outside labs.
There are no sitting areas except on the first floor, and even there, the space is but a carved out space on the side
of the hall. In building 147, the only coffee area I saw was in the middle of the building on the second floor, lit by
fluorescent lights, and surrounded by lab coats and storage bins. 147 is a permanent place. and with new workers
expecting more from their, the condition in 147 break areas seems poor in quality terms. Many people presently
meet underneath door frames for a lack of meeting area. Outdoor break areas seem infrequent and are treated as
temporary spaces. One illustration of this is the smoking area on the south west side of 147. There smokers can
congregate in the shadow of the building, outside a stairwell, and in between the building and a chain link fence.
To make it more hospitable, a wooden picnic bench has been placed there for people to sit. In numerous places
around the campus, the outdoor spaces seem to insufficient to accommodate people's needs. Here in a place
where people come for regularly for 40 hours a week, every week of the year, quality places of solitude had been
considered marginally, but is now changing. Lechner just finished constructing an outdoor landscape area outside
128. Is there an additional need for such kind of spaces? From my short tour, and with the exception of entrance
lobbies and the cafeteria, the best places in these buildings unfortunately are places where people do not stay in;
the stair wells in the 147 like buildings, and the catwalk that connect them contain ample glazing for views and
exposure to sunshine. The atmosphere is what a nice office probably strives for. Such is my interpretation of
what is good. (Could do a figure ground of the complex, illustrate the places people meet)
A walk from building 128 to 147 takes 13 minutes. but it seems like miles. The traffic is actually quite heavy
between 139 and 105, where people walk in the environment for 3 minutes, crossing Phillips Road on their way to
the cafeteria. This may be the only time people walk outside and breath fresh air, so the trek across seems
welcoming. Inside, however, a walk from one end of campus reminds me of a labyrinth. There was a group of
researchers living in the harsh climate of the North Pole, and to save heat, a minimum number of windows are
present in the buildings. The hallways and lab spaces were lit by fluorescent lights, and openings to the
environment were minimal. Walking through the hallways here is like walking in underground tunnels.
Fenestration to the outside is also kept to a minimum, and the environment is more suited for the Pole. Glimpses
of the forest around the complex bring relief, but these are but accidents in the architecture, glassed walkways
connecting buildings. Such is the 1990's state of the 1960's campus.

DATE: MONDAY. AUGUST 28 FACILITY

4What: Some notes to myself
What do I think: After thinking about the questionnaire all weekend, prior to Turid's arrival, I've come to
conclude that designing a pertinent survey will be difficult for the kind of relationships we're looking for. When
it comes to causality, the best type of research, according to Robert Wehrli and his book titled Environmental
Design Research, is ratio level measurement. He lists 5 types of measures, ratio level being the most refined and
the most rigorous. Incrementally, the steps to the next level become more difficult to construct.
1. Categoricalvariables-things classified by their differences in kind but not in value. We have these variables
from the CMM model, I think.
2.

Continuous variables- have a "greater than, less than" quality and are measured at the ordinal, interval, and
ratio levels of measurement. This we don't have. How do we know what is more important?

3.

Ordinal level measurement- objects are capable of being rank ordered. This starts relating the variables, or
questions asked to a kind of statistical model comparing variables. As I see it, even if we came up with a 100
question survey, we will never know if this captures all the pertinent data.

4.

Internal level measurement-in addition to permitting the rank ordering of things, measurement at the interval
levels specifies the distance between any two variables.

5. Ratio level measurement-in addition to classifying things, rank-ordering them, and measuring the distance
between them, ratio measurement provides absolute values. there being an absolute zero point on the scale.
This is probably referring to having a baseline measure to compare with. Can we establish a baseline measure
now?
My feeling is that without a clear understanding and or documentation of what variables contributed to the "old"
way of working, the best survey or interview response is a snapshot of what LX is today. The research question is
this: what is the relationship between the newlv constructed LY area and team performance today? The metric
workshop identified some of the variables important in helping the LX team function, and in addition to not
having a baseline comparison of improvements to the new LX. improved performance of identified metrics from
June will not necessarily yield more or better innovation. As stated and debated by management in the June
workshop, any measure captured by the Capability Maturity Model, for instance, will not measure gains in
productivity in the LX group. Measuring innovation ability is like measuring Michael Jordan's ability to play.
The metrics are likened to the skills needed to play basketball. One can improve shooting skills, get better balls,
buy expensive running shoes. How will these things improve ability to play'? The ability to play is a difficult
thing to capture, and like innovation, metrics can help the situation. but not insure it. The validity test I put on my
survey is this: can you improve all aspects of the environment, physically, technologically, and organizationally,
and not improve innovation? I would guess that probability increases after improvements, but improvements
create no guarantees.
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My first inclination is to use less a statistical survey to weigh the relative improvements, but rely more on what
people tell me without value judgment of what they say.. The questionnaire would draw from a variety of
meetings and transcripts, and not limited to certain conversations. From these transcripts, a few categories
emerge:

Technology:
e amount of data exchange with team group
e
amount of data exchange with subsystems
e amount of data exchange with integrated fixture
* time to convey data to team and vice a versa

Space:
* relationship between office and lab
" relationship with supplies
* personal or informal conversation
" spatial functionality and fit to tasks: personal
* spatial functionality and fit to tasks: group

Organization:
*
*
"
*
e
"
*

organizational structure that supports teaming
organizational structure that supports sharing of information
subsystem relationship to integrated fixture
understanding of mission and objectives of the group
understanding of mission and objectives of the Wilson Center
perception of stability
interaction with people outside of the LX area as supported by organizational protocols

Finance:
* financial structure that supports sharing of information
" financial structure that supports teaming, collaboration
Design Process:
* process of the project
* breakdown of meetings
e feedback
" articulation of questions
e design outcome

Overall performance:
* team productivity
" personal productivity
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Sample questionnaire 27 and basis for interviews
Technology:
data exchange with team group is great
data exchange with subsystems is great
data exchange with integrated fixture has increased
time to convey data to team, team to individual has improved
aspects I would keep:
aspects I would change:

Space:
relationship between office and lab is great
relationship with supplies is more than efficient
personal or informal conversation happens frequently
spatial functionality and fit to tasks in your personal area is great
spatial functionality and fit to tasks in the group areas is great
aspects I would keep:
aspects I would change:

Organization:
organizational structure supports teaming
organizational structure supports sharing of information
subsystem's relationship to the integrated fixture has improved
I have an understanding of mission and objectives of the group
I have an understanding of mission and objectives of the Wilson Center
I perceive stability in the environment and in the group
I interact frequently with people outside of the LX area as supported by organizational protocols
I perceive improvements to my productivity
Support groups:
Facility has supported your task well
Management has supported your task well
Co-production area helps your productivity
aspects I would keep:
aspects I would change:

Finance:
the financial structure supports sharing of information
the financial structure supports teaming, collaboration
aspects I would keep:
aspects I would change:

27

insert whv? after every line
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Design Process:
the design process yielded the best outcome
there was good feedback after interviews
I see the results of agreed recommendations
aspects I would keep:
aspects I would change:

DATE: TUESDAY, AUGUST 29, CORNELL
*What happened: 8am: Went on a trip to Cornell to entice Frank Becker in joining the design team. Had lunch
in Ithaca and had further discussions about life at Xerox. Bob Lechner, Sue Mortinson, and Suon Cheng attended
the meeting on Xerox's behalf, and Frank Becker, Lisa, and Carrie were there for the International Workplace
Studies Program. The meeting took place in Becker's office, which was very difficult to find. His office was
nicely furnished with up to date office furniture, mostly possibly SteelCase made. The discussions promptly
started with an introduction of the 147 pilot project by Lechner, and questions about the context of the project
(why, for whom, who will pay, what is the chain of command, who will play etc).
Some excerpts of the dialogue:
Lechner: Describes the project in some detail, talks about the product development cycle, says that the 147 pilot
group is and will remain a permanent competency at Xerox; there are 25 people working around 6 products
currently; all the products are at different stages of completion, and at present, people are dispersed throughout the
campus. SteelCase will provide the interior furnishings. What's needed is good documentation of the 147
process, and some measurable results from the project.
Becker: How will you know if this group will do better; are there current criteria ex. time to completion,
resources?
Lechner: Corporate Engineering Center is working on the Time to Market Initiative, trying to shorten the time to
market for products. Right now products take twice as long as they should take.
Becker: How many initiatives are there in the project? Are there control groups for comparison? It seems that
you're trying to change the product development process. Are there other competency centers that we could use
as a control group, centers with the same kinds of products? Who is this project for?
Lechner: Charlie Duke, Sr. Manager.
Becker: This person must sign off at the beginning what kind of data he wants to see, what time frame he wants
to study, what criteria he wants to use. There are two ways to look at evaluation: 1. formative evaluation- insight
to what is wrong, a way to formulate what to improve. 2. Summative evaluation- gets to the end, is a black or
white evaluation, what is good and what is bad. The formative evaluation looks at attributes, can be more
dynamic in assessing how to improve the situation. Some of these things are covered in the CRE2000 study.
There could be value in following multiple products, we could follow 1 or 2 product cycles for short products.
Product cycles start with a learning cycle.
Evaluation is messy. We could look at multiple data sets, do a multi factor analysis. But so what? What does it
measure? There may be people who will want to change this, to defend something. This is a status concerned
group. Where are the issues? Who wants to know what? Who and what are his requirements, agendas?
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Lechner: This is a group of individual contributors. The data changes the culture of the organization, survey type
of data. Here are the team members, and their roles and responsibilities:
Occupants
DRI & LARC
Corporate Real Estate
Corporate Engineering Group
SteelCase-Pathways products
This will be a permanent work condition.
Becker: These interviews of the LX group could be very helpful, and even a selling tool. A video of John
Knapp showing his initial hesitation and his champion attitude after could be a change agent. He can talk about
the remote collaboration initiative.
Lechner: Right now this is the present situation. We have lab and office spaces, which are filled when they
become available. 147 was built in the 1960's. Rich Kohler and Charlie Duke are both business leaders and
champions of the 147 upgrade. They both work for the Office of Corporate Management.
Becker: This looks like a 1.5-2 year project, studying the process from the beginning, allowing some time for
occupancy & settlement, follow up research, and about 6 months for publication.
Lechner: Ok, 13th of September we'll give you a tour of the LX facilities.
My interpretation: Becker summarized some typical problems with evaluation, and I think that it was a good
summation. He favored doing a formative type of evaluation, acknowledging that data collection for collection's
sake is unproductive. I see that he was very specific as to what exactly was sought, from who wanted to see the
data and their agenda, to discussing several drawbacks to different measurement systems. Knowing my own
attempt to find out measurement criteria I could see that he has quite a project in front of him. The control group
idea, comparing another group similar in size and work is an interesting idea. Lechner says that there are groups
in 147 that are similar in scope of work, so a comparison is possible. This takes it one step closer in my opinion,
and it will still be messy.
Getting a group of people to work together is a political process. What I saw in the meeting was Lechner and
Becker, both representing their respective constituents, discuss a possibility of working together in a partnership.
Lechner's role was to convince Becker of the viability of the project, and assure him of full support and
commitment. Becker's role was to clearly understand Lechner's agenda and how IWSP would fit into the group.
Essentially the meeting was a polite way of mingling. I do think the way the meeting proceeded was excellent,
almost a "by the book" adherence to meeting etiquette. The steps were discussed in the following manner: 1.
objective of the meeting. 2. agenda and time available 3. background information 4. the proposal and
exchange of information 5. how to proceed from here.
Questions: Has this been attempted before, and what kind of system have they used'? This is not a production
group, so the outputs are more difficult to quantify; are there studies of creative environments and attributes that
support this type of work? How do you know if your architecture is good?
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DATE: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, LX AREA
*What happened: informal talk with Greg Conway in the coffee area. Today I moved into the LX
area, to a cubicle just outside of Ed Schluter's area. From here I get a perspective of the conference
area, the harbors, and generally the traffic that goes in and out. This would be a prime spot for a
Gestapo tower. Time to time I go to the coffee area to buy a cup (10 cents), and it is there that I sat
down and talked with Greg Conway about his impressions of the area.
Greg's monologue:
The LX area was a great innovation and he has been a supporter of the move since the beginning. The open area
in his opinion is good for most people, but not for all. First of all, he believes that his personality, and most other
co-workers, like the sociability of an open atmosphere. In his old office in 114, he had liked to keep his door
open, just to have the availability of catching people walking by. This open environment, therefore, continues
with that spirit, so is a success in his standard.
Greg feels productive in this area because of informal and spontaneous conversations. "The most productive
meetings here are those that happen spontaneously, where people start talking about something and passerby's
drop in". He feels that new ideas are discussed, even without any impetus or prior foresight, and this exchange
leads to more ideas that couldn't have happened in private settings. He notes that people pass by one another
frequently, so there's more dialogue.
As to the process of the LX design team, he felt that the workshops were novel, and allowed him to express his
opinion in a forum type environment. He feels that this type of interaction is good to get everyone to listen to
each other's opinions, but noted that the meetings were ill planned. He specifically talked about the March
meeting where a large group of people gathered, where people talked with no clear agenda and questions. This,
he said, was irritating to the participants because it took time off from their work. Clear agendas and tighter
schedules will help the 147 pilot, he says.
Another irritant, in the similar context, was the numerous iterations of the actual design of LX. Specifically he
talked about how the architects would listen to the comments given. leave for a week, and return with something
with didn't match the specifications. This "miscommunication" happened several times until a final consensus
was reached.
My interpretation: The architect probably did not provide quoted material to match the design. Feedback took
too long, and the design process took place outside the vicinity of the group.
What do I think: If the design could have been more interactive with the group, spending some time
brainstorming and sketching in their presence, could the architects have saved time from defending theirproject?
What is the relationship between process, ownership, and accountability of a project'?
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4What happened: conversation with Ron Rizzo (technology) in the print room. Rizzo and I specifically
talked about the SPORG process, of which he said that the biggest problem was the feedback time. If the process
were to repeat again, his suggestion would be to provide feedback faster, much faster. Recalling the process, the
said that Turid and Chuck would come down here, gather enormous amounts of information, disappear for weeks,
come back with some processed workbooks, and expect people to either understand them or have enough volition
to recall all the details of the workshops. This loop he says, hindered people's understanding of the project. He
advises providing informal feedback after meetings. His main criticism is that people didn't know what was going
on, and to a large extent, inadequate feedback was the problem.
He also recaptured the sentiment that circulation around and through the conference area has been disruptive. He
said that people walk in and out of the labs while meetings are being held. "The concept is great, but maybe
having those two functions, one of having conferences, and the other of having a meeting place for the labs, and
therefore the doors, is asking too much of the space." He envisions the conference area out of the way, perhaps
where the coffee area is now, as being superior to the current situation. The coffee area concept should be kept,
however.
My interpretation:
What do I think: Right now, nothing. I'm having the after lunch blues; no energy and no brain waves. Coffee
depraved.
.oiNote the reader:
Here's one thought which occurred to me while I was in the public
printroom loading paper to a printer. This system here is sectioned by task descriptions,
payment structure, and physical barriers; what I mean is, this is a clear case of division of labor,
or in somesort of Cartesian concept, division of tasks into categories. People here are paid to
do a certain things and not others. In public areas, for example. certain workers, and only these specific people
are paid for that maintenance. Case in point: in his facility team meeting today, Lechner talked about the need to
keep a newly constructed landscape patio outside 128 free from cigarette butts. Presently this area is a haven for
cigarette smokers. He stated that he needed to find the appropriate manager to talk with about this problem
because he can't order his internal maintenance people to clean the area for it is outside. The landscape crew has
the task of sweeping and maintaining the exterior of building, so thus he needs to find the manager of the
landscape crew. I suspect that this division of labor decreases the moral of the people here, institutes bureaucracy,
and inhibits easy ways of solving problems. Much of the time is invested looking for the right chain of command,
negotiating ways to divide or delegate the work, and figuring out compensation means for the job. As crazy as
this may sound, I believe that division of labor. especially in such a mundane and easy task as helping keep public
areas clean, sedates people into believing that "someone else will take care of it".
Here's a theory: The Japanese people are notorious for their reputation for keeping public areas clean. You can
scarcely find trash in Tokyo streets today, while 20 years ago, this wouldn't have been true. People in Japan tell
me that education played a major role in shifting the maintenance responsibility of public areas to their citizens:
people felt "empowered" to take care of their streets while discouraging others from passive roles in the matter.
This signifies a shift in responsibility, encouraging people to feel obligated to clean, and even cultivating an
ownership mindset in the citizens. In my mind, I think of this as a vestige of a communal idea, if you will,
welfare company like framework for ownership and responsibility. In teamwork environments, the direction is to
move toward a flattened hierarchy, a shared place where everyone has a vested interest in the outcome of the
group.
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People feel ownership, want freedom to take action and change their course at will without the oppression of rank.
Some say that the individual sponsorship is a thing of the past, and a team work environment is a thing for the
next decade. I think that a merging of the two ideas is the current product; a communal team environment that as
an entity, has an entrepreneurial objective.
On a different note, this principle of decreased productivity because of dysfunctional machines is an important
one. Today, the main server for 128 ceased to function. The network was down, and no internet or printing
capability was available. Because Xerox has been switching to a PC environment from GlobalView, a process
which is still in its infancy stages, most people will probably not be affected by the disruption of the internet
services. Frankly, most people haven't surfed on the web yet. As more and more groups start becoming versed in
the PC environment, this constant breakdown of servers will hinder exchange of data, therefore impact
productivity. Currently RTCC is tremendously understaffed. They have the job of not only networking people
together, but also install programs and teach people how to use the software. If I were a member of the
management, and I wanted to see this new environment succeed, I would seriously consider staffmg my
technology group adequately to handle the colossal job of implementing an area wide technology system. With
any re-engineering program, expect a tremendous demand on the IS staff, and a rapid drain of funds for training
purposes. Without these two, the systems are just inadequate.

DATE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, FACILITY

4What happened: informal talk with Lechner in his office, clearing up more information.
Suon:
Here's what I need, Bob. With this additional information, I think that I can have a clear picture of what's going
on here.
*

Relevant materials:
1. A copy of the IDRC 2000 study
2. Frank Becker articles
3. A copy of the metrics thesis

*

Historic information:
1. Plan of the campus
2. A tour of the campus. with you noting key events or projects. and the reason, the good, the bads
about the
project.

*

Present information:
1. The present electronic master plan map
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The LX project:
The past
1. space:
2. tech:
3. org:

4.

finance:

The present
5. space:
6. tech:
7. org:

8.

finance:

the location of the group, plan
description of the electronics
mission statement
objectives
roles
Paul Morehouse's study on the Xerox research lab (1 year old)
structure of cost accounting

location of LX group after, plan
description of electronics
mission statement
objectives
roles
structure of cost accounting

The means to find out about the state of the present, and the design process so far

1. survey28
2.
3.

informal interviews
1 week work in an LX lab & its log

*

A statement of why 147 should be changed.

*

Information about the 147 upgrade plan up to date.
1.
2.
3.

survey of occupants
architect's process of getting to schematics
the schematic plan
the issues
the concepts

7. Information about the 147 pilot project.
1. present location of diagnostic and controls, finance group (S,O,FT)
2. proposed change
3. the team & process
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DATE: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, BUILDING 114 & LX LAB

4What happened: worked with Frank Bonsignore making ink measurements, discussed many aspects of
working in building 114.
Background: This week I'm working with Bonsignore in an ink/toner lab, working as a real LXer.
Frank has been working here for 10 years, of which 4 of the past years have been in LID and inks.
He used to work in building 147 and enjoys working in 114 better. According to Bonsignore, 147
is dumpy. He worked there for 9 months prior to 114. When in 147, he used to drive to the
cafeteria. bring his food out to a park nearby to enjoy the scenery and quiet. Bonsignore likes his
privacy, and enjoys working in 114 instead of the LX area. "Ijust don't like big crowds."
The ink group is an important component of the Xerox research group. Essentially the ink labs are broken down
into 2 parts; George Gibson is the manager of Tactical Business Opportunities, and Ray Stover is in charge of
Strategic Business Opportunities. There are 4 projects currently running under Gibson, and if we were to diagram
this, it would look like this:

George Gibson (Tact. Bus. Opp)

Ray Stover (Str. Bus. Opp)

Processes

Development of inks

(D)

CG

21st Century Marking

Ink Measurement (Research)

Frank Bonsignore
David Pan
John Spiewak
Scott Chamberlain
Ed Caruthers
Connie Thorton
Inan Chen
Mary Machonkin
Joe Mort
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(D): (D) is the name of a printer company. The company holds a patent on sometype of ink technology, and had
asked Xerox to provide some research for the ink. The company has not written an agreement to work jointly, but
nevertheless Bonsignore is starting to research this work. "We want to get a running start when the project is
signed."
CG: These people make inks for the Xerox branch in California, specifically for the Versatech printers.
21st Century Marking: "This can be thought of as conventional inks for printers, PI fixture, etc."
Ink Research: Research for intellectual property's sake. Joe Mort is a big time physicist here.

6 Steps of Xerography
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Charge
Expose
Develop
Transfer
Fuse
Clean

Toner is comprised of 4 main ingredients: resin, pigment, charge control agent (cca), and charge directors.
In working with Bonsignore, 3 essential steps characterize his job. He measures % solids, which means he must
understand how much pigment/ resin is in the toner. He measures the particle size in the toners, and he measures
the charge of the liquid. Each of these can be done in his lab, but some big machines like the attritor is located
somewhere else.
Another part of his job is keeping everything labeled and logged on a notebook. On the bottom of the notebook
are two small columns, one for a signature of a witness, and one for a date and time. This log is what Bonsignore
carries with him at all times to document all work in case he discovers an invention. Someone there can then
sign as a witness. "In case leave this position, other people will also know what I've been working on." The logs,
therefore, is important in understanding what is in his environment.
My interpretation: I observed Bonsignore working in his lab, and the people coming in and out of his lab. He
dislikes sharing cabinets and tools because some people make a mess and don't clean up. To share results or ask
for assistance, people need to come by to talk: there is no good form of communication between labs yet. Joe
Mort had to meet with Bonsignore 3 times today, and his lab is just down the hall. We are on the 3rd floor, and
Bonsignore's office is on the first floor: there is no computer hook up in his lab. Today there was a staff meeting,
and Bonsignore., who spends much of his time in his lab, couldn't find out the meeting time. He asked several
people, but no one knew. He even asked Mary Machonkin who walked in to get some equipment; when she
answered that she didn't know, he just threw up his hands.

There is no constant update of information in his lab. He shares an office with a co-worker, and uses that space to
find relaxation and think in quiet. Both his lab and office provide very secluded hideaways, ideal for someone
who doesn't want to interact too much and just wants to work. I see in his office a computer with a microphone.
The microphone system, which allows people to leave voice messages on people's mail account, is a recent
feature from DRI. From working with Bonsignore on his computer, I could see that people are still struggling
very much with the new PC system, and change is not easy.
Another thing about his computer is that LXers can log unto terminals that are owned by the LX team, meaning
that the network RTCC and DRI have set up belong to LX exclusively. While LXers can log unto any computer
of other LXers, they cannot log unto the net or Novell system from computers belonging to people from other
groups. This I think has to do somewhat with the budgeting system; since each budget center pays for its own
computer system, they maintain exclusive use of them. This limits mobility of individuals who like to roam
throughout the campus, and if the group disbands, computers would have to be relocated or reconfigured, I
suppose.
Questions: Why exactly does Bonsignore like his privacy so much? Does he see any benefit in being connected,
and constantly updated? What happens when the group disbands: do computers go with them? What happens
with the furniture; will the new system allow furniture to travel with the owner, or will the archaic system of
furniture with status upgrade still persist?

DATE: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, BUILDING 128, LX LAB
*What happened: attended George Gibson's staff meeting.
Staff meetings for Gibson's ink and toner group is usually held once a week, usually on Mondays. Since Monday
was Labor day, Tuesday superseded. Thirteen people attended the meeting: Gibson sat at the front end of the
table, presiding the meeting, and the rest of the group sat around the table. This took place in the LX conference
area. It is interesting to note that contract and support workers all sat on one side of the table, toward the side of
the PI fixture area, and the researchers all sat on the other side. This again reflects the power structure of the
group, I suppose.

= small shots

i0
Di0

Q=big

shots

O

Diagram of sitting arrangement in conference area
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The reason for the meeting was to discuss how to design a meeting that fosters more collaboration. The objective
was to get more "cross fertilization" of knowledge and help, and the current system was just not working. People
seems confused and upset about all the changes going on, especially about gathering to discuss meeting formats.
Joe Mort says, "This is the 4th meeting discussing this topic; this is not a review, and I need a 1 hour meeting if
they want to discuss the rationale behind what I'm thinking."
Nevertheless, it was agreed after an hour that 15 minute "updates" were useless for the group because there were
no dialogues fostered, just monologues. 1 hour meetings therefore were reformatted to permit one person to
present for 15 minutes per week, and use the rest of the time to discuss the presented problem and have real
dialogues. Up to now people have felt that update meetings had been useless, that real work was done in the labs.
Ed Schlueter says, "I want participants, not observants."
During the discussion, Gibson suggested that people meet during the lunch hour, the rationale that he was eating
in the area anyway, and the meeting can use up leisure time instead of productive hours. The group looked grim
and opposed this overwhelmingly, saying that they need that time to relax. Work time is work time, they said.
Another thing which was interesting was watching Bonsignore describe his project in his lab; since he was
obviously out of the situation, and his work was left in the lab, he resorted to using vivid vocabulary and elaborate
hand gestures to describe his experiments. People seem to have understood him, although Ed Caruther's
presentation with color overhead slides and David Pan's presentation using Power Point on the live boards prior to
Bonsignore's was much more effective. Bonsignore still logs all records on hard copy, and uses his computer
mainly for informal communications.
The presentation format as designed by Ed Caruthers:
Approaches:
Previous:
Current:
Next Steps:
From the contents in the overheads, I think that this format follows an update format, what happened, where are
we, and where are we going from here.
My interpretation: I believe that this meeting was an episode of how a team learns to collaborate, and how they
push and pull meeting structures together incrementally until a format becomes suitable. Gibson has had a big job
because the groups are spending much time in the beginning to re-structure new ways of working together. This
process takes more time in the beginning because no one has trained or is trained to use the new facilities; the
facilities are resultants of the collaboration initiative, and the availability of new spaces after construction shape
new behavior. Both drivers, like foreign concepts, bring reasons for re-thinking about meetings.
From the discussion, it appears that this meeting tries to break the foxhole concept. Bonsignore made a statement
that his current ink process is much better than the ones used before, and people immediately mentioned that
Bonsignore probably knows that, but no one else does. Why is it better, they asked. People said that they wanted
to hear the details, and therefore wanted to support the 1 hour format.
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Sitting back and enjoying the heated discussion, I started noticing the traffic circulation through the meeting.
There is constant disruption of the meeting from people walking into the lab behind the live-boards. A few time
during the meeting, people would walk by as if they owned the universe, and we all know that higher being, and
would allow the door to slam noisily behind them. The circulation through this space will need to be rethought.
People walking along main isle way, however, didn't appear to bother anyone.
Hmmm, another thing, the overhead screen next to the LiveBoards was awkwardly placed. When the overhead
projector comes on, people move around the room to get better views; this is O.K. in informal presentations, but
my sense is that the direction of the room becomes ambiguous. The live boards are almost symmetrically placed
on one end, the table is symmetric and stretches in the same direction as the rectangular room, and the computer
desks across from the isle also has frequent intervals of computers. The screen is the only awkward piece that
makes the space a non-directional space. More to think about for now.

strangely placed overhead screen

z

~problem

traffic

Diagram of LX conference area

Questions: What benchmark cases can help this pilot process'? To me this team seems young and is just going
through organizational settlement. Is this a "by the book" type of development, similar to ones described in
management readings? I could swear that this cycle from construction to re-training people to use spaces and
technologies is described in literature. I also wonder if there is evidence to suggest that teams that eat and drink
together work more efficiently. As it is. people in this team seem to meet only sporadically, only when needed in
the labs. Aside from the formal meetings. people typically, it seems. don't "hang out" together. I wonder why
not.
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DATE: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, BUILDING 114 & LX LAB

4What happened: sat down with Frank Bonsignore and asked him a number of questions still puzzling me.
I asked the questions, he provided answers..
Question: How many levels are there in the Xerox hierarchy?
Off the top of his mind, Bonsignore says that there 8 levels. This apparently does not include the highest level of
management. The typical breakdown are as follows:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Research fellows-very notable researcher
Section manager / lab manager
Principal scientist
Manager
MRT&S II-member research technology and staff, typically PH.D's or significant work
contribution
MRT&S I-also called Jr. Professionals, either have bachelors or masters
Technicians
Contract worker
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In real life scenario, though, this hierarchy is not as clear, but semblance of this 8 layered structure is still
retained. For instance, in the next diagram, the structure of the LX group has a research fellow working under a
manager, appraisals of that person's performance, however, still goes higher up, to a section manager. So the
structure above is not totally realized in the LX group, but the power structure. or better yet, the behavioral
hierarchy, still adheres to this structure. Ink & Toner group organization:

Ed Stover
manager

Scott Chamberlain

Joe Larusso

Contract

Contract

Connie Thorton
"Y MRT&S I

Bonsignore went to describe that under Jim Larson. work has gotten easier. Before his ink customers would have
to go through Larson first with any ink requests. then Larson would then go to Bonsignore. Larson then decided
that people shouldn't need to go to him first to get requests, but go to Bonsignore himself. Now the customer loop
is shorter, and turn around time is faster. To deliver ink requests. it is still standard procedure for customers to
look for Bonsignore in person. People usually drop by and describe inks they need (in terms of viscosity, particle
size, charge etc.), and Bonsignore makes it for them. He acknowledges that computer connections would help his
work process, but admits that he is still a "hard copy" man. When asked about feedback, he says that it's
sometimes difficult to receive it. You have to seek feedback out. "Someone like Ed Caruthers, who is more
resourceful, will ask, and he will get answers." For Bonsignore, he relies on sporadic contacts with his customers.
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When we discussed training issues, and empowerment, this started a long conversation about
the failure of the system. Bonsignore says that management had stressed empowerment of
individuals, "but they never showed up what that meant." He stresses that people frequently
tells him that he's empowered, but no formal structure points to this evidence. A point he
furthered was the training issue. Budget centers typically pay for training of its members. If
Bonsignore wants to learn how to use MS Access for instance, he asks his manager for
permission to take a course at Xerox's Business & Technical Educational Services, which is
a school type service that offers hundreds of classes. The cost for an Access course costs
$400, and this expense comes from the budget center. Since managers are accountable for
year end expenses, the attitude here is that cost savings and a positive bottom line "looks
better." Therefore managers are often hesitant to sign forms for training courses. Some
training is permitted. Bonsignore feels that this act of asking hurts morale and undermines the empowerment
concept tremendously. "I'm a professional chemist, why don't they treat me like one?." Giving people a certain
budget for which they can spend makes people accountable, he says. "I feel empowered when I'm given some the
ability to spend some of Xerox's resources for my work."
....
-------
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In asking him to illustrate a concrete example, he pulled out a form for stock purchase and told a before and after
story. The prior system for ordering equipment. no matter how trivial, was a three step process.

1)

write request

-

. show manager and he signs form

-

.

send form to supplier

An alternative approach:

2)

go to stock room and pick out item

0 give budget center number and they'll bill
manager

The stock room can now order the item from the supplier. The stock room, or campus store, marks up prices to
pay its employees. Items in the store can often cost more than ones bought outside. Since managers are super
conscious about costs, another process. the stockless purchase is encouraged. Stockless purchases are done with
vendors who have relationships with Xerox, and supply materials on a constant basis.

3)

fill out

order form

"

form is walked to

George Gibson for signature

form is walked to
or dropped off to Jim Larson
for signature

form goes into an envelope, snail mailed,
and
goods delivered a few days later
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For purchase agreements with out of town vendors with no relationship with Xerox, yet another system is in place.
Before the request form went through a similar process as the stock-less model, where the form had to be walked
to different places for signatures.

4)

fill out request
& receive
manager
approval

finance manager
approves & signs

--

walked through the purchasing department
(takes at least 1 hours)

sent out by mail

A purchasing person has since been placed in building 128, and he or she works there for half days. The current
model is simpler and automated, so Bonsignore can do the order and expect results fast. Items to be purchased are
pre-approved for $25,000 or less, and usually takes 24 hours for delivery. This procedure now takes only 15
minutes.
5)

fill out

request

-

get manager approval

& fax form to buyer

-

buyer takes care of the rest

and item is delivered within 24 hrs

Bonsignore asks why the first two choices provide so much friction. "Suppose Jim is not in... .what if Jodi is
out... .why not use the same model as the stock less procurement procedure'?" Internally there are friction that
slow down work.
When asked about value which giving people free reign would bring, he says "how do you quantify accountability
& good morale of people'? It's not just the speed of decisions that is the issue, it's responsibility. In your house
you can do anything. The act of asking for approvals undermine moral. To do away with that would be like
giving everyone a huge dose of empowerment."

DATE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, PILOT TONER PLANT, MANUFACTURING PLANT
*What happened: brief tour of the Pilot Toner Plant, and Assembly Plant with Frank Bonsignore.
My interpretation: The Pilot Toner plant is located a few blocks east of building 128, and to get there people
usually drive. The Webster site is huge, and to get around walking is not wise. What Bonsignore wanted to show
me was how toner was made, and in the Pilot Toner plant. huge machines mixed resin, pigment, and cca to form
gravel size toner chunks which would later be ground up in labs for further experimentation. This process is now
mechanized, whereas only a few years ago, parts of this process would be done manually. During the tour he
indicated the different in culture from building to building. In the Toner plant, he said that most people had either
associate or bachelor degrees, fewer Ph.Ds than 114: the work done here is mainly technical work. In the
assembly plant, he said that people would think that we were supervisors of some sort because we dressed in
collared shirts and I carried a writing pad. The people there were mainly assemblers, dressed down for their
manual work. Returning to the building 114, I immediately noticed the contrast. Here I think we are working
specifically with the research and technical staff whose jobs are intellectual pursuits and experiments. This
represents the beginning of the Xerox process in a way. Some parts of Webster therefore supply these areas with
the raw materials needed to carry on experiments: since the projects are all in experimental phases, the materials
as compared to other parts of the site are few.
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What do I think: What is the relationship between the status system here and the environment? How does the
education level determine the location, the quality of the environment? Should this be changed?

DATE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, BUILDING 128, LX CONFERENCE AREA
*What happened: Impromptu LX Share meeting with Charlie Duke about the status of LARC, Wilson
Center, and the LX/LID group.

J. Knapp

C.Duke

aOkO

J.Larson

Q

=LX members

=Top management

Arrangement of people in the conference space
This meeting was intended as an informal information exchange between Duke, from the Office of Corporate
Managers, and the LX group. A list of questions, handwritten I think, was given to Duke prior to the meeting, and
he addressed these one by one.

1. What is L4RC? OCM used to think of LARC only as a technology
project. Now they think LARC is the environment for work practice,
tools to support that work practice, and platforms developed with
business units. Some of the questions OCM is asking is whether a
platform will use the current LX space, or will a similar space be
replicated somewhere else to support the platform. The next generation
of platform development environment is what LARC is. Even in the
high levels, there are still lots of confusion to what LARC is.
2. What is the progress of L4RC? The tools are great. tools to the environment and eventually to platforms is not
great; this is because the environment concerns wasn't an initial direction.
3. What is the stability of tool implementation, and how is it evaluated? No one knows, but progress is being
done, and hopefully will be done by the end of the year.

4. Well LID be the next platform? Probably not.
5. How do you see LARC contributingto Webster? LARC will be a platform delivery environment, and it will be
the next generation.
6. What is a platform? A platform is a group of technology. Subsystems (Rs, Fs). Marking Modules ((R)platform
which combines knowledge and bread board to demonstrate expertise), inks & subsystems for (D) etc. These are
all platforms. A platform has a customer, a team, a schedule, and a cost basis. It doesn't necessarily have to be
big, but is somekind of work maturing.

(D): external

Business divisions
Platform customers

other subsystems: internal
7. How important is it for the corporation to reduce square feet per person? The corporation's current
environment motive is mainly two fold: 1. re-configurability- the environment is in a constant state of flux. We
want something that is easily configurable because time to move things is more costly than the cost to actually
reconfigure the environment. 2. the corporation is making a move towards team oriented type of offices.
Square feet does not matter anymore and is not a design ingredient.
8. Is L4RC a bliss and a blessing? Jim Larson: We are using the CMM model. working closely with Greg Zack,
to see how LARC can help us move up the spokes by the end of the year. Duke: we want demonstrative value
that LARC is a good thing. It is a way to get to productivity, but not the end. "Real productivity improvements is
understanding what the goals are and knowing how to get there. Tools help you get there."
9. Presently, where are the major time drags & how can LARC help? The major drags are people not putting
their heads together in the beginning and wondering what needed to be done. There was a time drag also due to
not knowing the process of delivery: there were no parameters etc. The biggest conflict was that we re-did things,
rework. We didn't have a working process, one also that the customers could understand. We didn't specify our
outputs and had to re-do things.
10. Is there a set definition of what people want? Are there systems models? This has always been a problem in
the quality work process: slip of schedule in a platform delivery. We never knew if it was a week late, 2
weeks.. .we just knew that it didn't get done.
1. There is no standardization of workplace strategy
2. The workplace now is inadequate
3. The Corporate Engineering Center in their engineering excellence program has a goal of 0 schedule
slips in the next 3 years or upper management will get no bonus

11. Has senior management come to conclusions about the environment? Yes, we are not delivering our products
on time, and thus cannot grow Xerox. When compared with several benchmark companies, we are behind. We
compared specific processes with that of best practice companies: Boeing, HP, and Motorola. The Time to
Market Initiative is one of 4 things we are working on; the Corporate Engineering Center is the locus of best
practices. Engineering Excellence has a curriculum and wants to elevate CR&T (corporate research and
technology) to take these courses, 3 weeks of everyone's time to bring up the skills. Jim Larson will be asked
how many people in his organization are taking courses. We are aspiring for technical people to have enough
skills to become a resource. This is a statement of intent at this time. People will make a skills inventory list, and
then take courses to augment skills already possessed.

12. Why benchmark againstBoeing, Ford,HP, Motorola? Boeing is the best electromagnetic research company,
so is HP & Motorola is the best software developer. Ford makes the best boards???
13. How about Canon? We're studying Canon through Fuji.
14. Are we going to change? In 1996, for LID technology less money will be available. It will be re-assigned to
lab, dry toner labs. It will not be stable too long. The (J) project doesn't have enough skills and people. Since
this is a downstream lab, LID is suffering, and we will focus on value added activities.
15. In '96, will there still be 20 people working on LID? ????'??At the end of 96, maybe there won't be a Wilson
Center.
16. Switching to the PC environment has a steep learning curve. In Wilson everyone will be on PCs by the end of
next year. Global View will be out of the organization by the end of next year.

Paul Allaire
Budget process problem

Costs are up

Reward and the return for 5 year vision is down

80% of the funds are invested in black and white products, and this represents investment in products of the past.
Right now even a 3 year planning process is tough. A business division's vice president has a short term, and will
therefore invest in things that will bring returns: we have basic competencies that work, so research and longer
termed activities will be less invested in.
17. Is CR&T committed to marking technology? The world is changing to a giant network. Presently 70% of
corporate engineers are software engineers. CR&T wants to become a software systems company, not a copier
company. This is a business model. How do we reposition our world into a digital world'? We want to change to
document research with systems, not marking.
18. What did (J) teach you? That we have an undisciplined work process that needs improvement. Right now
there's no money invested.... investments are in technical risk where there is no market risk. Therefore there is no
funding for intellectual property.
19. How do you rate LXi meeting business opportunity? Business deliverables? LX is the benchmark at Wilson
because the business part is overlaid on the technical.

20. What is the role of research in CR&T? Vertical integration doesn't work anymore. Horizontal integration is
the next generation. Where is research? PARC & XRCC. Mark Myer says that Wilson and XRCC are not
research centers anymore. Wilson is a marking company, integrated with business. In PARC is where advanced
technology is researched, but the research has no place to go. They make money for someone else. We are in
difficulty because we are not in color...5100, DocuTech, are not in color. The LiveBoards are losing money, (V)
is losing money, (IJ)s are losing money. The top priority is the market for software products. Paul Allaire has 3
growth theories:
XPS service??
Color, but we are not invested in enough right now
improved productivity- Corporate Engineering Center
Right now the idea is to keep profit margins high, financial returns high. Cost is impeding this. Growth right now
is barely inflationary. HP kicked our butts. The idea is to fund color Xerox, and then span the market share.
Right now benchmarks on management practices can only be done through a 3rd party... .no one will tell you how
they work. 3 years ago HP was at the bottom.
21. How do companies do it better? At HP, the competitive advantage is that they saw no sawtooth pattern
development. LX's advantage is that they look at business implications.
22. How do you keep the knowledge base when going from technology to another, continuity of skill? This is the
problem: we have a shrinking market share. It is also an incentive problem with the division presidents.

Incentive problem (2 choices)
Division president: short funding period
profits

derivative products-they know what to
do. continued revenue stream and
making money today

growth risk, technology of tomorrow
small growth 3-5%

We haven't set up the incentive growth correctly. We must cash power platforms. F3 business division at a time
of defensive position.
Opinion of an Lxer: this is too short, we should sacrifice the short term for the long term.
Right now the problem is decentralized product delivery service. We haven't able as a company to cash out.
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My interpretation: Whew, there is a lot of information here. Primarily this was a pep talk of a sort, clarifying
management motives with the LX group.
What I think: It is important to see the distinction upper management places on the function of each site, PARC,
XRCC, Wilson. This I believe will influence the design of 147. Wilson Center is not a pure research campus,
but rather a place for cross functioned research, meaning that business units, platforms, and researchers are
working on projects together. This is an important distinction because the advanced research group is really
located at PARC, and if this distinction wasn't captured, any proposal diverted from this directive will miss the
mark. Wilson is about capturing known competencies and making it better.
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DATE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, FACILITIES

4What happened: cross reference with Lechner about the meeting with Charlie Duke.
According to Lechner, Xerox went through an important evolution in the past decade. This a Lechner's sketch on
the basic organization and its development.

CR = corporate research

PARC = world famous research center in Palo Alto, California
WRC = Wilson Research Center
XRCC = Xerox Research Center in Canada
ER = Research facility in Europe
AT&CD = engineers

1991 and before

1992

researchers

technical
people
engineers
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1994: broke it up by portfolio
CR&T

PARC

made up of
people from:

WRC
PARC

WRC&T

XRCC

WRC
AT&CD

ER

ER
WRC
PARC

research & development at the same time
WRC works on "cash cows", technology based
not pure research, and based on basic competencies

My interpretation: This explains why building 147 has such specific cross functional requirements.

DATE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, BUILDING 128, LX LAB

4What happened: very brief conversation with John Knapp about the interviews.
ktiNote the reader: Early last week, Knapp approached me in the LX area asking about doing an informal
interview with his lab about the status of LARC. He had asked me to provide some framework for questions,
perhaps the same type of framework Turid uses for her workshops. He wanted to do an interview tour himself, but
was reluctant without finding out how to approach the workgroup first. At that time I had told him that I was in
the midst of completing a questionnaire myself, and that an interview with his staff would greatly benefit the new
design process for the 147 project. At that time he said that he would fully support the project, and went on to
announce to his staff that I would be coming around to do some interviewing next week.
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DATE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, BUILDING 114, FRANK BONSIGNORE'S OFFICE
*What happened: conversation with Bonsignore about the day to day concerns of an Lxer.
First I asked Bonsignore about the LX team, job description of individuals, and location. Bonsignore then offered
to give me their position titles, signifying to me that this is an important distinction among individuals.
The LX Competency Laboratory according to Bonsignore:
Name

Position

In 128?

Jim Larson
John Knapp
Inan Chen
George Gibson
Joe Mort
Ray Stover
William Volkers

MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S

Ed Caruthers
Shu Chang
David Pan
Ed Schlueter
John Spiewak
Hank Till
Enrique Viturro
Wei Zhao

MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S

Frank Bonsignore
Greg Conway
Mary Ann Machonkin
Paul Morehouse
Christine Tarnawskyj
Connie Thorton
Tony Wallace

MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S

Lawrence Lvnd
Lucille Sharf
Terry Seim

technician
technician
technician

Scott Chamberlain
Joe LaRussa
Jodi Simpson
Sherry Patterson

contract
contract

I
I
I (part time)
I
I
I
I

28 people total
11/28=39% represented in the LX area
the rest are in 114
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128 LXers:
Name

Position

In 128?

John Knapp
George Gibson

MRT&S II+

y
y

Ed Caruthers
Ed Schlueter
Hank Till
Wei Zhao

MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S

II
II
II
II

y
y
y

Greg Conway
Paul Morehouse
Tony Wallace

MRT&S I
MRT&S I
MRT&S I

y

Lawrence Lynd

technician

y

Joe LaRussa

contract

v

y

y

v

28 people total
11/28=39% represented in the LX area
the rest are in 114
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114, 128 2nd floor LXers:
In 128?

Name

Naml.

Positin
osition

Jim Larson
Inan Chen
Joe Mort
Ray Stover
William Volkers

MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S

II+
II+
II+
II+

Shu Chang
David Pan
John Spiewak
Enrique Viturro

MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S

II
II
II
II

Frank Bonsignore
Mary Ann Machonkin
Christine Tarnawskyj
Connie Thorton

MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S
MRT&S

I
I (part time)
I
I

Lucille Sharf
Terry Seim

technician
technician

Scott Chamberlain

contract

Jodi Simpson
Sherry Patterson

n
n
persons
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When asked about the reward system and why it condones low level performance, i.e. low objectives from
researchers, he said that problems stem from the yearly reporting structure of management and workers. Here I
was cross referencing information from a QIT meeting addressing the same questions. He points out that anything
written on record stays there for 3 years, meaning that change of positions within Xerox will be subject to what is
written by the managers. Managers, hence, hesitate to write anything about failures, or un-accomplished
objectives set by the researcher, in hopes of minimizing impedance to career advancements. On occasion,
however, the manager will write negative comments, but this comes from highly unusual circumstances. John
Knapp admits that written comments by management, ranking of people, usually has no value. People
complained that getting this report card once a year does not tell them how to improve. The Quality Improvement
Team, therefore, was gathered to address this issue.
Once a year people are given an EMSM.....Employee Satisfaction something or rather survey in which satisfaction
of managers is rated. Senior management use these results to evaluate the performance of the lab managers, but
the reward structure is not tied to this. Evaluation and salary increase is provided linearly, meaning that John
Knapp's superior determines his salary. This will be the first year in which the Employee Satisfaction Survey will
impact a lab manager's salary. If ratings of managers are still very low, bonus deductions will take place. It is for
this reason also that Bonsignore feels managers will consistently give easy objectives and write innocuous
comments as to keep everything benign.
Interpretation: What Xerox needs is a system that allows innovative thinking and actions with no fear of failure.
The system is designed to be safe, not to hurt anyone, nothing bad. and no failures reported. When the high jump
level is set low, everyone makes it, and no one gets hurt; soon enough people will either want to set the level
higher or they'll want to stop playing the game. This Quality Improvement Team identified the former, and now
they devised a way to help people identify their weaknesses and set higher goals. Please see QIT Organizational
Values chart for more information. This step seems to be the last step an organization takes from a growing one
to a maturing one.
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DATE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
AWhat happened: attended an Quality Improvement Team meeting.
Soon after the last Employee Satisfaction Survey was taken, John Knapp set up a taskforce to address
improvements to the existing way of evaluating a person's performance. This group was a cross section of the
team, represented by Ed Schlueter, Frank Bonsignore, Jodi Simpson, and Lucille Sharf. Their task was to design a
more useful way of making the performance standard better; the major issue was that people did not understand
what their ratings were based on.
This is the structure of the current method:

set objectives with manager

evaluation,

1 YEAR

optional review of progress

ranking, &
salary increas

In this system, your manager would rate you exclusively. Knapp said that ranking and evaluation should come as
no surprise if there has been ample communication. What the team addresses with the augmented form is a way
for managers to be selective and upfront with what they will consider traits worthy of improvements, not just
subjective ways of evaluating salary increases.
Current form:
yearlv objectives
& metricsfor
performance
(timelines et), by
the immediate
manager & the LX
er. Beginning of
year.

written self
evaluation by a
assessment. End roup of managers,
of the year, pre- score by your
salary raise.
immediate
manager (ranking).
End of the year,
re-salaryraise.

Proposed form:

yearly objectives
& metrics for
performance
(timelines et), by
the immediate
manager & the LX
er. Beginning of
year.

evaluation by a
written self
assessment. End roup of managers,
of the year,pre- score by your
immediate
salaryraise.
manager (ranking).
End of the year,
re-salaryraise.

OrganizationalValues:

Some of concerns from both sides, management as represented by John Knapp and the Quality Improvement
Team:
Management: this organizational values chart is just a supplement to the existing system; if you make it too
complicated, the technicians won't understand it; this type of appraisals should not sit in files forever as it will
hurt people's careers, bad things don't stay in assessments, that's why currently you get only mediocre reviews,
and this is of no value;
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DATE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
*What happened: sat down with Bonsignore and sketched an LX er's day to day concerns

Job Description

Reward System

Labs, designing
xperiments,
etc.

Performance appraisal

MRT&Sf
Organizational values

CONCERNS OF
AN LXER

Do I like
coming to

feedback, org values
work?

salary, cluster grouping #

Teammates, leadership
style, environment
Environment
Facilities

Personal Achievement
Growth Opportunities
Stability opportunities
Larger Economic Value
Current project value to company
Direct application or intellectual property
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DATE: SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
*What happened: some personal thoughts
To fully understand the direction, priorities, and subsequent friction of the company, two concepts emerge as
important ideas that shape the productivity issue at Xerox. First, it is important to understand that the
relationships between the smallest element of the company to the overall system; similar to the phrase from the
investment firm's commercial on television, the Xerox measures success one person at a time. Whether or not
this is true, it is clear that maximizing the potential of the individual in the corporation is still something that the
environment is still trying to resolve. Without the individual's full commitment and maximum input, the
subsequent contributions to co-workers, to the project team, to the budget center, and finally to the corporation
will be less than optimal. The individual's needs, therefore, is an important determinant of company success.
One way I tried understanding this is by illustrating the structure of interactions within the company.
individual
project team (PI, subsystems, platforms)
budget center (LID)
research-platform technology- business
Wilson Center
The Xerox Corporation: PARC, XRCC, ER, WRC&T
At the center of all these activities is the individual, and their work processes. What an LX er does can be mapped
out in a work process diagram. This is a diagram that shows what work is done on a day to day basis. Outside of
this individual list of concerns lies support organizations, processes that help support the work. Changing a light
bulb, for instance, is important for the individual work process to continue, but to arrange for maintenance, an
individual must first call facilities, whereby they channel the order to a union worker. One obvious hypothesis is
less steps and fewer transactions speed up work tremendously. Bonsignore described a few instances when he
called the maintenance operator himself, by-passing Lechner's group. He said that this was faster and eliminated
one step in getting something done. These types of friction is what this neuron map would show, and a complete
map is what I'd like to uncover before I come back to Cambridge.
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DATE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
*What happened: memo to Bob Lechner
Date:

09/28/95

To:

Mr. Bob Lechner, Facility

CC:

[Names]

From:

Suon K. Cheng

Subject:

LARC, LX Team

Bob:
From this study, I believe that the LX team is experiencing fundamental changes in their day to day interactions,
gradually re-structuring their work practices in the context of the new work environment. There are many subtler
issues worth mentioning, but after the 6 week study of the initial LARC pilot and the LX team, here are 4
preliminary findings, issues which will be further explored in the complete thesis report.

1. Breadth of information, and tools supporting that, will be vital for elevated innovation capability
61% of the LX team are co-located in building 128-183, in the project common. The other 39% are located in
building 114, in labs a building away, and on a floor or two above. In interviews conducted last week, breadth of
information was identified as the primary factor for a higher performing workplace. Members of the LX team
located in building 114, all in private offices, expressed concern of not having the ability to share informal
information, learn from spontaneous conversations from other people working on parts of the same project,
conversations made possible by co-location. One LX member strongly felt disadvantaged by not being located in
the same space as the rest of his team. and feels that technology, although able to displace some face to face
interactions, cannot bridge the gap of providing continuous and often informal information of the whole project.
Seeing the whole picture provides opportunities to identify applications of existing knowledge, and "pigeonholed" in private offices does not give this opportunity. Co-located members have the ability of sharing
information quickly and spontaneously whenever needed.
2. A successful LARC re-engineeringprogram involves a multitude of changes, not just in technology and space
Talks with the LX members will reveal no single source of change, but a multitude of changes that alone cannot
impact the work process, but together support changing to optimally productive work processes. Some of the
examples of change include the recent augmentation to the reward system. PFD&S, to help employees identify
areas of needed improvement, and ways for achieving personal objectives:
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change in meeting structure and rules for participation, as in the newly developed LX Share, where team members
help fellow team members solve problems informally, and "veto by feet" rule, where management supports
autonomy in deciding if the meeting is productive to each individual. If not pertinent to a person's work, then the
individual can opt to "vote by feet" and stealthily dismiss themselves and work on more productive activities.
3. LARC applied to the entire campus can allow interconnectivity and transparency throughout, and this supply
of information will accelerate the time to market of products and keep re-inventions to a minimum.
The downside of being co-located is the inability to share information with other competency groups. The
proliferation of LARC concepts throughout the campus was mentioned as one remedy for this dilemma. One
virtues of the LARC technology that has been cited is the ability to keep group information constantly updated,
and keep the information from past experiences in one place, easily accessible to any LX member. Storage of
data in common drives keep reproduction of past efforts, as in experiments etc. to a minimum. Why not develop
a system that helps duplicity of efforts
4. Successful rollout of the initialpilot project ideas will involve organizationalself learning
Since the work processes of the Wilson Center represents a unique planning challenge, success in the subsequent
design of the 147 pilot project will depend on what is learned, and taught from the first pilot project. The first
pilot posed an unknown problem, since LARC concepts have not been experimented upon at Xerox a year ago.
For the second project, a functioning example of the concepts already exists, and it can be used as a spring-board
from which a second round can be fined tuned. Several LX members acknowledged interest in helping coach the
second design team and 147 occupants. Their willingness shows a conviction that working in open environments
co-located with team members. and using time saving tools that will benefit innovation and contribute to the time
to market initiative.

DATE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

4What happened: reflections
After the 6 week study of Xerox, these are some initial questions I feel I must answer:
Where were we?
What did we do?
Where are we going?
e

Knowing generalities from the first LARC pilot, how do you design a rollout process unique to Xerox?

"

What generalities have we learned from the LX pilot project?

*

What was the first LARC process?

*

What aspects of the LARC project need improvement, and what should be continued?

DATE: SEPTEMBER 29 MIT
What happened: Example of interview information
Sit down talk with Bob Lecher, August 16, 1995 Facilities
Dialogue:
One of the biggest things we need to do is to be able to do within Chip Holt's org. to hand off technology to
business units.
Platform to hand off tech, usually takes too long. Technology teams for hand-off.
Get people here from other sites to come here.
Present documentation: what they have and what they need (occupancy lists)
manager
budget center
net square footage occupied
This gives a baseline of what budget center occupies. Net square footage/gross square footage=net+common
areas. Occupancy costs include electricity, and varies from building to building. This is for planning.
"I've never in my life found a manager who says I've got too much space: take some. Especially if they don't pay
for it." "We do not charge within the research group, competency center, for their laboratory space. We're
thinking about it." Lechner
Currently, Lechner gives square footages to finance group.. .finance figures out charge out rate. (schism within
finance & facilities)
Directive for the LX project:
LX is one of 12 competency centers. Previous VP of research Steve Bolti 2 years ago ordered co-production.
WCR&T and Chip Holt became head, re-engineering a year ago.
4 layered architecture.
114-147 sit in private or semi private offices. Move of Jim Larson's group into 128.
Co-production came from Steve Bolti, got to get people working closer together.
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Talk with George Gibson
To do different: enunciate better, much better. cut out the unihs. bring out more energy, more concise speaking
tone. Introduction didn't really help anything. Too much information. Not really relevant. Keep drawings away
until we need it. How much more energy! Talk more clearly. How sap. Ask the person about his experience, not
other people's. "Do you think..?" Ask, why is that important, why would that matter. "What is the effect
of....." "What are some problems associated with......." "How do you see this area?" "Help me understand....."
Ask what do you do here, what has been your participation with LARC, name etc. What does LARC mean to
you? What does productivity mean in R&D?
1) Greater connectedness to the world, information to the outside.
Wishes search is better. Connected & more powerful ways to do work. i.e.
2) Printing from live boards is great.
Use power point, CorelDraw, PostScript files problems, rotten transparencies.
transparencies, needs to go upstairs.

2 step process to printing

"Despite substantial investments in electronic infrastructure, some of the fundamentals are still not there."
The current conference room has a great resolution TV. Like a monitor. Right now there isn't one product to
solve all needs.
Voice will be a powerful tool. Ed Caruthers append audio to his slides.
People, collaborators etc also need software, so right now it is an unrealized potential.
Loop information in a more visually accessible area would be more informational, taking advantage of the passive
time for learning. Effectiveness of tool would be more effiective when it is seen.
The area has become a focal area as it was intended, eventhough the seat of power is not here.
Physical proximity still outweigh electronically created proximity.
Noise problems, interruptability of work.
Coffee area is good for team building areas. Easy to scrawl on the wall.
Diversity of ways to communicate... having lots of things to write on helps a lot.
wonderful for the variety of tools.

What make this area so

Co-location is a major factor in team building.
Can technology help co-location? No, not yet.
Workbooks waste of time, poorly prepared. Ideal work space let people down because after the input the results
were compromised by harbors etc. It took 6 weeks to get the right design. Poorly organized and poorly executed.
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Workbooks were never on time.
workplace information.

Walkthroughs generated too many housekeeping information, not useful

The process of workshops to the new design is a mystery. Command decision. This was presented as a
collaborative design, but design was based on what was convenient to what materials that were available.
Therefore fostered ill will.
"At the very best, it seems to me, it provides a little insight into what you'd really like while underlining that
you'll never get it." A negative experience.
"I'd challenge you to find and ask back the current design that came from somebody's imagined ideal work space
that wouldn't have arisen from a how do we optimize the configuration of the then ??? technology."
Artificial devices to skirt the real issues: metrics workshop.
"Nothing on my plate went away to make room for this."
The real issue: "Can the design of LARC increased productivity?"
Doing this over again: "Focus people on the design of the new work environment to hear a list of tools and kinds
of ways of organizing spaces...." Benchmarked & menu driven.
Ample private spaces provided if open plan is used.
Avoid workbook process- make use of existing prototype.
information from people from 1st wave.

Have people from the second wave induce the

Value of co-location is evident. More connected to things going on in this room.
How do you feed back your consensus'? I don 't know yet.
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Sit down talk with Ed Schlueter:
Office in LX center
Work with technical materials people in 114
Work in lab in 128

To Schlueter, LARC is better facilities, communications systems to move research to products faster.
It's going to take some time for people to learn how to use the tools and invent new work processes to be more
productive. We're still in a steep learning curve.
New critical parameter sheets, improvement to the Einstein program, working with software people & business
units in unifying a common language. Research & programming language.
LARC process:
"Would have been nice to have people who were actually going to be using the equipment and facilities, at least
somebody in that guiding body, for instance, like we were told what the software was going to be, what the
hardware was going to be, to a certain extent... and at least it would have been nice to understand why those
selections were made. Why those software and hardware selections were made, because I think there were some
people in the labs that had better selections, or at least suggestions that could've been discussed."
Better communication of why investment was made, productivity goals etc.
Optimal facilities, organizational structure, technology.
recommendations, benchmark.

The results were from inside.

Wished stronger

Recommendation for open area adjustment: noise mitigation to allow private personnel and general private
conversations. Not a closed in recommendations, but just sound mitigation.
Innovation takes place in the office, around the office, around the screen. the common (problem solving), the lab,
the coffee area.
Provide results/feedback to evervone. "Feedback should include everybody, not just the senior management team,
because everyone inputted to this, but I don't think anybody ever saw the summary or what it was, and so people
feel that they've participated in this LARC thing, but they don't know what happened after that." "This would be
nice to have a LARC folder": place feedback in the W-drive.
The common area:
Blocked from getting back into our labs. Now going through the labs to get into the lab, disrupt the meetings.
Can't really go through Tony Wallace's lab because he may have an experiment going. "Make it a little
bigger.....10 feet wider"
Keep the passive participation alive in common areas, allowing people to just come by and partake in the
discussions, learning during idle times etc.
Change the placement of the overhead screen: right now it's in a terrible location because people needs to move
when it's in use. Keep the overhead projector. though, because not everyone has the technology to present on
LiveBoards.

Increase the amount of memory in the common drives for the LiveBoards, because now graphic files are huge in
size.
Establish rules for the kinds of information that stays on the public drive, and the kinds that will be erased. Right
now people forget to erase files from common U-drives and the drives get overloaded. What kind of information
needs to stay public?
K-drive: knowledge base drive
W-drive: common drive
Work process changed?
LARC contributed the most in the presentation of information. -The combination of these LiveBoards, and the
common hard drives on the computers, are making this lab, I believe, the benchmark in communicating their
technical results. And that's a problem science people have, is they do great work, but sometimes we don't
communicate it very well, so it stays in the lab, and or stays in the area, and is why it doesn't get implemented
into products; and for instance yesterday you saw the Japanese all week were here, and these communication tools
helped immensely describe to them where we are in our technology maturity, what test we've done, which tests
we haven't. And for having team participation meetings, as far as I'm concerned. this has been a big big step
forward, because I've seen in that communication aspect, I've seen almost. I'll put a number on it, a 200%
improvement in how we communicate what we do, with the places that we have in this room and with our
computers, and that's with really only working with them for the last 3 months."
Working with glitches in the technology is the biggest thing you have to tackle in improving productive use with
this technology; transferring files from drive to drives, transferring Mac information to PC's. Fix the nuts and
bolts of using the software.
Hire an expert software person. hardware person to help with the facilitating programs, customizing programs for
specifics of the LX group- this is where the productivity improvement be felt. Sending documents directly to
people instead of attaching to MS mail, for instance.
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